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Appendix X, The Descendants of Crcssua.

Crassus had two sons, Marcus and Publius. The latter, who was

with Caesar in Gaul, is often mentioned in this account. He

married Cornelia the daughter of Hetellus Scipio, whose mother was

the daughter of Cr&ssus the orator. After the death of Publius

Pompey married Cornelia.1^ The elder son Marcus was Caesar* s

2)
quaestor in Gaul in 54 B,C,, He naturally supported Caesar in

the Civil War and was sent to Cisalpine Gaul at the beginning of

49 B.C., Since in 43 B.C. M.Calidius was in that province, it is
assumed that Crassus died in 49 B.C. or 48 B,C,,°^ He married,pres¬
umably during the period 68 - 3 B,C,, another of the Metelli, Caecilia
uetella,4^ 'The child of this marriage Vi/iU-S Lininius Crassus, who
is the most interesting of all Crassus1s descendants.6^ Born

6 }
parteps in 67 $•€• lie supported Sextus Pompeius but after

ilaulochus attached himself to Antonius, ^ He again changed sides

before Actium and went over to Oet&vian, In 30 B.C. he was consul,

although lie had not previously been praetor.6^ On July 1st of that

year he gave up his office .and afterwards went to Macedonia where
he conducted a successful Balkan campaign.* As a result of this

he was not only hailed as imperator by his troops, but also claimed
the spolia opima,10^ for which there had been two precedents since
Romulus. Oet&vian chose to regard his supreme authority as being

Jeopardised and set about scotching Crassus* s ambition. The details
of the quarrel are not clear. Dio11^ says that Crassus would have

> / <
entitled to the spolia opima if he had been oro <ctw £»
but against his assertion is the fact that all historians before

IT™Gel5er~in P,W,larTpT479ffiTlpie^nSomsn Revolution p.36 n,l.
2) Gelzer in P.W, (11.56); cf. Cic. Frn. V-8s Caes. B.G.V-84:46:VI-1.
3) App. B.C. II - 41; Caes. B.C. I - 2: Euseb. Chron. 01, 180-4.
4) C.I.L. VI 1274s Syrne cit. p.22 n..
5) P.W. Mo.58 (groag).
6) See P.W. cit,.
7) Dio 51 - 4.
8) Dio ait..
9) Dio 51 -23: Livy Epit, 134-5: Floras II - 26.
10) Dio 51 -24cx5.
11) Dio 51 - 24.
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Livy state that Cornelius Cosslus won this honour when military

tribune.1) Octavian seemingly persuaded Livy that Cosslus had been

consul and that therefore Grassus had no valid right to the trophy

since he was not fighting under his own auspices. Crassus was also

robbed of the title Imperator , although 3ince Aetiurn it had been con¬

ceded to other proconsuls and to at least one general, Nonius C-allus,

who was not a proconsul. Octavian took the salutation himself and

added it to his list, although on© premature Creek Inscription

addressed Crassus thus.2) After a belated triumph in 27 B.C. Crassus

disappeared completely from history, and for this the hostility of

the princeps was almost certainly responsible.

The Identity of M.Licinius Crassus who was consul in 14 B.C. is

not certain, but it may be assumed that he was the son of Octavian8s

rival.3) Very little is known of him, and it is only an assumption

that M.Licinius Crassus Prugi was adopted by him.4) Crassus Frugi

who became consul in 27 A.D. was the son of L.Calpurnius Piso, the

consul of 15 B.C. The family was now united with that of Pompey

by the marriage of Crassus Frugi with Scribonia, Pompeyss great-

great-grand-daughter. The offspring, one of whom was the Piso

whom Galba adopted , met violent ends. One of the sons, C.Calpurnius

Crassus Frugi Licinianus, was surprisingly allowed to live by

Domitian, relegated for conspiracy by Herva and Trajan, and executed

by Hadrian. Another branch of the Pisones lasted until the second

half of the 2nd century A.D., when all trace of Crassus's

descendants is lost.

1) Livy IV. -19 f.
2) I.L.S, 8810 : Dio cit s Syme cit. pp. 308 f.
3) Groag in P.W, (No,59)
&) I«G» II - In<2 4163 s Groag - Pros op og raphia Imperii Romania c.323s

Syme cit. p.497. See Table I.
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Appendix IIA. First Operations of Rome gainst Spartaaus
The earliest operations of the Romans are by no means clear.

We have first of all to decide how P.Varinius (or Varinus) and

Gloaius Glaber are to be fitted into the story. The following
information can be gleaned from our authorities; -

1. Plutarch - Grass. 8 d 9;- The rebels first of all defeated a force

sent against them from Capua, whereupon Glodius the praetor was

sent from iconic wx tjh, 3000 mieji cXiOL desxeged tnem (orx i&t. i/esuvxus.)

Then P.Barinus (i.e. Varinus) took command.

2. Appian - B.C. 1 -116;- First Verinius and then P.Valerius were

sent to deal with the situation but not with regular forces.

3. Sallust - Hist. III. 92»103 (Maurenbrecher):- gives additional

valuable details of the campaign of Verinius (particularly in the

Vatican fragments 96 and 98) * but these only help us in this

connection by confirming Varlnius against Varinue as the praetor's

name.

4. Frontinus - Strat. 1 -5 -21*- Glodius and. several cohorts were

defeated on Mt. Vesuvius. In I.-5 -22 Frontinus wrongly makes

P.Varinius a proconsul.

3. Livy - Bpit. 95:- mentions the defeats of Claudius Pulcher as

legatus and P.Varinus, the praetor.

3. Floras. Ill -20;- The rebels collected 10,000 men and defeated

Clodius Glaber on Mt. Vesuvius.

7* Orosius V -24;- The rebels defeated Clodius the praetor on lit.

Vesuvius.

The first point to be decided is whether we are to follow Livy
and make Clodius a legate of Varinius or Plutarch and Floras and
give him a separate command. The question would seem to be decided
conclusively & senatus consulturn for Oct. 14th 681 ( 73 B.cl) ^

which gives as present at the meeting fAo$ KAoiu3ios pioo uios A^]
rjS It is too much of a coincidence to suppose that both
Plutarch and Flurus could be in error in mentioning Clodius the

praetor and Clodius Glaber respectively. Livy's ep'itomist must
not have read his account carefully enough, and he hastily assumed
that Clodius was a legate of Varinius instead of an independent
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commander, Eow Clodius Gl&ber became Clodius Puleher remains a

mystery. Munzer' s suggestion that Claudius PuXcher of Livy's

Epitome was Varinius's legate and quite distinct from Ciodiue Gl&ber
increases the difficulties, since he never appears in our other

accounts of Varinius's operations. Besides, the coincidence of name

would be a. remeifeELe one. Munzer in uxging the rejection of Livy is

also unfair in his criticism of the Epitome, "The small worth of

this account", he says, "is clear from a comparison with the remainder.

The overthrow of the hastily raised militia of Clodius on Vesuvius

has nothing in common with the reverse of the two legions under

Varinius, which would have followed some months later".1) But the

account cannot be said to confuse Clodius's hastily-raised militia

with Varinius's two legions. This epitome is a summary of a summary,

and the author sums up in one sentence the campaigns of Clodius and
i

Varinius, in the process unfortunately falling into the error - if

it was not already there - about Clodius's ran! and cognomen and

Varinius's name.

Plutarch now becomes perfectly clear. He completely and correctly

separates Clodius and Varinius, If we translate "a second praetor

was sent out etc."2) and not "the next general etc," as one scholar

had done2] Plutarch agrees with S&llust and Livy on this point.

Plexus unfortunately does not mention Varinius, but he does

give definite information about the cognomen of Clodius.

Appier.' s brief account is the most difficult of all, Ho other

author supports his statement that first Varinius Gl&ber and then
P.Valerius was sent. No one else knows P.Valerius, and this suffices

to make the former narae suspect also. There is some difference of

opinion as to whether the nomen should be Varinius or Varinus, but

TTPhiiologus LV~(1896) pp. 387~- 9.
2) Long and the Loeb edn.
3) Langhorae Trans.
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nowhere els© is a cognomen given* The evidence of Sallust supported

by the weighty testimony of Cicero3*) decides us in favour of the

former.2) Appisa has somehow confuted Clodius Claber and P.Varinius,

I incline to the view that the solution lies in the proximity of the

similar names Ouoc^wos and Od^Aegios . perhaps the copyist took down

Ou°((?/vios by allowing his ©ye to travel to the name following and

covered his error by supposing Ootgtvios to be Ou«Aegio$ which has
the same number of syllables and bears a marked similarity to it.

Besides it is a much commoner iicaen. I$je first mistake granted,
the second is a reasonable assumption.

Thus Clodius Glaber, the praetor of 73 B.C., was sent against

Spartacus, defeated on Vesuvius and replaced by the praetor Varinius. 3)
The defeated Glaber had returned to Rome by October 14th when he took

part in a meeting of the senate, 1 agree with Muaaser that the laws

of coincidence would need to be stretched too far to admit any oils r

explanation,4) I am not, however, convinced by his argument that

Clodius' s activities at Capua belong to the first half of the year.

The government had time to hear of the rising in July or August and

yet have the praetor back in the city by October. But the whole

chronology of the mar is the subject of another note,5)
B, The T^DQ^raoliv of ths First Campaign,

Our main evidence for the events from the defeat of Vesuvius to

to the end of the year is in the two Vatican fragments of Sallust' s

Histories (HI. 96 md 93 a,), which are unfortunately cruelly
mutilated, 1 assume that Maurenbrecher (Sallust1© Hist, p, 151) has

1) Cic, pro Flaec. 45.
2) Sallust mentions Vaxdnius five times but nowhere hints at a cognomen

Glaber. This omission together with Appian* s inclusion of Glaber -
though in the wrong; |>lace - is further evidence for the view that
previous commander (i.e.Clodius) had, this cognomen,

3) Last in C.A.H. IX. p.329 agrees with this. Rice Holmes (Roman Repub¬
lic I. p. 156) makes Glaber a subordinate of Varinius, though he does
refer to Manser's note (see p.238) Moramsen (History of Rome IV.p.74
Every Trans.) seems to separate them.

4) Philologus cit,
5) Appendix IIE.
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rightly decided that the old method of regarding them as one is

wrong. In the second scene the situation has clearly changed.

Plutarch seems to foe in error when he relates the episode of

Cossinius as taking place at Salen&e, which is unknown, ^ Could

Salemum have been the place meant? It would make excellent sense

when compared with. Floras® a summary of the whole of tills campaign.^
There it is stated that the rebels passed through Cora and the whole

of Campania, They were not content with plundering villas and

villages but ravaged such considerable towas &© Kola and Kuceria,
Thuril end Metapontum. I$se grouping is suggestive5 and my own

opinion is that Kola and Kuceria come into the same story as the

Cossinius incident, while the ravaging of Thurii and Metapontum was

made possible by Spartacus's decisive victories over V&rinius and

Thoranius,3^ Incidentally, Floras's Cora seems to be wrong, as it
was too near to Home for even the daring slave bands to attack.

Again, a move so far north complicates what we know of the rebel

movements. A possible eaendation is Cosa, for in addition to the

Etrurian town of that name Veileius,^ in his account of the Social

War, mentions one in the same context as Herculaneum and Pompeii.

Antonini and Romanelli have placed it near Amalfi, which would suit

admirably,5)
Mommaen's version that the rebel forces retired over the river

Silarus into the mountains of Lucania is quite possible:but if

we agree with Maurenhrecher that Sail. Hist. III. Frag,96 is the

introduction to the decisive battle with Varinius, I doubt whether

it may be assumed that they drew the praetor after them: it is more

likely that the battle took place in Campania. It is annoying that

1) Plut.Crass, 9.
2) Flor, III -20.
3) Another suggested emendation - supported by Mormasen and Rice Holmes -

is Salin&e (Hereuleae), a place near Herculaneum.
4) Veil. Pat. Ill -16.
6) See Cramer - Ancient Italy II. p.216,
6) Mommsen - History of Home IV p.75 Every. Trans.
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there is a lacuna after "Cumas" - which is itself suggestive -

in Sallust. Furthermore the words in 98G "occultus (sc. Spartacus)

Lburinis iugis ad N*ris Lucanas atque inde prima luce pervenit ad

Appi forum etc."1) indicates a march into Lucania after the battle.
Therefore I prefer to believe that the sack of Lola and Huceria

took place before this move and not after it had proved successful.

It was after the defeats of Varinius and Thoranius that the slave

bands ranged over Lucania and caused havoc in Thurii and Metapontum.

They had confined their activities to Campania for long enough, and

a move south was clearly indicated.

Q. The Consular Command Against Spartacus (72 B.C.)

Rice Holmes3') has made a thorough examination of the difficulties

which arise from our authorities.

The crux of the problem seems to lie in Appian,3) His account

is by far the most detailed, yet he makes no mention of a most im¬

portant part of the campaign, of which we hear in Plutarch, Livy,
Florus and Orosius - namely the defeat of Cast ius at Mutina.4)
According to Appian, Spartacus moved as far north as Picenum, med¬
itated an attack on Home, and then retreated south again. We must
assume that his account omitted Mutina for some reason, mixed it

up with the consular defeat at Picenum or did not know of it. The

last is not likely, as Appian goes into copious detail. If we

follow Plutarch, livy and the rest, at what point are we to assume
the hiatus in Appian? Three solutions are open; firstly that it
came after the defeat of the consuls in Picenum (i.e. while Spart¬

acus was marching north): secondly that it was during the return
move south; or thirdly that Appian was really thinking of the
defeat of Cassius when he spoke of the defeat of the two consuls in

1) The "position of both placiiTis unknown.
2) Roman Republic I. pp. 387-90,
3) App, B.C. I -116 -8.
4) Plut,Crass. 9 ; Livy Spit. 96; Florus III -20: Oros. V. -24.

s
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Ploenum. The third possibility must be left for want of further

evidence. If we had Appian's source, it might be possible to find

a clue to the peculiar fact that he alone mentions this consular

defeat•

I have adopted the first suggestion rather than the second for

the following reasons. The words of Plutarch tt^o Trj% ITiKr}//e)05^
and Appian's *T>)V I h K'jVtTf 3are undoubtedly difficult.
Rice Holmes5) inclines to the view that the former refer to the

country of the Pieentini in N. Lue&nia and the latter to PIcenum.

His references to Strabo4) and Ptolemy5) prove nothings In fact they

emphasise the difficulty of the Greek rj , which appears in neither
ITiK6vt!« nor TftKeirtVOI . If w© add the fact that the adjective of

Pieenum would naturally be Plutarch's iTtKQVJS the district meant
seems to be settled as PIcenum. Rice Holmes's conjecture (originally

made by Drumann®)) that Plutarch mistook Pieenum for the country of

the Pieentini ia an unattractive way out of the difficulty, though
CJ> '

he seems to support It by ascribing Appian's words - JTuj^iois Te

"ftkAiV tryvfcv e^QevTth Is ^£<0*5 Ik^Toov^ - to Mummlus's
defeat. The evidence of the >| makes Picenum more likely for both
references. But apart from the difficulties of the t"J I cannot see
that Appian's ITiKi'jYiT i$ can mean anything els© but PIcenum for
reasons both of time and of topography. If the defeat mentioned

took place on the rebel march north PIcenum must be meant; if Spart-

acus was aovlsig south the armies of the consuls, even if these had
not been superseded, could not have been in Lucania.®) I have ad¬

opted the account given In the narrative because I do not believe it

possible for the consuls to have been recalled and Grassus to have

raised recruits and have decided on a position In PIcenum during the

L) Plut.Crass. 10.
2) App. B.C. I -117.
5) Rice Holmes - Roman Republic I p.389. /
I) Strabo V -4 -2 - o TTiKfcvV^i (Pieenum) s 12 HiKe\rrioC (chief town of

Picentlni) /
5) Ptol. Geog. Ill -1 -45 - 7)ikovoi (people of Picenum) 60 «• 11 iKevpvoi

(Picentini). '
5) Gesch. Roms. IV® p.91 n. 10.
l\ App. B.C. I -117 ; see p.244.3) As Rice Holmes cit. p.388.
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rebel march south.

If Picenum was meant by Plutarch the events shape themselves thus -

Spartacus defeated the consuls singly and then their combined forces

Later he was confronted by Cassius in Cisalpine Gaul. However, after

the defeat of the combined consular forces the senate appointed

Crassus#^) jn view of the rumours of an attack on Rome^) when Spart¬

acus was known to be marching south again, Crassus placed his main

force for the defence of {TTpo ) Picenum.^) There would have been

little point in his moving it as far south as the country of the

Picentini, since in the first place Rome was thought to be in danger

and secondly he wanted to intercept Spartacus. He was much more like¬

ly to be able to do this successfully in Plcenum than in N.Lucania.

Perhaps he had either or both of the following objects in minds

Firstly the defence of Rome against a possible assault, and secondly

a speedy and impressive victory. Crassus was clear-sighted enough to

see the difficulty of forcing a quick and decisive action with the

rebels in the south, and he had also good reasons for not wanting to

protract the war into the next season, if it could be avoided.6)
Although interpretation must be according to the evidence and the

sole mention of the consular defeat in Appian must stand, it is im¬

possible to avoid a suspicion that further evidence would show that

Appian somehow mistook the battle at Mutina for a further defeat of

Lentulus and Gellius. But it is useless to regret the loss of the

relevant section of Livy or of Sallust.

Whether or not Spartacus Intended to attack Rome is relatively

unimportant. Rice Holmes6) suggests that it was only a rumour.

Possibly it was, but it created enough panic to make the government

) This view is supported by Oros. V. -24 -Post (i.e. defeat of Lentulus)
etiam collatis frustra ambo consules copiis, accepts gravi calamitate
fugerimt•

) Plut,Crass. 10s App, B.C. 1-118.
Flor. Ill, -20s App. B.C. -117. ,

) An obvious interpretation of Hpo ,
) See p.30,
) Clt. p.388,
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mobilise almost every available man1) and to make Crassus take up

a position in which he would be within fairly easy reach of Home.

If, however, Spart&cus had such a plan, it is more likely that he

should have formed it after his scheme for escape had broken down.

The knowledge that the rebels had unexpectedly turned back from

Mutina would tend to increase the belief at Home thai Spartacus had

decided to aim at a higher objective than escape from Italy - the

city itself. I cannot believe with Rice Holmes that Appian is more

plausible than Floras, as Spartacus would hardly have decided to

attack Rome while he was marching away from Italy at all speed.2)
Finally, a statement of Rice Holmes3) must be regarded as very

doubtful. "If Appian is right", he says, "spartacus, after he re¬

treated from Mutina to Thurii in Lucania, advanced northward again

to the country of the Picentini. This seems unlikely, and although

it is perhaps confirmed by Sallust4), I am tempted to suspect that

Appian confounded the order of events." Whether or not Appian is

correct he neither mentions nor implies a move north by Spartacus

into the country of the Picentini after his retreat to Thurii, So

difficult is it to follow Rice Holmes that we may wonder whether he

has inadvertently made a mistake. His reference to Sallust proves

nothing.3) The only explanation of the statement seemingly possible
is that he is joining the reference in Appian to his own conclusion
about Plutarch's jT£o -rrjy ih^^/das • But he does not set about
proving this point till later in the same paragraph, and even so,

his remark is so worded as to limit his Interpretation to the account

of Appian, In this connection I would reply to his question - Who

1) According to Manreribrecher' s interpretation of Sail,Hist. XV, -21.
2) App, B.C. I -117s Flor. III. -20. Last in C.A.H. IX. p.330 also

prefers Floras to Appian.
3) Cit, p.388.
4) Cf. IV. 20 and 22. m A _ .

5) Sail.Hist. IV. -20 may just possibly refer to this time. But it is
only an inference of the editor that places it before xV, -22.
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were the Romans whom Spartacus defeated (in Lueania)? - that it is

doubtful from Appian's casual remark whether any particular engage¬

ment is to be understood.*5-^

Neither of Appian1 s statements about the decimation by Crassus

is in the least credible.3) Crassus was certainly not likely to

decimate the whole of the former consular forces, nor could his

worst enemy accuse him of decimating the whole array. Plutarch3)
gives the most likely suggestion that Crassus selected the particular

corps of 500, which had started the rout in Mummius's two legions,
and decimated that.

In the account of Crassus's victory over Spartacus in the retreat

south I have based my interpretation on Appian,4) He speaks of two

victories won by Crassus, one over 10,000 rebels separated from

Spartaeus and the other over Spartacus himself. The C.A.H. apparent¬

ly supports Appian in speaking of "various engagements",3) Rice

Hollies is rather confusing.6) He proposes to transfer these two

battles to a later stage and identify them with two engagements

mentioned elsewhere but not in Appian. This would be.possible? but

in his narrative Rice Holmes introduces the encounters in the place

allotted to them by Appian, with the result that it is difficult to
decide exactly what solution he does favour. Furthermore, he seems

to be wrong when he says that no other writer mentions these defeats.

Floras actually hints at one of them - "a quo (sc. Crassus) pulsi

fugatique (pudet dieere) hostes, in extrema It&liae confugerunt".?)
It is also likely that Grosius had such a defeat in mind when he
wrote - "is (sc. Crassus) max ut fugitivorum pugnarn iniit sex milia

-V , ... ,

1) See p„29. Appian in the"pK®vious sentence mentions "frequent forays"
2) App. B.C. I lllS.
3) Plut.Crass. 10.
4) App. B.C. I -US. Mommsen (History of Rome IV. p.77 Avery, irans.)

followed him.
5) IX. p.331.
6) Roman Republic I. 389 -90: cf. p.159.
7) Floras III. -20.
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eorvm interfeeits nongentos verb cepit".1) From these hints we

may assume that Crassus had a successful encounter with Spartacus

before the retreat into Khegium was accomplished, but that Appian

has also introduced into the wrong place the engagement mentioned

later by Plutarch,b')
I believe that Spart&cus' s negotiations with the pirates must

have broken down very soon after his arrival at the coast of Rhegium.

Cras'us's command ddtes from the autumn of 72 B.C.,3^ and it is

impossible to account for all the incidents in the campaign of six

months unless we assume that he began his blockade when Sp&rt&cus

had but newly arrived in Bhegium. Furthermore, if the latter was

still negotiating for the transport of his force, what w the point

of the blockade? The obvious plan would then have been to press on

and try to prevent the crossing. Is it not likely that Spartacus

had been engaged in negotiations with the pirates during his march

to the south and that they betrayed him before he reached the sea?4)
There is no evidence for the position of Crassus's wall, Mommsen6)

ventures a guess, but without authority or confidence. The length
was 37 miles - not 32 as Mommsen says, S&llust's reference to this

wall is explainable only if we assume that he is giving a sketch map

of S. Italy and tint his description of Crassus's wall followed latest
Plutarch's mention7) of the letter from Graasus to the senate is

difficult to understand. We can hardly doubt that Crassus would do

anything rather than solicit the help of either Pompey or Lucullus.
No other writer mentions this letter, and we have to decide from

1) Oros, V. -24.
2) Plut,Grass, 11; See Appendix IIC.
3) See Appendix IIE. . , „ T

4) Plutarch (Crass. 10) seems to suggest this, Appian (B.C. x -118)
might just favour this also. But too fine a point should not oe
placed on Appian.

5) Mommsen. History of Rome IV, p.78 n, 1 (Every, Trans,)
6) Sail,Hist, IV. -25 M. 300 stades (Plut.Grass. 10) is eqpal to 37-2

Roman miles or 342 approx. English miles,
7) Plut.Grass. 11,
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Appian the steps which caused Fompey's intervention.Reading
between the lines we may assume that the real agitators for the

despatch of the popular hero were probably the masses and not the

senate. Ferrer©,1') L&st^ and Rice Holmes4) take this view: Mommsen5)
follows Plutarch without comment. I am inclined to think that

Plutarch has mistaken his authority. If Crassus did write to the

senate, his object may have been to give warning that Sp&rtacus had

broken through his line and would perhaps head north. Or again if

the rebels were moving towards Brundiaium, perhaps he wanted to

allow the sending of instructions to Lucullus.6) The fact that

Lucullus was at or near Brundisium when the letter was sent strength¬

ens the belief that the biographer misinterpreted the contents of

such a letter, if it was ever sent. But tried Grassus asked for the

co-operation of Pompey is, to say the least, improbable.
The position of the remaining events must be worked out almost

wholly from Appian and the more detailed account of Plutarch.?)
The position, of the Petslian Hills brings up the first difficulty.

The best-known Petelia was in Bruttium, Strabo speaks of one in

Lucania, but there is a suspicion that he has confused it with the

Bruttian one.B) Mommsen places these hills in Calabria, though on

what evidence I am unable to discover.9) Rice Holmes seems to

follow Mommsen when he remarks that Appian' s mention of Brundisium

was probably identical with Plutarch's account of the movement to

L) App, B.C. I -119.
2) Greatness aid Decline of Rom® i p. 155 n, J> Eng.Trans.
5) C.A.H. IX. p.331.
I) Roman Republic i. p. 159.
5) Historyaof Rome IV. p,78 Era ry. Trans.
5) M.Lucullus, of course not Lucius as App. B.C. I -120.
0 Plut.Crass. 11: App. B.C. 1-120.
5) Strabo VI, 254 - who mentions that Philoctetes founded it. Actually -

he was reputed to found the Bruttian one. Cramer (Ancient Italy II,
p.367) thinks the issue is not affected and that there was a Lucanian
Petelia, citing inscriptions gathered by the archaeologist Antonini
(p.368 n.H: cf, p.390). Perhaps Cramer is correct: a Lucanian Petelia
would confine the action, which is all to the good.

*) Mommsen (History of Rome'lV. p.78 Every.Trans.) is hard to explain -
"the robbers refused to retreat further and compelled their general
to lead them through Lucania into Apulia",
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tii® Petelian Kills.^ But in his narrative Rice Holmes says that

after the defeat of Castus and Cannicus Spartacus retreated to the

"southernmost extremity of Italy" - presumably Bruttlum.

I agree with Rice Holmes that Plutarch and Appian can be recon¬

ciled with fair ease, but I should do this in a different way. My

account is based on the assumption that Peteiia was in Bruttium.

After Spartacus broke the blockade with part of his forces, he went
northward into Lucania, intending to attempt an escape by sea from

Brand!slum. Having turned Grassus from the wall he was faced with

the revolt of the Gallic element under Castus and Cannicus. This

force began to operate in Lucania and immediately attrac ted the

attention of Crassus, Spartacus set about dm wing hi© remaining

forces from Bruttium? still hoping to retreat to Brundisium, but

this was prevented by the presence of M.Lucullus. Crassus had per¬

haps sent to Rome to ask that instructions should be sent to Lucullus,
in view of a possible approach by the rebels. He now took advantage

of his good fortune in finding a divided, rebel army.

The account of the first battle with Castus and Cannicus*3)

assumes that Frontinus Strat, II -4-7 refers to the episode at the

Lucanian Lake and not to the second battle near the source of the

river Silarus. After an examination of the sources I can find no

reason which makes it necessary to apply the popular drastic remedy
of referring Frontinus Strat. II -4-7 and II -5-34 to the same

battle. The strategy described is clearly not the same, and the
only manner in which to explain this away is to assert that Front¬
inus told the same story in two different ways. This does happen

occasionally, but it is m unsatisfactory solution and one to be
adopted only when other arid weighty evidence is present, and in this
instance it is absent. Unfortunately our sources are vague. We do

1) Roman Republic I p.390,
2) Cit, p0 160. ^ /
3) Is this the true form? Plut, Crass. 11" <Wvvikioj s Livy Epit.97 -

Granlcus: Maurenbrecher (Prolegomena p.46) - Ganxticus. See Rice Holmes
(Roman Republic I p,387 n#6) end his reference to A.Holder - Alt.
Celt, Sprachschatz I. pp.73S-6s Deknatel (De Vita M.Crassi p,15)
gives Castidius - from what source I do not know,
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not know the positions of Camalatrum or Mount Gantenna. Cramer1'
gives the "stagnum Lucsnum" as the place "where Plutarch mentions
that Crassus defeated a considerable body of rebels under the

command of Spartaeus", but he offers no proof. He also places in

this district the"raons Cm&L&tinus and raons Cathena, of which Front-

irnis speaks in reference to the same event". Mount Cathena at any,

rate is certainly to be connected with the second battle. Cluverius,2)
who was Cramer's authority, says that Camal&tiue (or Camalarcus of

the MSS* apparently) and Cathena are the same, which is an assumption
that the two references are to the same battle. Another scholar3)

places the Lueanian Lake near Paestum or Poseidonia, seemingly on

the evidence of Strabo4) that the river makes marshes there - which

is not by any means proof. M&ursribrecher5) discusses the question

and rejects, rightly I think, the attempts of Drumannb) to join the

two references into one battle - a solution which is followed by

Rice Holmes.7) It is to be noticed that Gundermann in his edition

of Frontinus does not include Strat. II -4 -? and II -5 -34 in his

list of examples of the same story told differently in two places,

whereas Maurehbrecher does. I find his reason for this statement

confusing, as the number slain is mentioned nowhere in II -4 -7,

Therefore I think it as likely that Camalatrum is to be identified
with the Lucanion Lake as that Frontinus has written two such differ¬

ent accounts of the same battle. The reference to Livy is undoubt¬

edly one of those interpolations which occur from time to time in
the "Stratagems", and is classed as such by Gundermann. This solution
I prefer to the unsatisfactory negative one, although I have found
no similar rendering of the evidence,8)

Maurehbrecher's statement that Frontinus Strat. II -5 -34 is at

.) Ancient Italy II. p.3667 ~~
0 Ital. Antiq. II. p.1256.
I) Kaltwasser - the reference I have lost. 4) Strabo V, -251,
'•) Proleg, to Sallust's Histories p.46.
• ,f

») Gesch. Roms. IV. p. 80.
') Roman Republic I. p. 160.
0 Rice Holmes <cit, p.390 n.6) gives Camalatrum as near to the source

of the Silarus, On what evidence except possibly Oros. V. -24?
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variance with Plutarch Grass. 11 is most doubtful. In my opinion

the two can be reconciled perfectly, Plutarch1 s account shows that

he was, as often, not at all clear about the strategy employed. The

detection of the concealed force (also mentioned in Sallust3-)) could

well have been intended, as Frontinus describes? yet at the same time

this force could at one point have been in a tight corner. But it

is as likely that Plutarch viewed the incident from a completely

wrong standpoint.2)
Orosius2) provides a puzzling reference to an attack of uncertain

outcome near the source of the river Silarus. The phrasing of the

passage ought to make it impossible that Gamalantrum or Gantenna was

meant and is therefore at the head of this river. Consequently it
is wrong to infer that Orosius has loosely stated that the action

fought against the subordinate officers was really fought against

Spartacus himself.'4) There are two objections to thiss- 1) the

priusquam clause and 2) (more forcibly) "ipsum Spartacum". If Orosius

is to be trusted Crassus must have fought or contemplated an action

against Spartacus after the rout of the Gallic army.

Thus the sequence of events after Spartacus had given up the idea

of crossing from Brundisium was as follows. Castas and Cannicus

were defeated at Camal&trum and Mt. Cantenna in Lucania (probably

both were in the neighbourhood of the river Silarus.) Meanwhile

Spartacus had come up from the outskirts of Calabria and intervened

successfully in the first battle. After the second one he had re¬

treated "ad caput Silari" - perhaps the southern one near Anxia -

avoided a general engagement with Crassus and pressed south into
Bruttium. Near Petelia he defeated Crassus's advance force and under

pressure from his own men came north again, only to meet Crassus wlio
was following southward with the main Roman army, and be finally

T~Hist. IV. -40 M.~ , , ^

2) For the discrepancy in the number of slain between Livy (and tne
Frontinus interpolation) and Plutarch see Appendix IIF.

0 Oros. V. -24. ■

0 Cf. p. 249n. 8» Could Rice Holmes be right in ascribing to Orosius
this meaning when the writer says pointedly "ipsum Spartaeum"?
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crushed somewhere In Lucanla.

B. The Chronology of the Spartacan War#

There are five main statements to be considered?-

1. Appian B.C. I -118?- The war was in its third year and no

candidates offered themselves for the praetorship. Crassus

was elected etc. (i.e. 71 B.C.)

2. Appian B.C. I -121?- Crassus finished the war in less than

six months.

3. C.I.L. X® 8070 -3?- Capua celebrated games in the amphitheatre

on April 1st 71 B*C."^
4. Cicero II. Verr. II.38-9:- Lentulus and Gelllus attended a

meeting of the senate sometime before the Kalends of December

72 B.C.

5. Eutrop. VI. -7?- The war ended in Its third year.

Prom these statements we can date the command of Crassus with

some accuracy. Appian was wrong in his inference that Crassus was

praetor In 71 B.C., since he clearly held that office in 72 B.C.

Taking together the Capu&n Inscription, App. B.C. I -121, and

CIc. II. Verr. II. 38-9 we can conclude that Crassus was appointed

c. Oct, 72 B.C. - I.e. the consuls were recalled to Rome before

their year of office ended.

The mention toy Appian a: id Eutropius of the third year of the

war must refer, of course, to the third calendar year, not 2+ years,

which would place the beginning of the revolt before April 73 B.C.

Moronsen was responsible for dating Crassus9 s command from the

autumn of 72 B.C. Maui1en.brecher argued against this but recanted

two years later In the second part of his work3) and accepted

Momms©n,s dating. His arguments In the Prolegomena cannot stand

against Mommsen since he does not mention either Cicero or the

Capuan inscription.

"Tessera q$ta11u.or"~iatoribus scripta. Capuae ad ennphitheatrum ref?™
FLAC, NOVI

K. APR.
SPECT.

P.LEN. CN. AFID. U.C.683.
2) Proleg. to Sallust Hist. pp. 40-41.
3) Sail. Hist, Part II. App. 3 p.231.
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The remainder of the dating is mostly reasonable conjecture and

my own version is as followss-
73 B.C. The beginning of the revolt and the commands of Clodius

Glaber and Varinius.

We have no direct evidence for more accurate dating. Livy-^
places the outbreak between his accounts of the end of Scribonius

Curio's Thr&cian expedition and L.Lucullus's victory at Cyzicus.

Curio's command apparently lasted from 75 to 73 B.C., though
Hanrehbrecher argues for 76-4 B.C., and Graerod mentions that the

expedition is said to have ended in 76 B.C.^ But these suggestions

as well as introducing other difficulties, a discussion of which

is not in the province of this note, make the dating in Livy very

confusing and are therefore to be discarded in favour of Mommsen's

76-3 B.C. Of L.Lucullus in Asia and the chronology of the Third

Mithridatic War more will be said later.

Clodius Glaber was back in Home in Oct. 73 B.C.,3) so it is

reasonable to date the beginning of the revolt in July or August,

This would give time for immediate measures by the Capu&ns4^ ana

for the senate to realise5^ the situation at Home.

Varinius must have been on the scene at the latest by the beginn¬

ing of October. His activities may even have begun a little earlier,

as we read that his array suffered from the unhealthy autumn season.

Furius, Cossinius, Varinius himself and Thoranius were defeated in
quick succession in a campaign which took place in a confined area^
and the praetor spent the last month or two of the year in hanging
on, while Spartacus wintered in the district of Thurii,
72 B.C. The Campaign of Lentulus and Gellius; Crassus in S.Italy.

iTTivy~!i>it
2) Maurenbrecher - Proleg. to Sail. Hist, p,?Gi Ormerod in C.A.H. IX.

p. 357.
5) See p. 237.
1) Plut. Crass. 9.
5) There has been at least one attempt to date the outbreak oi toe revolt

as 74 B.C. (O.Schambach - der ital. slaven aufstand. in prog. Halber-
stadt 1872) - ridiculls argumentis, says Laureribrecher (Prolegomena
p,40). Rice Holmes (Roman Republic I. p»156) - ifthe early autumn".

5) Sail,Hist. III.-96-A M.
7) See' Appendix IIB.
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The consuls must have wasted no time in beginning their prepar¬

ations, as Cr&ssus relieved them about September and their movements

covered a large part of Italy, It is likely that they were ready

to take the field in S.Italy as soon as weather conditions made

campaigning possible - perhaps even before the beginning of February,

They may have transacted several important pieces of state business

before leaving Home, passing laws - 1) abolishing remission of pay-

merit for the purchase of the goods of the proscribed1^ and 2) sanct¬

ioning gifts of citizenship to Spaniards conferred, by Pompey,It

is, of course, possible that these laws were passed after their return

to the capital,

Crassus must have been in Khegium in October, and he abandoned

his position only when Spc.rts.cus broke out - i.e. possibly in
■n \

December or January,
71 B.C. The Two Defeats of Cactus and Garnicuss Death of Spartacus.

The remainder of the events - the two victories over the Gauls,
the retreat and return of Spart&cms - followed, in quick succession,

and the war was over by the end of March except for the rouading-up
of stray rebels.

We saw that in Livy Epit, 95 the outbreak of the Spartacan

rebellion is placed immediately after the exploits of Lucullus at

Cyzicus. Hence the question arises - then did this siege take place ?

It is not within the scope of this note to enter fully into this
most involved problem, but it may be of interest to approach it from
a standpoint rather different from tn&t of Bice Holmes, who has'

collected, in & long note in his "Roman Republic",^ a vast body of
evidence for the chronology of the Third Mithrid&tic War.

There are two schools of opinion. One led by Theodore .Reinachb>
holds that this war began in 73 B.C. and that the seige of Cyzicus

1) Sall.liist.- IV *r-;2ircic. Verr."Ill - 31.
2) Cic. pro Bulb. 19; cf. 33.
3) During a snowstorm (Pint,Crass, 10),
4) I pp.383-403,
5) Mithridates Eupator pp.318 n,2i 321 n,l.
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took place in 73-2 B.C., Ami sua in 72-1 B.C., and Cabeira in 71 B.C.

The second led by Momsen1^ takes 74 B.C. as the beginning of the

war, Cyzicus in 74-3 B.C. and the rest accordingly. The chief

difficulty, whether or not Lucullue went to the war as consul, seems

to be settled by a reference to the Livian order of events in Spit.
93-7, Approaching the question from the Livian angle - which is

ignored by Rice Holmes - and connecting it with our Spartacan dating,
I would suggest the following dates for the Bpit. 93-7:-

Enit, 93s-

74 B.C. - Bithynia taken over as a province by Rome,

Late 74-early 73 B.C. s- Cotta's reverse at Chalcedon,
" " " " " The war In Spain up to the results of

Calagurrae (i.e. early 73 B.C.)

Bpit. 94 s-

Late 74-middle of 73 B.C. Lucullus leaves Italy after completing

his administrative duties and begins

his campaign in Asia Minor.

73 B.C. s~ Events in Spain.

Bpit. 95 s-

73 B.C. Curio concludes his Thracian war,

73 B.C. (July or August):- Spartacan revolt, till the end of the year.

73-2 B.C. Lucullus at Cyzicus: Mlthridates retreats over the

H&lys into Pontus.

Bpit. 96 :-

72 B.C. ;- Death of Crixius:defeats of Lentulus and Gellius.

72 B.C. Assassination of Sertorius. End of Spanish War.

72 B.C. Defeat of Cassius at Mutinas Crassus appointed.

Spit. 97 :-

72-1 B.C. :- Command of Crassus: death of Spartacus.

71 B.C. :- Death of M.Antonius in Crete.

71 B.C. M,Lucullus concludes his Thracian campaigns.

72-1 B.C. s- L.Lucullus "in Ponto feliciter pugnavit" (i.e. Amisue

in 72-1 B.C. and Cabeira in 71 B.C.).

End of 71-70 B.C. Mithridates retreats to Armenia.

1) History of Rome IV pp.48ff.(Every. Trans.):so Maurenbrecher Ip.47:
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Epit. 98 %-

70 B.C. ?- Machares taken up by Lucullus etc.

How consider the chronology of the Asian events from the viewpoint

of Mommsen?-

74 B.C. ?- Cotta at Chalcedon.

74 B.C. s- Lucullus in Asia.

74—3 B.C. ?.- Cystous.

74-2 B.C. Amlsus.

72 B.C.# x- Cabeira.

72 B.C. s- Mithrldates in Armenia.

Two notable points arise from this dating* Firstly, Livy after

telling his story in chronological sequence from 74 B.C. to the end

of 73 B.C. (Eplfc. 93-5), at this point jumps back to 74 B.C. to

relate ©vents which he could quite easily have related in Book 94.

Secondly, after h© has told of the consulship of 70 B.C., he makes

an even more amazing backward step and tells of Mlthridates's re¬

treat into Armenia in 72 B.C.

It is my belief that Lucullus left Italy towards the end of

74 B.C., while he was still consul,-^ as Llvy correctly states, and

crossed over to Asia. The first half of 73 B.C. was taken up by

the minor events which led up to his successful siege of Cyzicus -

as proconsul (Epit. 95). Cotta had taken over the fleet in 74 B.C.

and his defeat at Chalcedon is to be dated as late 74 or early 73tB.d,

This dating conflicts with only Vellelus of the eight pieces of

evidence furnished by Rice Holmes •«*) Vellelus is, however, very

vague, and, as all agree, not in this instance to be followed.
I am not concerned with the problem of the exact dating of the

Amlsus and Cabelra campaigns, and I shall content myself with

suggesting that Livy's Epitome, though vague, tends to support the

.) Crassus did the same thing in 55 B.C.
!) Livy Epit. 93-4? Eutrop. VI. -6? Plut.Luc. 8? App. Mithr. 70: Phlegon

Fr. 12? Veil. II. -33? Cic. pro Mur. 33? Acad, prior. II; -consulatum
ita gessit (sc. Lucullus) .... post ad Mlthridatioum bellum missus ...

Rice Holmes (Roman Republic I. p.402) gives a probable explanation
of 'post". Obviously Cicero did not contradict himself (of. pro Mur.
33) and the weight of otherevidence is against interpreting this as

Lucullus proconsul".
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dating given above. Rice Holmes, with whose general arguments I

cannot agree, nevertheless accounts for the Phlegon reference -

which Eeinach found difficult to explain away - in a manner which

supports this suggestion.

Thus, to summarise the above table of dates, I think that both

Mommsen and Eeinach have some truth in them, Mommsen in that he

dated the beginning of the war correctly as 74 B.C., and Eeinach

because he saw, though he used evidence that is in parts incon¬

clusive, that Cyzieus took place in 73-2 B.C.

I have dealt in outline with the events and dates of the early

stages of the Third Mithrid&tic War because a point of contact with

Spartac&n chronology occurs in Livy. I have not, however, attempted

to reproduce the lengthy arguments of modern writers, although I

have read them and have found nothing to make me doubtful about

the truth of my contention that none of the ancient evidence compels

any violent breach of the chronological sequence of Livy, who, it

is true, is sometimes careless in this respect1^ but in these books

seems to have adopted a smooth and completely natural order.

F, lumbers in the Spartan an War.

If it is true that none of our ancient authorities had much

technical knowledge of warfare, it is even truer that they had

either no conception of numbers or derived their accounts from

writers anxious to glorify Roman arms. In particular the numbers

given of those slain in any battle can seldom be relied upon, or

indeed used as evidence. Livy and Orosius mention 60,000 slaves

killed in the final struggle - a fantastic number,Appian gives
the force which intended to march on Rome as 120,000, the very

thought of v/hich would have caused more than alarm in the city„°^
How Sp&rtacus was to arm and feed a force, which was the equivalent
of almost 30 Roman legions at full strength, should have been as

great a mystery to Appian as it is to us. Not one of these writers

rCf. Epit. 103-4.
!) Livy Epit. 97s Oros. V. -24.
) App. B.C. I. -117.
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is free from the wildest exaggerations; Orosius gives the rebels

40,000 men during the first campaign, a number which Appian raises
to 70,000,"^

We must then be chary of accepting any numbers given by Plutarch,

Appian and the rest; but accurate corgecture is impossible. A

little truth can occasionally be gleaned; for instance, Appian's

remark about the forces of Glaber and Varinius * that they were not

regular armies but troops hastily collected - leads to the conclus¬

ion that the rebel forces were not as yet large enough to make it

necessary to send the regular force which was to follow in the

next year,k;) Sallust deserves more consideration then the rest.

If we can trust a suggested emendation of a very corrupt fragment,

Varinius moved against Spartacus with the 4,000 least disaffected

of his troops, a number which he hoped, as we see later, to double.3)
He did, in fact, eventually increase this force "lectis viris".

We had learned previously from Plutarch who is a little less ex¬

travagant than other writers in his numbers, that V&rinius's lieu¬

tenant, Furius, operated with 2,000 men.4) Consequently, if we

allow Varinius a total force of 8,000 - 10,000 men - miscellaneous

and poor material. - we shall probably still be overestimating.
The consuls set out with two legions each, not, as Appian says,

with a total of two.3) Probably, since it was customary for consuls
when in the field to have two legions each, the suggestion that

Appian mistook ,,binis!ifor "duabus" is correct. Crassus took over

the remnants of these four legions and, according to Appian, raised

a new levy of six legions,0) Ten legions seems a large number
even for the most cautious generals it was a larger force than

Pompey had in Spain or Crassus in the Parthian War,<?) Did not

Appian mean that Crassus had six legions in all - i.e. the four

1) App. B.C. I. -116r Oros. V. -24.
2) App. B.C. I. -116.
3) Sail.Hist. Ill; 96 & 98 M.

Pl\at Crass 0
5) App/a.C. i. -116; Hathke - De. Rom, bell, servil. pp. 85-6: C.A.H.

IX. p. 330 suggests that perhaps the four legions had been reducea co
the strength of two.

6) App. B.C. I. -118,
7) i.e. 7(or it is remotely possible 8) legions: see p,214 n.l.
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consular ones brought up to strength and two new ones? As his

amy was certainly as large, or larger than, the fighting strength

of the rebels, we can at once discount the large numbers of dead

after the Lucanian battles, even if we allow for the indiscriminate

slaughter of what must have been a very large body of camp followers.

Actually it was more in the Roman interest to take alive as many

as possible of these.

The following list of numbers given in our authorities is an

interesting commentary on their credulity:-

73 B.C. s- The slaves immediately collected more than 10,000 men

(Floras)1)
Clodius Glaber had 3,000. (Plutarch)^

" " " no regular force but troops hastily

collected. (Appian)°)
"Aliquot cohortes" beaten by the 74 gladiators on

Vesuvius. (Frontinus)4)
Furius had a detachment of 2,000. (Plutarch)^
Varinius like Glaber had not a regular force. (Appian)6
Varinius followed Spartacus with 4,000 picked men - later

increased. (S&llust)

73-2 B.C. Spartacus had collected 40,000 men during first winter.
(0rosius)°)
Spartacus had collected 70,000 after the defeats of
Glaber and Varinius. (Appian)9^

72 B.C. Crixius lost 20,000 men. (Livy)10
a » 30,000 men (two thirds of whom died with him),

(Appian)^

ir^rmr^o;
2) Plut.Crass, 9.
3) App. B.C. I -116.
4) Frontin.Strat. I -5-21,
5) Plut.Crass, 9,
6) App. B.C. I -116.
.7) Sail.Hist. III.-96 & 98 M.
8) Oros. V. -24.
9) App. B.C. I -116

10) Livy Eplt. 96.
11) App. B.C. I -117.
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Lentulus and Gellius had two legions (each?). (Appian)1)
Cassius lost 10,000 men at Mutina. (Plutarch)2)
After the defeat of the consuls the rebels had 60,000,

(Eutropius)3)
Spartacus intended to march on Home with 120,000. (Appian^
Mummius was sent with two legions, (Plutarch)®)
Crassus had 4+6 legions. (Appi&a)3)
In the first battle with Crassus 6,000 killed and. 90©

captured. (Orosius)'?)
In an encounter at the wall 6,000 killed, (Appian)8)

71 B.C. Crassus sends 12 cohorts to shut in the Gallo-Geraan

force (1st battle), (Frontiaus)9)
Crassus sends a detachment of 6,000 in a manoeuvre

against Castus and Caanicus (End battle). (Plutarch)10
2nd battle - 12,3000 killed. (Plutarch)1:L)

" " 10,000 beaten, two-thirds of whom were killed
(Appian) ^)

!t " 30,000 killed. C0rosius)13)
" " 35,000 killed, (Livy and Frontinus)14)

Final battle - 60,000 killed, 6,000 captured, 3,000

Human citizens taken back, (Orosius)18^
" " number of dead impassible to count: Romans

lost c. 1,000, (Appian)10)
lTApp. B.C. I -116. ~~ "
2) Plut,Crass. 9.
3)Eutropius VI. -7.
4) App. B.C. I -117.
5) Plut.Crass. 10,
6) App. B.C. I -118,
7) Oros. V. -24.
8) App. B.C. I -119.
d) Frontin. Strat, II. -4 -7.
0) Plut.Crass. 11.
1) Plut.Crass. 11.
2) App, B.C. I -118. Appian's numbers are generally higher than

Plutarch's and it is perhaps doubtful whether it is correct to say
that this is the same battle as that mentioned in Plut.Crass. 11.
Was it perhaps another of the several actions? See Appendix IID p. 250,

3) Oros. V. -24.
4) Livy Epit. 97: Frontin. Strat. II, -5 -24.
5) Oros. V. -24.
®) App. B.C. I -120.
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Pinal battle - 60,000 killed. (Livy)1)
" " 12,3000 killed, (Plutarch)2)
" " Spartacus had 90,000 men, (Velleius)3)

Poapey killed 5,000 fugitives. (Plutarch)4)
Survivors killed piecemeal, (Orosius)5)
Crassus crucified 6,000, (Appian)6)

ITLivy Epit. 97.
2) Plut, Pomp, 21s cf. p,259n,ll, Plutarch seems to have mixed up

the one or the other,
3) Veil. Pat. II. -30.
4) Plut, Pomp. 21.
5) Oros. V. -24,
6) App. B,C, I. -120* Since Capua was about 100 miles from Rome, this

works out at about one every 30 yards. The number crucified, if
Appian is correct, was a very high one, and is perhaps an indic¬
ation that the numbers given by our authorities should not be too
drastically reduced. Again it is curious that the Roman masters
were willing to lose so much of their property. But perhaps the
government, which had been greatly alarmed by the revolt, re¬
solved to make a serious example of the rebels, even if this
meant sacrificing a number which was, in proportion to the numbers
of the combatants, exceedingly high.
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Appendix hi. The Quarrel between Cragsus .and_Pompey.

Uommsen,i') joining Appian (B.C. X -121) and Plutarch (Crass. 12:

Pomp. 23) decided that both consuls retained their armies during

70 B.C. and disbanded them only at the end of that year. There

are objections, however, to this. How could even Crassus subsidise

several legions for a whole year? Again, why is there no explicit

mention of the armies in either of the Plutarch references? This

was a detail upon which he would have seised. It is suspicious

that Appian jumps from the elections of 71 B.C. to the reconciliat¬

ion at the end of 70 B.C. Undoubtedly there were fears of military

action in 71 B.C; but Pompey promised during his election campaign

to disband his army after his triumph, which took place at the end

of December (Plut.Pomp. 21), Mo doubt he had every intention of

doing so, but suspicion of Crassus (and vice versa) delayed the

fulfilment of the premise. Plutarch2) says Pompey disbanded his

army during his consulship, end we may assume that by this he means

early in the year, when some agreement between the consuls must

have been reached. The latex" reconciliation could gave had no

such resultj it was a purely political manoeuvre. Appian must have

joined two similar events and made one story - an easy step, since

he omits all the important legislation of the year."3)
P.B. Marsh,4) also combining Appian and Plutarch, decided that

the two kept their armies together as consuls. As we have noted,

Plutarch says nothing about the armies being retained, and it
should be inferred from him that they were disbanded after the

triumph. But, says Marsh, Plutarch is inaccurate in his account
of this year, nor is Appian free frora mistakes. However, the pos¬
itive statement of the one should out-weigh the silence of the other.

1) Mommsen - History of Home IV. pp.92-4. (Every.Trans.)
2) Plut.Pomp. 21s 22.
3) See Rice Holmes - Roman Republic I p.391.
4) Marsh - The Roman World from 146-30 B.C., App. V. pp.385-6.
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Marsh goes on to give instances of Plutarch's inaccuracy. In the

first place his statements that Pompey supported Crassus because

he was anxious to do him s. favour-*-} and that Crassus was not only

the richest but the greatest man and most powerful orator of his

timeL;} cannot possibly be accepted. Again, in the "Cr&saus" we are

told that Pompey became a candidate for the consulship after his

triumph, while Velleius3) expressly tells us that this celebration

took place the day before he entered upon his consulship. Plutarch

also contradicts himself; in the "Crassus" the consulship is without

political events, yet in the "Pompey" it has the restoration of the

tribunate and the jury law. In the "Crassus"4} Crassus writes to

the senate to summon Pompey and Lucullus; in the "Pompey"5) pompey

arrives by accident. The statement might be reconciled by assuming

that the senate paid no attention to the letter, but Appian5) tells ue

that Lucullus arrived soon after Pompey. Two accidental arrivals

are too much to believe and the conclusion is that the senate acted

on Crassus's letter, Plutarch is careless and inaccurate here, and

we cannot be justified in letting his silence about the armies out¬

weigh Appian's statement. Marsh decided that Hiee Holmes's point

about the feeding and payment of the armies was not well taken.7)
If the senate was overawed, it would not be likely to dare to let
the armies starve. Besides we need not assume that the -whole armies

were retained. All that Appian can be taken to mean is that both

Pompey and Crassus kept armies up to the time of their public
reconciliation and that those armies were large enough to cause fears

of a civil war.

Marsh's illustrations of Plutarch's inaccuracy are not well chosen.

1) PlutTCr&ia, 12; Pomp7T;2.
2) Plut.Pomp. 22.
3) Velleius II. -30.
4) Plut,Crass. 11.
5) Plut.Pomp, 21.
6) App. B.C. I -120.
7) See p.261 &n.3.
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The first is an example of Plutarch's often unhappy attempts to

assign motives# The second is a chronological point of no import¬

ance. The apparent contradiction about the political events of

70 B.C. is easily explained: there were no important political

events - none8 that is3 in which Grassus* in whose life this

statement occurss played a prominent part. The incident of the

letter has been explained elsewhereLucullus's arrival must

have been a coincidence since there was not sufficient time for the

senate to summon him. My own view is that testarmies were disbanded

early in the year - perhaps after the tribunes had had their former

powers restored to them.

1) See Appendix - IID. pp.246-7,
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Appendix iv. The Judicial Reform of 70 and 56 B.C.
The exact constitution of the Gr&cchan judicia and their reform

"by Pompey and Crassus has aroused much controversy. As a recent

writer has observed, the issue is between possibilities owing to

the irritating gaps in our evidence,1) A little more information

about the tribuni aerarii, for instance, would clear up many of the

difficulties.2^
Prom the researches of the last century it is possible to extract

perhaps four main interpretations of the evidence, those of A&dvig,

Moramsen, Strachan-Davidson and Last. Bach of these scholars has

read much the same body of material in ways which vary in a greater

or less degree. But two undisputed facts can be stated immediately.

In the first place, the judicial reforms of 70 B.C. are to be con¬

nected closely with those of C.Gracchus and interpreted in the light

of the lex Acilia. Secondly, the equites and tribuni are to be

considered together: what applies to the one body obviously applies

equally to the other.

But having stated so much scholars have gone their different ways,

iiadvig was the champion of what may be termed the old theory that the

qualification for service on the jury was purely a financial one

both for equites and tribuni aerarii.3) The latter did not, he con¬

sidered, exercise any function as collectors of the tributum during
the last century of the Republic. Our information about the tribuni
aersrii is gleaned from the elder Cato, Varro, Festus and the pseudo-

Asconius.4) Definite information about their duties is not to be

1) Last in C.A.H. IX, p.895.
2) For discussions on the military and political significance of the

equites see in general - Mommsen (Staatsrecht III. pp.459-569):
Greenidge (Roman Public Life pp.73-4: 224-5): Kubler in P.W. under
equites Roman! (VI -1 -290): A collection of references to the lex
Aurelia is given by Greenidge and Clay (Sources for Roman History
pp.221-2).

3) M&dvig - "De tribunis aerariis disputatio" in Opuscula Academics
pp.597-614.

4) Cato in A.Gellius VII. -10: Varro - de lingua Latina V.-p.l80;
Festus under aerarii and primanus tribunus: Ps, Ascon. to Verr. I.-34
cf. Dio 43-25: Heitland - Edition of Cicero's pro Aabirio p.115.
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century B.C. they could have had nothing to do with the collectors of

the tributes*. Madvig pointed out that even if they had existed,
their numbers could not have been large enough' to supply & jury-.

panel which was not chosen promiscuously,^ and again that t-ree

of the writers have only antiquarian interest, while the fourth is
2)

notoriously inaccurate. In support of his contention that

property was the only qualification sought, Madvig cited Asconius
on the Pompeian law of 55 B.C. But, as we shall see presently,
"omplissimo ex censu" is capable of other interpretations. The

weakness of his interpretation of Antony's proposed change in 44 3.C.4'
is discussed later.Nor is his comparison of a passage from the

Scholiast on the Ciceronian speech "In alodium et Curionem" with

a reference from Suetonius more convincing,^ for these authors

merely provide evidence that property was one but not necessarily

the only qualification. What these references do show, although

Madvig himself does not draw the inference, is that in all probabil¬

ity the census of the tribuni aerarii was HS 300,000.

1) It seems' from Cic. pro Plane. 21 that some of them were resident
not in Borne but in the municipia.

2) Op, cit, pp.604-6.
3) Ascoa. p»17Cs- Pompeius promulg&vit ut amplissimo ex censu ex cen-

turiis aliter atque antea iudices, atque tameh ex illis tribus or-
dinibus. res iudicarent,......

4) Cic. Phil, I -20j- At quae est ista tertia decuria - Centurionum
inquit - Quid? isti ordini iudicatus lege Julia, etiam ante Porn-
peia, Aurelia non patebat? - Census praefiniebatur,_ inquit - Non
centurion! quidem solum sed equiti etiem Bomano. Itaque viri for-
tissimi atque honestissiini, qui ordines duxerunt, res et iudicant
et iudicaverunt; see Madvig op. cit, p.607.

6) See pp. 2?2ff..
6) Schol. Bob. p.339 Or.;- Ut posthac lege Aurelia iudex non possit -

to which the Schol. - Id hie neg&t Tullius, indices illos pecuniam
quam acceperint reddituros, ne postea in numero iudicura lege Aur¬
elia esse non possint, sive quod se, pecuniam reddendo, f&terentur,
quae a reo acceperant, in egestatem revolverentur, ac propterea in
iudicum (nuiaerum legi non possent) • Suet, Aug* 32s- ad tres iud-
icum decurias quartern addidit ex inferior© censu quae ducenariorum
voc&rentur, iudicaretqu® de levioribus summis.

7) Zumpt (Das Criminalrecht d. rom, Re|)ublik II -2 p. 194s Greenidge
(Legal Procedure etc. pp.443-5). IJommsen (Staetsr. Ill p.535}
inferred that Caesar left the third decury in existence but constit¬
uted it like the second of eeuites equo publico. But this is incon¬
sistent with the "tertia decuria" of Cic. Phil. I -20,
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Whether we define by property alone or not, the remark of the

Scholiast1) that equites and tribuni aerarii were "eiusdem scilicet

ordinis virii! has to be explained along with several references to

the Aurelian panels in which the tribuni aerarii are omitted.s)
Madvig said that they were joined thus because both were classed

according to property0) and that the tribuni aer&rii were often

identified with the equites because Gotta was reviving a name long
out of use. He explained away another Cicero reference4) by in¬

terpreting the orator as meaning those "qui nunc (sc. in 63 B.C.)

sint tribuni aerarii et honestissimi cives tunc (i.e. as young men

in 100 B.C.) arma cepisse", Heitland6) easily refuted Madvig's argu¬

ment arid drew the correct inference that the tribuni were clearly

an'brdo" in 100 B.C. Mommsen^ in turn objected that even if tribuni

aerarii differed from equites only in having a lower financial qualif¬

ication, this was hardly sufficient reason for classing the two

orders together, Zumpt^ on the other side maintained that the

difference between equites and tribuni aerarii was unimportant, where¬

as equites were distinguished from senators by a firm line;b) while

Greenidge,") on the strength of one doubtful reference,1-0) suggested

that the error sometimes found in authors that the iudicia were

shared between equites and senate is due to the fact that the original
idea was to restore "in toto" the equestrian order. Madvig's theory,

L) Schol. Bob. p.94 Stangl.
2) i.e. Cic. pro Cluent. 130s pro Front. 36; Veil, II, -32s Plut.Pomp.

22s Ps, Ascon. p.127 Or; T&c, Ann. XI. -22s Livy Spit. 97.
1) Madvig op, cit. pp.609-10,
i) Cic. pro Rabir, 27s- Quid de illis honestissimis viris atque optimis

civibus, equitibus Romania, dieemus, qui turn una cum senatu salutem
rei publicae defenderunt? Quid de tribunis aerariis ceterorumque
ordinuia omnium hominibus, qui turn arma pro communi libertate ceperunt?

3) Heitland - pro Rabirio p.116.
i) De uom, Tribus p.56.
?) Zumpt - op. cit. II.-2 p.196,
3) Rice Holmes - Roman Republic I. p.395 followed him in this,
3) Greenidge - Legal Procedure etc. p.443*
3) Cic. Yerr, III, -223s- quid possuiaus contra ilium praetorem dieere_

qui quotidie templum tenet, qui rem public am sistere negat posse nxsi
ad equestrem ordinem Indicia referantur?
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in spite of much subsequent criticism, has won and continues to

win considerable support,1) His conception of a purely financial

qualification and the borrowing of names from other classes with

the same monetary standards is attractive because it is simple.

But there are indications that property was not the only qualifiert-
o\

ion. Mommsen^ affirmed that the only distinction between equites

and tribuni aerarii was that the former held, while the latter did

not hold, the public horse. He believed that Asconius meant by

"amplissimo ex censu" for the tribuni aerarii the equestrian census.3)
But even if it were not difficult to see how he reconciled the two

beliefs,4) the "De Petitione Consul&tus"5) would disprove the theory

that the equites of the jury-courts were "equites equo publico".

Mommsen had to extricate himself by denying that the treatise was

genuine,^) but the evidence is all in favour of its authenticity.

Besides, the equestrian centuries were made up of young men; and

while the latest age for discharge was 46, there is some evidence

for the belief that it was usual in the late Republic for the age
n \

of release to be 35. ' Service in the courts, however became

1) Heitland (Pro RabiriorpTllS)s Greenldge (Legal Procedure, etc. pp.
443-5): Rice Holmes (Roman Republic I. p. ff.)

2) Mommsen - R&m. Strafr. p.210: Rom. Staatsr. III. p.530 n.2s See also
Bursian*s Jahresbericht. 176 (1918) p.224,

3) See p,265n,3 : .Mommsen - de rom, tribus pp.45: 51-2.
4) But see the implication of his later restoration of the lex Acilia

(Staatsr. Ill, -p.531 n, 1): cf. p.268.
5) Cic. Q.F. VIII. -33 - quod equester ordo tuus est, sequentur illi

auctoritatem ordinis.
6) Momasen - staatsr. HI. p.484 n. 3: cf Tyrrell and Purser's edition

of Cicero on the De Pet, Cons.
7) A man became senior at 46, but there were not normally limits of age

for service. Liability seems to have begun at a certain age and
continued until a certain number of campaigns had been served (for
the cavalry probably 10 - Polybius VI. -19 -2). Moiamsen (Staatsr,
I3 pp.506 ff.) raised the question whether service meant active serv¬
ice or formal, enrolment only* Last, disagreeing slightly with Lomrn-
sen, thinks that the former was once the case, but as man-power
increased, a man ceased at a recognised age to be liable for military
service in the ordinary way as opposed to a crisis. What this age
was, he thinks we have mostly to guess. "On the one hand Livy (XII.
-11 -9) just hints at 35 in 217 B.C.: on the other he says that the \
censors of 204 B.C. themselves held public horses (XXIX. -37 -8)
and that Scipio Asiagenus in 184 B.C., when he must have been between
40 and 50, had his horse taken away from him by Cato (XXXIX.-44 -1:
cf. Plut. Cat. Maior 18-1) From this and other evidence it seems to
me probable that liability for service of the usual sort ceased al¬
together when a man became senior - i.e. at 46 - and that at some
earlier age, -which in imperial times was apparently thought to have
been 35 ('Apparently" because a good deal depends on the reading

(Over
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possible only after the age of 30.
Strachan-DavidsonL* went on to develop Mommsen' a idea of an

extra qualification but arrived at a different conclusion. He

agreed that the minimum holding for the tribuni aer&rii was

HS 800,000 but denied that Asconius's "ampliseimo ex censu" could

be explained away on a purely monetary basis. His interpretation

of the Scholiast's remark that equites and tribuni aerarii were

"viri eius&em ordinis" was that it indicates how the latter often

belonged to the equestrian class. Because of the De Petition©

Consulatus0^ he could not support Moiamsen's conjecture, but at the

same time he expressed guarded approval of the latter's theory that

the tribuni aerarii reappeared, as "curatorss tribuum",4) Besides,

what was to prevent their continued election even if their office

was insignificant? There was nothing in law to prevent a r©imposit¬

ion of the tributum. Strachan-Davidson's theory is based on

Mommsen's later restoration of 'the lex Acilia - i.e. "quel in hac

civitate equina publicum habebit, habuerit". This body of persons

constituted an "equester ordo" in a sense midway between the widest

and narrowest interpretations of the phrase. So also are the

tribuni aerarii to be defined.

Rice Holmes5^ refuted Strachan-Davidson' s theory. His argument

was that there would be no need to regard Pompey's reform in 85 B.C.

Tl~(contd7j in Suet, Aug. 38-3) service ceased in practice to be
required." (The above note is taken in substance and direct
quotation from a private letter sent to me by Hugh Last from B.N.C,
Oxford - Jan. 1987.)

1) Suet. Aug! 32 - Iudiees a tricesirao (v.l. vicesimo) aetatis anno
allegit, id est quinquennio maturius quai solebant. The change must
have been made between Gracchus and Augustus. Mommsen attributes it
to the lex Aurelia.

2} Strachan-Davidson - Problems of Roman Criminal Law II. pp.85 ff.
3) See p.267 n.5, »

4) Moiamsen (De rom. tribus pp.45s 51-2: St&atsr. Ill pp.189 ff): Lumpt
(op.cit.) actually suggested that the tribuni aerarii had nothing
to do with the officials of that name.

5) Rice Holmes - Roman Republic 1, pp.391 ff.
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as anything but a raising of the financial standard if we in¬

terpreted "amplissimo ex censu" as a rise from say HS 400,000 to

HS 500,000 for the equites end from HS 300,000 to HS 350,000 for
1)

the tribuni aerarii. Mommsen's belief in the reappearance of

the tribuni aerarii as "cura,tores tribuum" Rice Holmes dismissed

as "mere hypothesis", and he considered it unlikely that Str&chan-

Davidson's ex-officials would supply a sufficiently large number

for a jury-panel."I doubt", he remarked, "whether this theory

will win general acceptances rather it will provoke amazement at

the rashness which could build so elaborate a structure upon a

conjectural emendation, I see no reason to depart from the old

view that the equites who received from G&iue Gracchus the right

of serving on juries valued that privilege because it gave them a

hold over provincial governors who belonged to the aristocracy,
and would have been by no means satisfied if, instead of belonging

to the equestrian order in the widest sense, it had been confined

to those who served or had served with a public horse".3)
Hugh Last4) has approached the problem from rather a different

angle. "There is no necessity to assume", he declares, "that the

equites Homani of the lex Aurelia were defined by the formula

wherein the positive qualifications of the Gr&cehan ludices had

been set fcrth. Admittedly it is conceivable that the relevant

form of the words was taken' without change from the lex Acilias

but there is nothing to prove that tills was so. Indeed, possibility
is somewhat against the suggestion, for Gracchan iudiees had dis¬

graced themselves in the case of Rutllius not less signally than

1) For Mommsen's interpretation see p. 267 n. 2 and Mornsen - Staatsr.
III. p.192 n.4: 193 n,2s 533s 534 n.2s J.D.Denniston (Edition of
Cicero - Philippics I & II. p. 35) argued that Mommsen's inclusion
of tribuni aerarii among the equites (in certain passages of Cicero-
i.e. pro Flacc, 4s 96s pro Rsb.27; pro Plan. 21:41; pro Cluent, 121:
130s pro Font. 36 - see above p.266 n.4 ) because Pompey raised
their qualification to the "census equester" is proved false by the ;
fact that Cicero spoke in some of the instances before 55 B.C. To
make Asconius mean what Hommsen wanted "ampiissimo" should have been

2) Mommsen's Curatores tribuua numbered 350. „ ("ampliore"
3) M.Gelzer (Regimentsf^hig'heit und Nobilitat d. romischen Eepublik)

also argued against Mommsen and Straehan-Davidson, pointing out the
difficulty of getting the required number of jurymen from 18

(over
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senators had done in more recant yeai's, and it is not easy to see

how any improvement could he expected from a scheme which divided

the majority of the places on every jtiry among two classes, both

of which had already proved unfit#" His opinion ia that the

missing definition in the lex Acilia contained nothing more than

a property qualification, and he supports it from Pliny,^ who

stated that the name "equltes" for jurymen was not fixed till 63 B.C.

This date Is however open to critic&sm, as Cicero used the term in

70 B.Co^ hut it seems at least to show that Gracchus did not

define his judicial class as equites? rather he desired & definite

financial status only# The date 70 B.C. when the term first appears

may well be significant#

Last doubted whether the obscure term "tribunus aerarius", which

was that an unfamiliar official, could have its only significance

in the fact that its monetary qualification tallied with that of

the third panel of Aurellan iudices* He pointed out that the

tribuni aerarii do appear several times in the Ciceronian period

as an order without any judicial reference#®) If the tribuni

aerarii were named as such, the probability 1® that the equites

3) (contd#) centuries (minimised if we add ex-members) and citing
Cicero's use of the term "equester or&o" in II# "err# III. 225-4 as
an Implication that equestrian census, not membership of the 18
centuries was the qualification for jury-service.

4) C.A.H. IX. pp.338 ff» 892 ff.

L) Pliny N.H. XXXIII. -317
2) Cic. Verr. I 15 & 38.
3) Clc. pro Plane. 21? pro Fab. 27? In Cat. IV, -15? Bennistgn (Cicero's

Philippics I & II. p.178)suggests the following line of reconciliat¬
ion of conflicting passages which include or separate equites and
tribuni aeraril -"The equestrian decury was drawn from the entire
equestrian orders the third decury from the tribuni aerarii, a body
of men included in the equestrian order but distinguished from the
rest of the order by the possession of certain unknown functions or
qualifications (just as the Hebdominal Council of Oxford University
formerly contained M,A.'s elected as such and M.A.'s elected as
Heads of Houses)? thus under the lex Aurella there were virtually
two equestrian decurles, though in strict parlance the second was
distinguished by a special name," But Denniston admits that this
is not very natural as t|t© fragment of the In Clod, ©t Curlon.(see
p*265 n.6 ) assigns a lower census to the tribuni aeraril. Follow¬
ing a hint given by Mommsen (Staatsr*. III. p.193 n.2) he therefore
attributes the occasional Inclusion of the tribuni aeraril among the
eq^ites to a desire to flatter them by giving the® a social standing
superior to their real one. So Greenidg© cit. p.444,
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were too. Hence the law did not only require a property assess¬

ment but also that jurors should have held certain positions in

public life* This Is, Last thinks, supported by Pompey's modificat*
ion of the Aurelian law in 55 B.C. The comparative youth of the

8!equites ©quo publico" would make it necessary to include past
holders of the office - and this would presumably apply also fcr

the tribuni aerarii.
"

..... if such an account of the lex Aurelia is not completely

wrong, the aim of Cotta becomes clear. The attempt of Gaius Gracchus

to recruit his juries from the whole population outside the senate

which owned more than a certain fixed amount of wealth had ended in

the scandal of Rutilius. Senatorial juries, in the days when Sulla

had freed the senate from censorial control, had proved no better.

But now, while the business men were granted their demand for read-

mission to the indicia, opportunity was taken to arrange that the

panels should be formed from classes which were regularly under the

supervision of the censors. It was the duty of these officers to

exclude all persons of bad character from the senate? it was they

who bestowed the equus publicus, for which evil-living was a bars

and it may be assumed that men like the tribuni aerarii, whose

business was to handle money, were not wholly exempt from investig¬

ations of their integrity. There is, in fact, the possibility after

all that the revival off the censorship and the passing of the lex

Aurelia fell in the same year by something more than a coincidence."^
f! But It would have been strange if a measure passed under

the aegis of Pompey and Crassus had shown strict impartiality, and,

as might be expected, the lex Aurelia marks a definite victory for

the bvisiness interests. For the practical purposes of dally life

tribuni aerarii were undistinguishable from ©quitess the Scholiast
of Bobbio2) calls them "men of the same order" and Cicero®^ addresses

the non-senatorial members of a jury collectively as "equites Roman!".

1) For another reason why the censorship might have been restored see
P*42 n.3 .

; Bob. p.94 Stangl.Cic. pro Flacc. 4S pro Rab. Post. 14.
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Kone of the theories given above is wholly .satisfactory,

in spite of Ma&vig it now seems probable that equites and tribuni
aerarii pf the jury courts are to be explained in some fuller sense

than that of holding certain property. The fact that the financial

qualification is emphasised in our authorities to the exclusion

of any other they might have had may have led supporters of the

"old" theory astray. Naturally neither Cicero nor his commentators

had any need to explain the functions of classes which were perfect¬

ly well known to their readers, Again, revisions of the jury law

tended to 1ay emphasis on the property qualification. There is no

evidence which denies that a man could be an equee - or a tribunus

aerarius - without being eligible for jury services but he could

not be a iudex: •unless he was an eques or a tribunus aerarius. Our

problem is to discover in what sense the terms were used.

We are sometimes inclined to approach.jury-service in Hie repub¬

lic from a wrong angle. Today it is often, unfortunately, regarded

as a civil duty to be undertaken with resignation, but at Rome by

70 B.C. it was a privilege eagerly sought by certain classes because

of the advantage it gave.-*-) For such a privilege qualification

was likely to be strictly defined. Hence I am of the opinion that

something more was required from a juryman than the possession of

HS 300,000 or 400,000. While I am unwilling to believe, as do

supporters of Madvig's theory, that Cicero had in mind a property

qualification only in Phil, I -202), this passage does at first

sight seem to upset the theory of service as an "eques equo publico"
- past or present. Antony is grumbling at the financial assessment

for jurors, "But", objects Cicero, "that does not only apply to

1) In spite of Cicero's" complaints about the praetor's habit of releas¬
ing unwilling jurors on occasion, Greenidge (Legal Procedure etc.
pp.445-6). The list was made out annually by the urban praetor,
who selected the jurors on his own discretion and on oath, (Cic*
pro Ciuent. 121). His choice of jurors was limited only by dis¬
qualification as a poena by certain criminal laws. For proving
census requirements the assistance of the censors seems to have
been called in (Dio 39-7).

3) See p.265n»4 .
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your jurors but also to the equites; and furthermore, some very-
able compas^y commanders have sat end still sit on the jury." "These

aren't the men I'm looking for", says Antonys "let every company

commander be a index." "If you were to go a step further and propose

that everyone who had held the public horse - a higher qualification

- should be a index, you would convince noone (nemini probaretis);

for in judges both fortune and worth ought to be examined."

The last retort of Cicero seems unexplainable if we suppose that

service on juries did in fact depend on service in the equestrian

centuries, Dennis ton saw the difficulties of explaining "nemini

probaretis" according to the accepted views and suggested alternat¬

ives.1^ Is at certain that a property qualification was required

from all officers in the Ciceronian age? Is it not improbable that

all young officers would have 400,000 sesterces of their own? The

words "census praefiniebatur non solum centurioni sed etiam equiti

Romano" seem at first sight to iiaply that the census was not a

qualification necessary for being an eques Homanus. But Denniston

admit© that Cicero does not always express himself clearly, and he

may have meant the eques Romanus exclusively from a military stand¬

point and the monetary qualification as superimposed. Or we may

take the datives "centurion!" and "equiti" as differently related

to "census praefiniebatur" - i.e. a census was laid down not only

for a centurion but for being an eques Romanus. Or again, if we

interpret with Str&chan-Davidson^ and take the census demanded here

not as HS 400,000 but a higher census demanded by Pompey, we must
construe Asconius as meaning that definite higher census was fixed,
not mere general preference for the richer men in each class.

In Hie end, however, Dennis ton decided that it was safer to regard

lTDenniston - Cicero's Philippics I & II pp. 178-80.
2) See p,268f. • Strachan-Davidson - Problems of Roman Criminal Law II.

pp. 91-2,
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the census equester as necessary for mounted service, particularly

In view of th© arrangement In force tinder Augustus# "But there

are reasons for believing that In practice It was frequently dis¬

pensed with under th© stress of the Civil War. Caesar-'a head¬
quarters were a rendezvous for the impecunious,1^ and It is improbable
that he would refuse commissions to able men who fell short of the

required census# We know that some of these were made trlbunl

mllitum and therefor© mounted,Among those pf his officers whose

circumstances are known to us, Antony, who entered on manhood as

a bankrupt3^ went to Gaul in 54 B.C. still in highly. embarrassed

financial circumstances4^ and was at once appointed "legatus"

(probably a "militia ©questris"), can scarcely have been the poss¬

essor of 400,000 sesterces. Nor can the ypunger Curio, whose debts

Caesar paid, I feel sure that it Is to young ex-officers of this

type to whom Cicero refers."

There is no need to discuss the problems which arise from

DennIsfeon's theory of the conditions which might have been In fore©

during the troubled times of the Civil War, But this passage of

Cicero seems to me to remain the crux of the whole problem. Until

recently I had thought some emendation possible and read, Instead

of "nemini probaretls", "rem mlhi probaretis". Thus the interpret¬

ation of the passage would be - "If you were to propose service

In the equestrian centuries as a qualification, you would win my

approvals for in judges both fortune and worth ought to be examined".

Cicero had remarked on the excellent examples of company commanders

seen on the jury, Antony proposed to admit them "in toto"% where¬

upon Cicero replied that he would be more satisfied If Antony pro¬

posed equestrian service as a qualification, for then both charac¬

ter and fortune - necessities In a judge - would count. He had

!) cf, Cic. Att. VII,-5.
3)Cic, Att, VH. -3: Caes. B.G, III". -65.
3 Cic. Phil, II. -44.
4) Cic. Phil, II. -48.
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admitted to the character of some of those "qui ordines dux©rant",

•but thought this was not enough.

There is, however, no suggestion of corruption In the text and

emendation should be th© last escape from a difficulty. In a

private letter3-) Hugh Last suggested to me an interpretation which
is the most satisfactory I have read - "Cicero is asking what was

the nature of the new third "ordo'V Antony replies that it is to

be an ordo of centurions. "But", retorts Cicero, "centurions have

sat on juries in th© paOt." "Yes", says Antony, "but they could

not do so unless they satisfied certain requirements of a minimum

census." Cicero's answer to that is the census requirements were

fixed so as to secure not merely centurions but Roman equites -

with the resii.lt that the best centurions are and have been able to

act as jurors. "That", replies Antony, "is no good. I want any¬

one" (Quicumque is very emphatic) "who has been a centurion to be

eligible." "In that case", Cicero replies, "you might even more

plausibly ask that any member of the ordo ©quester ( in the narrow¬

er sense) should b© eligible too? and you will not persuade people

that it is desirable to go back behind the arrangements introduced

by Pompelus in 55 B.C., when jury service qua equites was confined

to the richer members of the ordo, to the old arrangements of th©

lex Aurelia by which any eques (and not merely "ampllssimo ex censu")
could serve."

Last seems to me to have presented2) an account of the Acilian
and Aurelian laws which has the greatest amount of probability,
and I have agreed with his views in my account of th© Aurelian and

Pompeian legislation. But his conclusions may be expanded. The

Graechan jurors had been chosen from a large moneyed class and
had failed. The Aurelian judges had been confined to certain past

jTiuSi Last from B.N.C.,Oxford, 16.2.38.2) In the C.A.H. IX. clt.
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or. present office-holders, and they too had failed. Pompey,

therefore, chose Ms judges "©liter ac aatea"1^ by retaining the

triple division but insisting that they should come not from such
of the two orders as had held office but from the wealthiest of each

(amplinsimo ex censu) as set out in the centuries (ex centuriis).
Hence judges from the ©quites and tribuni aerarii could be "viri
ieusdem ordinis". Gracchus had made his qualification wealth in

general; Pompey made it wealth in particular. Caesar found the
distinction between ©quites and tribuni aerarii for judicial purpos-

2)
es so ©light that he abandoned it. '

Whatever view is favoured, difficulties are present, and it is

to be regretted that unless additional data are forthcoming, certain

interpretation is impossible.

1) Ascon. p. 17 Gs see p.266 n,3 .
A, 4o ..-52) In the Lex Iulia Iuoicaria of 46 B.C. ; Suet. Jul. 41. Dio 4o ^o.
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idix Vg. Catiline and the Coup d'iBt&t of January 1st 65
The cause and motives of the First Catilin&rl&n Conspiracy ~ to

give its caramon but misleading title ~ have aroused much controv¬

ersy; and since Crassus was suspected of being connected with it,

& study of the evidence will help to throw some light on his act¬

ivities during these years. It was a mysterious affair even to

contemporaries; Saliust, who must have known personally several

people who should have been able to unravel the mystery> says

guardedly that he will relate the story "quart verissime potero".^
Cicero, who in 65 B.C. was not in the confidence of the more

influential senators, hinted in his speech for Sulla three years

later that it might have been better if he had been consulted. It

is certain that, ae fax' as possible, the whole affair was hushed

up. Apparently there was .something which the government had to

keep hidden and which explains not only the sending of Pi so to

Spain but also the action of the consul, Torquatus, who was with
his colleague to have been & victim of the plot, in referring
afterwards to the conspiracy in a very casual manner.3) Again,

there was the unusual action of the consul of 66 B.C., Volc&cius,
in refusing the candidature of Catiline for Hie consulship of 65B.C.

There are two main problems to be considered. When did Catiline

propose to stand for the consulship? What was the composition of

the conspiracy and what were its motives?

Owing to the disqualification of Autronius and Sulla there were

1) The number of publications dealing with Catiline is legion. As
long ago as 1883 E.Von Stern gave a list of more than forty
published since 1866. The divisions of opinion are mostly about
minutiae; for the broad issues there are two or three1'- schools of
thought.

2) Sail, Cat, 18-19; Whether Sallust actually knew more than he ad¬
mitted is another matter and one connected with his motives for
writing the "Catiline"; see C.John (Entstehungsgeschichte der
Catilinarischen Verschworung in Hie Jahrbuch fur clacsische
Philologie (Fleckeisen); Supplementband VIII. 1875-6 pp.725 ff.K
Schwartz (Berichte uber der Catilinarisciien Verschv/orung in
Hermes 1897 pp.568 ff.); AppendixW pp.292ff..

3) Clc. pro Sull. 81;- post deletam ad earn primara illam coniuration-
em indicavit se audisse aliquid non eredidisse.
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two consular elections in 66 B.C.; "out scholars have been unable

to agree about which of the two Catiline proposed to contest.

The following evidence is supplied by ancient writers

flail. Cat. 18-19:- The consuls elect had been impeached and punished.

A little while afterwards (post paullo) Catiline, accused of

"repetund&e", was prevented from standing because he could not

declare himself a candidate "intra legitumos dies".

Cic. pro Sull. 68The accuser said that Sulla had raised a force

against Torqu&tus in order to secure "the election of Catiline.

Ascon. pp.66s 851 89 Cs- Catiline returned from Africa and became

"reus repetundarum". He sought to stand at the election but Vol-

cacius refused his name; for he was accused of "repetund&e". For

this reason Catiline withdrew*

Dio 36-44;- Cornelius Sulla and P.Paetus, convicted of bribexy,

plotted to kill their accusers, Cotta and Torqu&tus. Among others

suborned were Piso and Catiline, who had himself sought the office.

The balance of probability seems to lie with the second election.

Dio and Asconlus leave the question open, but S&llust's account

seems conclusive in favour of the second polls only a repudiation

of his authority or an alteration of the text can make any other

view possible. At first sight Cicex'o's remarks in the "pro Sulla"

seem to weigh against this view, but it is certain that Cicero or

the prosecution or both were guilty of deliberate misrepresentation
about what had happened four years before

There are very few undisputed facts about the actual conspiracy.
The motives of the plotters are very confused in our authorities.
It is certain that Autronius at least was to be reinstated in the

consulship and that Catiline was implicated in some way. Equally

certain is the complicity of Piso and his subsequent dispatch to

Spain. The other fact which is beyond doubt is that the

1) See "p.279 : cf7~Hice Holmes (op.cit. I. p#445): For further dis¬
cussion of Catiline's candidature see - Note C pp.371ff„•

2) Ascon. p.92: 93 Cj Sail. Cat. 18-19.
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consuls at least were to be disposed of to make way for Autronius

and his colleague - whoever that was to be, Sailust thought the

second consul was to be Catiline, but he is alone in his opinion,

since Livy implies and Dio arid Suetonius state that P.Sulla was

to regain the office he had lost.^) Cicero's opinion is obscure,

for in the !,pro Sulla"^ he was fighting a difficult battle for his

client, One of the charges against Sulla was that he had raised a

force to help to melee Catiline consul. It would, one feels, have

suited the prosecution better to accuse Sulla of aiming at the

consulship himself,°) Cicero ridicules the suggestion that Sulla

claimed to be entitled to the consulship and yet helped Catiline

in his attempt to gain its he refrains, however, from accusing

Catiline of aiming at it himself. Again, there is no evidence in

the fragments of the speech "In Toga Candida", in which Cicero

produced every scandal he knew connected with Catiline, that he

believed his rival to have aimed at the consulship in 66 B.C.: and

we may be sure that if he had believed this he would have made the

most of it. But the fragmentary nature of the speech robs the

point of some of its weight. The whole of the "Pro Sulla", however,

does not ring true, and very likely Sulla actually was involved in
the plot. If his arguments were thin, Cicero would not hesitate to

misrepresent the accuser's words,, and this is what he seems to have

done here,4) Perhaps Torquatus did accuse Sulla of having plotted

1) Sail, Cat, 18-19: Livy Epit. 101: Ascon, p.94 Cs Dio 36-44: Suet.
Jul. 9 where Cicero's letter is wrongly interpreted, since Caesar
was not aedile till 65 B.C.

2) Cic. pro Sull, 54 ff.
3) See Hardy (op.cit, p,13).
4) John (op.cit. p.708) brings out the fallacy in Cicero's logic in

pro Sull, 67-8, The orator argues thus:- Sulla was said to aim
at the consulship for himself, lie was also accused of helping
Catiline to get it. Therefore the former is wrong. The latter
is also wrong, because Sulla would not help Catiline to get a
consulship of which he himself had been deprived. Therefore
Sulla was innocent of both charges. Such reasoning shows how hard
pressed Cicero was to extricate his client from a difficult
situation: that he misinterpreted the words of the accuser there
can be little doubt. As John points out, Sulla was not the man
to endanger himself for another* s gain. His life aim had been the

(over
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to gain the consulship.1) On the other hand, since by 62 3.0.

Catiline had. been given the role of arch-plotter, Sulla's accusers

probably over-emphasised Catiline's part in the conspiracy so as

to present a more credible story and, incidentally, blacken Sulla's

character the more. But nothing certain can be deduced from a

case in which at. least one side blatantly misrepresented the

facts.^
Our evidence supports Sulla as the obvious candidate to be

Autronius's colleague. We gather from Cicero that his main asset

was his wealths so he possibly supplied the funds, while his more

active colleagues did the work. The whole affair was, however,

kept so completely dark that none but those actually concerned

knew the details. This is the explanation of the discrepancies

in our authorities.

That exactly was to happen on January 1st 66 B.C. when Autron-

ius and Sulla were to seize the consulship? Who was to be removed

when the "coup d'etat" took place? S&llust and Dio^ thought the

consuls; but S&llust complicates his story by relating two attempt¬
ed "coups". On the second occasion the conspirators "non consul¬

ts) {cOTCctr) coKsuTsHIp (pro Sull,73) and he must have been more
annoyed to be accused by the man who had stepped into his shoes.
He was active in the Sullen proscriptions and took part in the
sale of confiscated goods in 46 B.C.: but he was not keen to
risk his own neck. It is quite in character that he had not
involved himself in the disturbances at his own trial (pro Sull,
16), For his later connection with Caesar see - Caes. B.C. III.
61s S9s 99s Cic. F&m. XV -17 -2s cf. Von Stem (op.cit. pp. 19-21).

1) Cic, pro Sull. 11-12, where Torquatus was said to have accused
Sulla of complicity but Hortensius, who knew Hie facts, to have
denied his guilt.

2) I find that John (op.cit. p.710) has struck a similar note but
arrived at the opposite conclusion - i.e. that it was Cicero who
had to make Catiline the arch-plotter in the earlier conspiracy,
since in a letter to Pompey he had connected the two into one
great whole. The In Tog. C&nd., John declares, shows quite
clearly that Cicero knew very well that Catiline was not aiming
at the consulship: and in 63-2 B.C. he does not accuse Catiline
of having done more than plotted murder in 66-6 B.C.: cf. Cic.
Cat. I. -15; pro Mur, 82.

3) Sail, Cat, 18-19: Die 36-44: cf. Livy Spit. 101 - coniuratio
facta de interficiendis conoulibus.
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ibus raodo sed plerisque sen&toribus perniciem m&chinabantur":
and in this Sallust is supported in a greater or lass degree by

Cicero, Asconius and Suetonius.^ Cicero's version became more

extravagant as time passed. Sallust is alone in his belief that
a second attempt was made. The chief merit of such a plot was its

surprise element, and a second attempt would be more than useless.^
He must have mixed two versions of the one attempt and made two

distinct stories from them. If we foliow Asconius, who probably

meant no more than "prineipes senatus", a revised version of Sall¬

ust, and Cicero's more restrained account, we may infer that the

conspirators meant to murder the consuls and a few of their more

troublesome senatorial opponents, seise the consulship and overawe

the city. It is most improbable that any large-scale plan such

as Suetonius supposes had been evolved.The plot was discovered

because Catiline gave the signal too soon.4^ what possibly happen¬

ed was that Autronius and Catiline decided to take advantage of

1) Cic. Cat. I -15s pro Mur. 82s pro Bull. 11-12: 67s 81. But by
November 63 B.C. Cicero found it politic to rake up every charge
he could against Catiline: cf. Ask on. p.92 Gs Suet, Jul, 9,

2) Hagen (Untersuchungen uber hom, Geschichte pp. 99 ff,) has tried
to show that in the first attempt of Jan. 1st 65 B.C., Sulla and
Autronius were to replace the consuls, whale in the more violent
scheme for February 5th Catiline took the place of Sulla, John
(op.cit.$1,711 n.) points out that Cic. Cat, l -15 is directly
opposed to this, Dietsch (op.cit) voted for a historical hiatus
after Sallust's "ex ea re cognita". But Cicero, Dio and Suetonius
are allagainst a double attempt. John himself favours an attempt
on Feb. 5th, The senate's resolution to give the consuls an
armed guard was taken when Catiline showed himself armed at Man-
ilius's trial, in order to gain supporters for the plot. This
was not sufficient to prove the existence of a conspiracy, however,
and light must have been thrown on tire events of Dec. 30th by
those of Feb. 5th. Hardy (op.cit, pp.17 ff,) suggests that Ball¬
ast's Febrij&ry attempt is to be attributed to rumour caused by
the nervousness which had resulted from the January affair,
Boissier (op.cit, p.49) decided that "the coup was fixed first for
the Nones of December, discovered and precautions taken. It was
then put back to Jan. 1st and the list of people to be murdered
enlarged. Did Boissier get his extraordinary date from Sallust?
it so, he did not read him very carefully.

3) Suet. Jul. 9: So Meyer (Caesars Monarchic und das Principat dee
Pompeius p.11CJ.

4) Aecon. p.92 C: cf. Suet, Jul. 9 which alone differs from this
version, Meyer (op.cit. p.18) thinks Asconius and Sallust's pre¬
mature signal in February wrong. Sallust had to correct Tanusius's
version, which he did by passing the onus on to Catiline. The
original signal must therefore have been given too soon. But
Meyer is making an unwarrantable assumption. McDonald (op.cit,
p.207) also believes Suetonius.
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the disturbances which occurred during the trial of Manillas at
the end of the year.3-7 Sulla, however, while willing to take

advantage of the scheme, remained discreetly in the background.

Catiline paraded his armed force too openly, perhaps took part

in the riots at the Manilian trial, and gave the senate an excuse

to provide the incoming consuls with an armed bodyguard,2) That

the date of the attempt was to have been January 1st is shown by-

Cicero, who mentions a display of armed men on December 29th, Dio,

who must be referring to the same event as Cicero, says that the

plot was revealed prematurely and the consuls granted an armed

guard; and this tallies with Stilust's first date,3)
The part played by Caesar and Crascus has aroused much controv¬

ersy. Suetonius4) declares that both were deeply involved, and

Cicero also accuses them of complicity,6) But Suetonius bases his

story on the statements of Caesar's political enemies; and Cicero
in the !in Toga Candida" had, as often, an axe to grind.

Mommsen6) admits that the statements of the political opponents

of C&es&r cannot be accepted as sufficient evidence, but points
out that Crassus made preparations to enrol Egypt and Cyprus in Hie

list of Roman domains,7) and ©gain that "about the sane time"
Caesar had a proposal submitted to send him to Egypt. But what
does Moramaen mean by' "about the same time"? Had the Egyptian plan

been formulated yet? Could Caesar have hoped for an army to support

him? However, Morasasen concludes that these activities coincide

suspiciously with the charge made by their political opponents, that

1) For tire circumstances of the trial or trials of Manillas see
John (op.cit. p.711 n,) cf Hardy (op.cit. p.13).

2) Dio 36-44; Ascon, (p.66 C) apparently thought Catiline and Piso
were involved In the Manilian disturbances; cf. Cic. Cat. I -16,

3) See p.281 n.2. 4) Suet. Jul. 9,
5) Ascon. p.83; 92 C.
6) Mommsen - History of Rome IV, pp. 166-7 (Every. Trans.)
7) Plut. Crass. 13; de leg. agr. il. -44; see p.61ff..
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"tiiere is great probability that Caesar and Crassus had formed

a plan for seizing the military dictatorship during the absence
of Pompey, that JSgypt was selected as the basis and that
Catiline and Piso had been tools in the hands of Crassus and

Caesar".

John**^ shows in great detail that Crassus and Caesar were

directly concerned in the plot , The version which gives Sulla,

Autronius, Catiline end Piso as its leading figures he rejects

on the grounds that the conspiracy was too significant not to

have had larger aims than mere personal gain. He stresses the

fact that Sallust assumed the despatch of Piso to Spain to be part

of tiie plan and suggests that the connecting link with that

province was to be the fleet of Geliius in the Tuscan Sea. This

was a step taken to meet a possible civil war and could have had

no connection with the limited aims of Autronius and Sulla, But

Cicero cannot be taken to prove this points if anything he seems

to be pointing to a later attempt, John thinks that the second

and more radical plot did not demand this step, but his reference

to the Pro Sulla3^ is not convincing, since Cicero is trying to

prove that his client could not possibly have been connected with
such a far-reaching scheme. John goes on to say that an under¬

taking like this could not have been planned in the few months

available after Catiline*s return from Africa. Since Sulla,

Vaigunteius and Autronius were attacked later, the plotters did
not ©scape through lack of evidence, but rather because they had

powerful backers in the senate. John was correct in attributing

to -this the disinclination to prosecute the conspirators. But Hie

1) John"op.cit. pp. 715-26.
2) App, Hithr. 95s cf. Cic, post red. ad. pop. 17.
3) Cic. pro Bull. 57.
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cases of Sulla, Autronius and Vargunteius cannot be quoted in support,

since their trials occurred in €2 B.C. when Catiline's intimates

were being attacked. The senate, says John, realising that there

were powerful figures in the background, made concessions, and a

section of it was willing to use Piso against Pompey. John seems

to argue that the senate recognised the nature of the plot and was

ready to help it. But it would be strange if the senate counten¬

anced a conspiracy influenced by Crassus, part of which involved

the massacre of its leading members. However, probably John really
*

means that the senate acquiesced in Pise's appointment - afterwards.

But he is far from clear in this crucial part of his argument.^
The case against Crassus and Caesar is clinched for John by Suet¬

onius who declared unhesitatingly that they were the real leaders

and tried to gain domination at home through dictatorship. The

fact that Catulus and Cicero were the earliest witnesses for the

prosecution supports the charge, he thinks, as Catulus had then no

personal enmity against Caesar, and Cicero obviously knew the

fasts in 64 B.C,2^ John gives to Suetonius an importance out of

all proportion to his worth. The latter is clearly repeating a

highly coloured version current afterwards. The fact that he knew

the stories were partisan ones is not a point in favour of their

acceptance, since he doe© not hesitate to recount any story, however

strongly biassed. Mor can John's statement about Catalus be proved:

indications are that it was not true. Again, Cicero cannot be

trusted in the rIn Toga Candida", as it was his aim to blacken
Crassus and Caesar, who were supporting Catiline's candidature.
The later references of Cicero3^ are more closely connected with

1 ' V-
•

IT John says that Sallust' s acceptance of this version that Piso was
killed at the instigation of Pompey proves why the former was sent
to Spain, But does Sallust accept this version? See Sail,Cat. 19.

8) Suet.. Jul.. 9s Plut.Caes, 6s Ascon. pp.92-3 G,
3) Ascon. p.74s Plut.Crass. 13s Ca.es,9.
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the second plot. In any case, he confessed in the "Pro Sulla"

■that he did not know the details of the conspiracy. Although

Von Sterrr^ accepts John's theory and advances many of the same

arguments, he surprisingly rejects Suetonius, on whom the whole

case depends, because he drew his version from anti-Caesarian

sources,1^
Meyer also accepts Suetonius,0) Crassus was to rule in Rome while

Caesar went to Egypt; Piso was to have the two Spain® and. P.Sittius

was to go to Mauritania with the idea of supporting Piso from Afrlea&lP
Although the affair had to be hushed up, the facts were well known.

Schwartz and Hardy are other writers who believe that Crassus

and Caesar were implicated.5) Hardy, however, suggests that Suet¬

onius overstates Caesar's part, "It is difficult", he says, "to

see what measures would, meet the case except the assumption of the

dictatorship by Crassus, In a few days adjustments would be made;

the consulship would be placed in safe hands, and.. Piso sent to

Spain against Poapey, Then Crassus would take up his post of cen¬

sor and Caesar that of aedile." But what was the opposition to

do then? However, continues Hardy, though the conspiracy failed

the senate and the popular party were ©greed that precautions should

be taken ©gainst Pompey, hence Piso was sent to Spain. Cicero made
obvious insinuations to this effect in his electioneering speech.5)

On 'the other side Boissier^ considers that the whole affair

was too slight to have involved Crassus and Caesar, To explain
the behaviour afterwards of Terquatus and the senate he quotes the

1) Von Stem op ,cit .""pp. 24 ff.
2) Von Stern (op.cit. p.43) suggests that Sittius, Caesar's later

associate, was to replace Piso in Spain. But his influence as a
private individual could not be so eat. There is no evidence
that Sittius was la Spain for any but private reasons - see Cic.
pro Sull. 66, who must, however, be accepted with reserve,

3) Meyer op.cit. pp. 17-21.
4} See above &n,2,
6)Schwartz - Die Berichte uber die cat, Verech. in Hermes 32 (1897)

pp.654 ffj Hardy op, cit. pp.17 ff•
6) Aecon. p.83 C: cf. Von Stern (op.cit. p.30); p.282& a.6.
7) Boissier op.cit. p.49.
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affairs of Saturninus and Gfella in 100 B.C. There were two

reasons for the despatch of Piso to Spain: the senate wanted to <

be rid of him and also to annoy Pompey, Dekn&tel^ disbelieves

Suetonius and follows Sallust. lie thinks it out of character for

Crassus to declare himself openly, as Suetonius suggests he would

have done. Furthermore, Crassus appeared to ally himself with

Caesar only in the year* of his censorship,^ and during that year

he held other plans.Lastly, he tried to equal Pompey' s extra¬

ordinary power by legal means and not by force, Ferrero^ comprom¬

ises: he rejects the dictatorship story, since Crassus had no army

to support him. Probably his aim was to have the consuls on his

side and proceed with the annexation of Egypt, But had Crassus

formed this design yet? dice Holmes6^ believes that Piso was app¬

ointed to Spain through the tgency of Crassus, who knew him to be

an enemy of Pompey; and his interest coincided with that of the

senate. But it is impossible that Crassus and Caesar instigated the

plot: their object was to take advantage of it if it succeeded.

C&ry6^ remarks that the crime would have defeated its own ends and

played into Pompey1 s hands. In all probability Crassus was neither

its author nor an accomplice in it. His part was merely to shield
the culprits so as to use them for its own ends. The despatch of

Piso was part of a bigger scheme and was an afterthought. Probably,

thinks Gary, Catiline was the real leader of the movement.

ivy own view is that neither Crassus nor Caesar did more than

watch events and use. the opportunity to have Piso sent to Spain.

They had much more to lose than to gain from such a plot, which in

any case bears all the marks.of a hasty attempt at revenge,

1) Deknatel - Be Vita M.Crassi p. 27.
2) A most questionable statement,
3} Hot a convincing argument.
4; Ferrero - Greatness and decline of Rome II. p.333.
5) Rice Houses op.cit. I. p.449.
6) C.A.H. IX. pp. 477-9. 7) C&ry suggests that the fact that
Autronius was not even second in command in the later plot seems to
show that Catiline was the leading figure in this one. I doubt this:
vrnat it does seem to show is that Autronius was the instigator of a
scheme of revenge, which had no direct connection with the second
conspiracy,
8) See p. 55-6; where the movements of Grasses and Caesar during
67-6 B.C. ere discussed.
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; pppnrilx VI. The Transpadane Question and the Alien haw of 64 B.C.^)
If we are to understand the position of the Cis- and Transpadani,

we must discuss broadly the history of the Cisalpine province.

There is little doubt that the whole !lager Gallleus" had, until the

Social War, been under the supervision of the consuls.2) By 75 B.C.

we know that it had become a regular province with a consular gov¬

ernor.3) Sea;© w© must decide when the change took place. It is

usually supposed that Sulla formed the province during' his dictator¬

ship. The arguments for this dating are plausible. A passage of
Cicero4) seems to indicate that as late as 82 B.C. the ager Galiicus

was controlled by the consuls; and, if this were so, in view of

Cotta's proconsulship in 75 B.C. the charge could hardly have been

made by anyone but Sulla.Last") supports the evidence in Cicero

with two references from Appian,') I cannot, however, see that any

definite conclusion can be drawn from Carbo's presence as consul

in Cisalpine Gaul in 82 B.C. The fact is indisputable; but, since

there was a state of civil war in Italy, the consul, who had never

shown an over-nice regard for legalities, was not likely to be

deterred from using the province,4-f such it was, as a suitable ground

for military operations. Furthermore, there are other objections
to this theory. One of these arises from the first of the passages

of Appian put forward by Last to support it.8) This indicates that

1) Hardy published a valuable essay on the constitution of the Cis¬
alpine province and the Ir&nsp&dane question in J.U.S. VI (1916)
pp.63-82_(subsequently in Some Problems of Roman History pp.43-67).

2) Livy (XXI -44) speaks of Ariminum as a "provincia" with a praetor
attached to it in the 3rd century B.C. But while the ager Galiicus
might well have had a governor on special occasions, it seems
usually to have been regarded as part of Italy (cf.Livy XXIX -54:
Polybius II -14).

3) Sail. Hist. Ix -98 Ms- Cotta Galliam citeriorem habuit (i.e. 75 B.C)
Plut.Luc. 5 - where Lucullus was concerned at having Cisalpine Gaul
allotted to him.

4) Cic, Verr. I -34 - Venit (sc. Verres) in Galli&m (as quaestor in
82 B.C.) exspectatus ad exercitum consularem,

5) Uoramsen - History of Rome III p.346 n.l (Every. Trans.)
6) C.A.H. IX p.301.
7) App. B.C. I -66: 87
8) App. B.C. I -66s- In 87 B.C. Octavius and Merula, the consuls, _

raised troops from towns faithful to them e$ -pjv \aMtUv
^ y£\irv ~T~&r TTop-frrji oV, oi-J Q OTTSTrW eV'R KoU <TT(MTGv

itrp I T'o / y j o-yigV ,
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pompeius Strabo was, perhaps as proconsul, in charge of Gallia

Citerior in 87 B.C. Licinianus also,1) in referring to a date

some time before Sulla's dictatorship, implies the existence of

the Cisalpine province before 82 B.C. The interpretation of this

passage cannot be certain, however. By a different chain of reas¬

oning Hardy2) concludes that the lex Pompeia of 88 B.C. was really

the "lex provinci&e" of Cisalpine Gaul, The province was, he says,

"bound to include all that the "ager G&llicus" had once included".

The southern region was all but a part of Italy, but it would help

to Romanise the backward districts. The southern boundary seems

to have been originally the Aesis-Arnus line. It was moved later,

says Hardy, to the Rubicon and Varus,2) a change which was perhaps

Sulla's extension of the pomerium mentioned by Tacitus and Seneca.^)
While I canrj.pt accept hardy's arguments in toto,5) I believe that

he has demonstrated convincingly that Gallia Cisalpina was a prov¬

ince before 82 B.C. The exact date must remain unknown, but the

most likely suggestion is that the "lex data" of the province was

passed during the rearrangements made necessary by the Social War,

However by 65 B.C. the question of enfranchising the Transpad&nes

had come to the fore, and from motives of their own Crassus and

1) Licin, ed. Teubner p. 32 - data erat et Sullae provincia Gallia
Cisalpina, See Mommsen - History of Rome III p.346 n.l (Every.Tran^

2) Hardy - Sorae Problems etc. pp.46-9.
3} Caes. B.C.I-10: Strebo 1 -11 -p.217.
4) Tac, Ann. XII -23s Sen, de brev. vit. 13s Mommsen (History of Rome

III p.346 n.l Every, Trans.). Hardy remarks that by placing the
formation of the province in the dictatorship, Mommsen is spoiling
his own argument that Sulla's claim to have extended the pomerium
was based on this moving of the boundary line at the same time,

. For, if he had formed Cisalpine Gaul he would have lessened con¬
siderably Italian territory,

5) I am not convinced that "what we know of the lex Pompeia" makes
it so likely that it v/as actually a provincial charter. Hardy' s
interpretation of the lex Julia is open to doubt also s cf. Mommsen
- Jurist. Schriften p.183.
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Caesar had taken It up.1^ Momrasen thinks2^ that the attempted

enrolment of tiie Transp&danes by Crassus was a manifesto intended

to show that they were in the popular view already citizens. But

there is 210 evidence that, except for the minority who qualified

through local magistrates, 'this was the case. Ho doubt there were

ways and. means of using the Traaspad&nes unofficially for military

service, and in all probability Caesar did this in his Gallic

campaigns. But, as Hardy suggests,s) the whole business of recruit¬

ment from these regions is not clearly defined.

What steps were taken to ensure the enfranchisement of the

Transpadanes? The simple act of enrolment by Crassus would not in

itself be enough, since the censors could concern th@mse.lves only

with tiie existing list of citizens. The sole condition which would

enable Crassus to enrol the Transpadanes in the list would be a

previous act of legislation conferring the citizenship upon them.

Momiasen fails to follow a hint given by Suetonius"^ that this was

intended, and he thus assumed that Crassus* s action was in reality

a public statement to the effect that the Transpadanes were merely

receiving something to which they were legally entitled. Such a

view corning as it does from Moramsen is almost incredible, the more

so since he accepts Asconius.6^ 'There is not the slightest trace

of any post-Porapeian law creating such a position, ami Dicf^says
emphatically that the Transpadanes were not included <£uj> r»?v n-oA-
iTfricc/. Moreover, Mommsen must have forgotten the haste with which
Caesar passed the lex Eoscife as soon as he had the opportunity in

||ir1r . ^ |rrl

1) See p.59.
2) Moriiiisen - History of Rome III p.346 n.l (Every.Trans.}: Jurist.

Schriftem I p. 181; Gary (C.A.E. IX p.481) seems to mean that
Crassus did intend to include the Transpadanes on the burgess roll
without previous legislation.

3) Hardy op. cit. p.53
4) Suet. Jul, 11.
5) Ascon. p.3 e.
6) Bio 37-9.
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49 The cause of the dispute between the censors was not

a refusal by C&tulus to, enrol the Transpadanee on the burgess-list

but a refusal to include them should legislation be introduced

which admitted their claim,2)
The exact scope of the lex Papia of €4 B.C. has caused much

discussion. That its real object, the expulsion of the Transpad-

anes from Home., was in some degree disguised seems probable. I

cannot agree with Hardy that all foreigners in the sense of Greeks,

Asiatics etc. were excluded from its sphere of operation,3) It

is not clear from Die's words4) whether or not there was an attempt

to rid Home of its surplus population of resident aliens. Hardy

interprets Dio's TTArjV Tiov i^rjV vov jCt"d.Xi»lv Oik&vvjt^^
as "with the exception of those peregrini now in Home who have a

domicile in Italy as now determined", any rendering of Tnv vdy
' JVaAi^v' as "Italy of tire author' s time" is untenable, so Dio must

have been quoting either from the text of the law or from his

authority. But there are passages of Cicero which make diffielut

Hardy's interpretation that the wording of the law made any pere¬

grin! permanently resident in Home exempt from expulsion,6) He

is evading the question when he suggests that perhaps Gl&ucippus6)
was a Transpadane resident who was exempt from the law: there is

not the slightest pro.of of this. Furthermore, it is possible that
if only the Transpadanes were ineligible for residence in Home,

1) Dio 41-36: The Atestine Fragment gives March 11th 49 B.C.
2) So Hardy (op#cit.) with whom Bice Holmes (op.cit. I p«236) agrees.

( 3) CaryCC,A,H. IX pp,401 ff.) thinks that all non-citizens were
liable to eviction, but in practice the law was directed mainly
at the unenfranchised residue of Italians.

4) Dio Cit.
5) ef, Cic, pro Balb. 52: pro Archia 10: de Off, III -47: Rice

Holmes (op.cit. I p.236) interprets as ed.1 aliens resident at
Rome except those peraamently domiciled in Italy as distinct from
Cisalpine Gaul. What does he mean by "permanently"? He makes
the curious statement that after the lex Papia, even if the
Transpadanes were enfranchised, they would be excluded from the
poll. How could they be, if they had ceased to be aliens?

6) for whom see - Cic. de leg, agr, I -13,
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Dio would not have used such a periphrasis. Again, in my view it

is highly improbable th&t the lex Papia was so open and definite
an attack on the Transpadanes. The simplest eacplan&tion is that

all peregrin! came under its ruling but that there was an exemption

clause for those who could prove residence at Rome over a number
1 ' \ N _ >~r~* / J)

of years - i.e. 77>4^Vtwv T^V yov JLroi.A i*(V oik&ovTuo>/*
The law in fact contained a clause somewhat similar to the residence

clauses in our own Alien Laws. Professor R.W. Husband1-1 thinks

Cicero's remarks "quite out of harmony with the idea that the law

was intended to secure the departure of aliens from Rome" # But

they are much more out of harmony with the idea that no aliens

except the 'Transpadanes were affected. If we assume th&t its main

object was to secure the expulsion of the Transpadanes but that

other aliens were included to give at least a semblance of impart¬

iality, we must conclude that there was & clause, which exempted

a large class. The obvious qualification for exemption would, be

residence at Rome over a period of years.

1) in C.P. XI (1916) pp.326-?.
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Appendix VII. The Historical Value of Sallust's "Catiline".
If Sallust's account of the elections of 64 B.C. were time, the

complexion of the Catilinarian Conspiracy would be completely

changed.1"1 His reason for Cicero's election was the discovery of

a plot to introduce proscription and "novae tabulae"'. The nobiles,

fighting down their distaste for a "novus homo", resolved to keep

out Catiline, even if they had to vote for Cicero. S&llust's story

is certainly an anachronism. Cicero would have mentioned this plot

in his speech "In Toga Candida" if he had known of it. It is true

that in the "Catilinarians" he accuses Catiline of having plotted

against the state for years before steps were taken against him.

Late in 63 B.C. he was bent on portraying his enemy as the arch-

plotter who would stop at nothing; and in later years his vanity
led him to assume that the danger he had removed was much greater

than it really was. But the speeches he made before July 63 B.C.

contain no hint of a revolutionary plot.

Attempts to support Sallust's dates with references to passages

where Cicero speaks of the second plot as a continuation of the
2) 3)first carry no weight. John* has refuted these arguments con¬

vincingly. He points out that Sallust speaks of the first plot only

incidentally, and therefore he really dates from 64 B.C. Secondly
Cicero not only wanted as much kudos as possible, but he wished
also to seem to oblige Pompey, Crassus and Caesar, Pompey would be

obliged to him doubly, while Crassus and Caesar were obliged to him
for hiding their past. 1 believe that John has interpreted Cicero's
motives correctly so far as Pompey was concerned, but X cannot

1) Sail. C&tT Tl 'ff.: Plut, Cic. 10 supports Sallust, but he probably
followed either the Catiline or an account derived from it,

2) Cic. Cat. I -15: III -19.
3) John op.cit. pp. 627-S.
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agree that he had any thought of trying to put Caesar and Crassus
under an obligation to him, since he was in no position to exact

payment for any favour he did them, hater, however, as John
points out, Cicero could change his tune about the Catilinari&n

1)
Conspiracy considerably. 1 Would he, if Catiline had formed a

conspiracy before July 64 B.C., have said in November 63 B.C. -

His turn rebus counaotus et quod homines iam turn coniuratos (i.e.
SB)

even at that time - July 65 B.C. - conspirators) etc. if he had

been speaking of men who had conspired more than a year before?

Sallust also, though his motives are different, is intent on

making Catiline the scapegoat for everything which could possibly

be attributed to him. Mary pages have been written disproving his

chronology, and the most minute discrepancies have been noticed.
3)

John, for instance, emphasises how improbable is the speech

which Sallust4'* puts into Catiline's mouth before the elections of

64 B.C. It is not delivered at a meeting arranged to collect

supporters, but to encourage those already won. There is, however,
no sign of the speech of a general to his men before battle, and

one hears only that everything depends on the consulship, Sallust

has vouched for the existence of an armed conspiracy at this time,
and he must be consistent, even if it means transposing events.

The riddle of Sallust .is "not the impossibility of trie chronology

but of the whole combination of an anarchistic plot with the

consulship",

The main question is not how Sallust erred but why he did so,

since he must have known the essential facts. He is intent on

giving his subject dramatic unity. Catiline must be the main

figure throughout, and his actions must be guided by one clearly

1) cf, Cie. px*o Sull. 56: pro Cael. 14.
2) Cic, pro Mur. 52.
3) John op.cit, pp. 766 ff.
4) Sail. Cat. 17 ff.
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defined motive - the overthrow of the existing government. An

examination of the evidence shows unmistakably that Catiline, so

far from being the instigator of a revolution in 64-5 B.C. was

being backed by figures behind the scenes for their own ends.

One of these was Sallust's patron, Caesar; and to connect him

directly with the crimes of Catiline would have been most indiscreet.

Consequently, Catiline must be the leader of a definite conspiracy

before the elections of 64 B.C. in order to give & reason other*

than the real one for his failure at the elections of that year.

Rice Holmes1 ^ agrees that there was no conspiracy of violence

before the elections of G4 B.C., but he thinks that "Saliust has

some foundation for his story". His points ares- 1) Catiline

says that he would put his plans into operation "as consul"^;
2) S&llust says nothing of Catiline's having been ready to strike

in 64 B.C.5 3) the complicity of Cassius Longinus at this time
is explained by assuming that, if beaten at 'the election, Cassius

"might still expect as a fellow-conspirator to benefit by the

success of the rival candidates"-.5^ But surely this was not &

sufficient reason for prejudicing his chances of election by join¬

ing a revolutionary conspiracy? Rice Holmes remarks on the contra¬

diction in Hardy4), who says in one place that Crassus's interests
5)

were opposed to such a plot and in another that in 63 B.C. he

again supported Catiline's candidature on the grounds that "it

might be necessary to go to all lengths", idee Holmes himself
believes that, though Sallust embellished his authority, Catiline
"even before the election of 64 confided to his friends the pro¬

gramme to which he hoped to give effect". But Catiline's meeting

1) Rice Holmes op,cit.p.456.
2) Sail. Cat. 20 : 21.
3) cf. Cic. de pet, cons. 7: Aseon. p.32 C.
4) Hardy op.cit. pp„24ff..
5) cit. p.37.
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in June 64 B.C., which has been the starting-point for discussion

among scholars, follows simply from Sallust's literary plan.1)
There was certainly no such meeting: even if there had been, Sail-

ust would not have been able to give such intimate details of the

discussion there. A speech by Catiline and. an account of his

plans and motives is necessary at this point, for it gives the
first definite Information of a CatUlnar ian Conspiracy. Until

this point Sallust has been fulminating against the morals of the

republic, in order to lead up to the early career of Catiline,

low he must give proof of his tenets in the form of a statement

from Catiline's own lips of his iniquitous designs. Besides, a

Thucydidean 3peech at this juncture is typical in Sallust5 and where

was Catiline to make such a speech if not at a meeting of his

fe1low-conspirator s ?

The name of Crassus is introduced, strangely among those who

were said to have supported Catiline.^) Salust does not implicate

Crassus definitely: it is hardly likely that he was unaware of

his connection with Caesar at this time or that the inclusion of

the one automatically implicated the other. Perhaps Sallust's

desire to emphasise the importance of the conspiracy overcame his

better judgment. John3) thinks that Sallust sacrificed veracity

in order to whitewash. Caesar and the result is a strange mixture

of truth and fiction. To clear Caesar he made Catiline the

1) BTo (37-30) has a somewhat similar meeting of the conspirators,
but he puts this more naturally late in 63 B.C.

2) Sail,Cat. 17? John (op.cit. p,769) - That Sallust himself can
scarcely have been convinced that all the revolutionary movements
of that time originated with Catiline is shown partly in the
manner of his mention and still more of his omission of Important
facts in Catiline's history - cf. Crassus and the plot, where he
overlooks the real (?) fact that Catiline participated in the
original plans of Crassus. It Is foolish to believe that Crassus
supposed he could vise Catiline as head of a victorious party, and
quite as foolish to imagine that Catiline would believe he could
accept influential support and still remain the dominant figure.
Caesar's connection, though quite as notorious as Crassus's is
not mentioned. The omission of Antonius's connection with Catil¬
ine in 63 B.C. is natural In Sallust.

3) John (op.cit. pp.703-013)•
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moving spirit from the beginning. To do this he had to explain

away many contradictory facts, and this accounts for all the
existing discrepancies. But if John is right it is the more

strange that he does not keep Oras sua further in the background.

Schwartz-*-) reasons as follows - Catiline was for a year the tool

of Caesar and Crassus in their agitation against Pompey. They

dropped him, since in 63 B.C. Pompey's homecoming might be expect¬

ed soon, and thereby drove him to attempted revolution. But can

Schwartz produce any evidence that Crassus and Caesar were connect¬

ed with Catiline during the whole of 63 B.C.? Sallust, continues

Schwartz, had to extricate Caesar: Crassus could be involved.

Therefore, since one of the leading figures has to disappear, Cat¬

iline must be made more important than he really was. To eliminate

the interval Sallust pushed the beginning of the conspiracy to

64 B.C. Catiline could not stand alone in the plot of 66-5 B.C.,

so Sallust - like Cicero but for other reasons - makes him Autron-

ius's future colleague. His mention of the suspicion against

Crassus is significant. It is introduced indirectly through the

Piso story and Pompey's part in his death. Sallust could increase

the trustworthiness of his "apologia Gaesaris" if he did not allow

Crassus to be completely exonerated. With skill he leaves the

issue in the balance; Tarquinius!s accusation is given in full,

but the most dangerous Indictment of all, the letters to Crassus,

is omitted.^
The fact is that Crassus had long been dead when Sallust wrote,

and there was no need to be careful with his reputation. I do

not believe along with certain scholars3^ that the "Catiline"
was written with the definite purpose of excusing Caesar's connect¬

ion with Catiline. Certainly Sallust is discreet in his mention

T)'imT Schwartz (Berielite uber der catallnarischen Verschworung -
Hermes 1897 pp.568 ff.).

Wo* Stern (op.cit. pp.175 ff.) tends to steer a middle course.
3) Jommsen (History of Rome IV p. 173 Every .Trans.): Wlrz (Philol. An-

zeig. 1897 pp.529 ff.).
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of the dictator tout if the "Catiline" is an attempt at an apologia

Caesaris skilfully written to include his n&ine without damaging

his reputation, it is not a very successful attempt, liven Cicero's

speeches are less damning to Crassus and Caesar than the "Catiline".

In 42 B.C. the aims of Caesar in 64-3 B.C. were ancient history:

there was no need to disguise Crassus's part in the conspiracy,
and so far as Caesar himself was concerned, facts which during

his lifetime were likely to toe damaging to him were no longer im¬

portant. So long as Sallust was reasonably discreet, he could not

damage his reputation any more than his detractors had already done.

If his primary object had been to whitewash C&esar he would not

hace written the "Catiline" as it stands. But his aim was to

emphasise Catiline's revolutionary designs in 64 B.C. and in these

Caesar naturally had no part. He chose the "Helium Catilinarium"

for its apparent dramatic unity as the most suitable instrument toy

which he could express his views on the period as a whole. Its

drama would appeal to his artistic sense.

Consequently we need not pay much attention to Sallust's account

of Catiline's plans before the elections of 64 3.C.^ Since
Catiline had long been a revolutionary he must plan revolution.
It is not apparent why he should have needed the consulship to

obtain his ends. Therefore Sallust, says Catiline, intended to

put his schemes into operation "as consul".2'' His actual speech3^
is vague: the concrete statements given in reported speech seem

to have been added to give substance to general remarks about

privilege and oppression.4^ The attempted coup of 66 B.C. had

1) Sail. Cat. 21. ~~
2) Sail. Cat. 20-21.
3) John (op.cit. pp.742-5) effectively disposes of a suggestion that

the "domestica contio" of July 63 B.C. (?) was the basis of this
meeting of 64 B.C. given by Sallust,

4) The hair-raising stoiy of the human sacrifice, which Sallust takes
care not to vouch for, appeal's elsewhere - Plut, Cic. 10: Dio 37-
30: Flor. II -12 -4. Although we hear a similar story about Vat-
inius (Cic. In Vat. 14), this is most certainly an adornment
collected from later gossip.
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already been reported - quite incidentally1^ - and so Piso and

Sittius are connected with the second plot. The mention of Piso

is evidence of Sal lust's disregard for detail, for Piso was

already dead when these words were spoken,2^

1) Sail, Cat, 18; Mommsen remarks that if Sallust had wished to
represent the two plots as an organic whole, he would have begun
in 66 B.C. (cf. John op.cit. pp.7£7ff.).

2) Furthermore Sallust's story about Curius and Fulvia (Cat, 23)
must be regarded as very doubtful. Bice Holmes (op.cit. pp 456)
believes that it was not impossible for Catiline to have discuss¬
ed his plans with Curius "in the early months of 63 B.C." per¬
haps; but Sallust expressly says that the gossip of Fulvia was
one of the reasons why Cicero was elected. Hardy, having pre¬
viously disposed of Sallust (op.cit. pp24ff) rejects wholly the
Fulvia story on the grounds that Catiline must have known he had
a spy in his camp for a year and a half, since Fulvia was still
giving information in Nov, 63 B.C. In any case it seems certain
that the introduction of Fulvia in July 64 B.C. is incorrect and
that it is merely another example of Sallust' s efforts to find
reasons for Cicero's unexpected election, Asconius (p.82 C) says
of Cassius Longinus - "post oaucos menses in coniuratione Catil-
inae esse eura apparuit". But it seems that he is speaking of
the months of 63 B.C. before July.
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Appendix VIII. The Informer TarqulniuB.

That Tarquinlus's story In the senate on December 4th was a

deliberate lie there can be no doubt. Hot only had Crassus given

up his connection with Catiline long before but he had a few
weeks earlier deliberately manufactured evidence against him.^
Even if at a late stag© Crassus had been involved in the conspir¬

acy, as the largest property holder in Rome he could not have

approved of the burning of the city. The only merit of Tarquinine1 a

story was that it played on the connection Crassus was thought to

have had with Catiline in 65 and 64 B.C.. Ancient writers were

unable to find a satisfactory explanation of Tarquinius's motives.

Sallustwho gives the fullest account of the affair, does not

commit himself. As we have already seen,®^ he was net. particularly

concerned to vindicate Crassus; but beyond giving the versions

current in his day h© is of little help. Some thought the

accusation true but w©r© unwilling to provoke so powerful a mans

others suggested that Autronlus started the story so that Crassus

might, if he were himself accused,.be willing to screen the others,

as he was thought to have done in the earlier plot.4^ Sallust

himself had heard Crassus publicly accuse Cicero of engineering

the charge® His uncertainty is shared by later writers, Plutarch®^
says that Cicero implicated both Crassus and Caesar after their

deaths but that in writing of his consulship he admitted the ser¬

vice rendered by Crassus. Even so, after this Crassus conceived
a deadly hatred of Cicero. Dio6^ gives much the same stories as

Sallust but he does not mention Cicero®

That many believed Crassus guilty is natural, since he had

backed Catiline's first Candidature« This fact Influenced later

I") MommSen (History of Rome IV pp.170 ff. Every,Trans.); Tyrell
(Correspondence of Cicero 1°' pp.18-9)r

2) Sail. Cat. *18:
3} See Appendix VII.
4) So Von Stern (op.cit. pp.133-4);
5 Plut, Crass. 13; Caes. 9;
6) Dlo 37-35;
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writers, since they could focus the events of these years more

clearly • But it Is most unlikely that Autronius o.r his friends
tried to blackmail Crassus into helping them. No more is heard

of Tarqulnius after his condemnation for perjury. If this was the

truth why did. h© not save himself by a confession after the pris¬

oners had been executed? The false accusation of a prominent

public man would have given further proof of the unsurpassed
wickedness of the conspirators. Many modern writers have consid¬

ered that Cicero was responsible for Tarqulnius*s action, chiefly,

it seems, because Crassus himself was heard to say so. Hardy-^
has put the case for this interpretation clearly. "If Cicero, as

was almost certainly the case, was seriously mistrustful of

Crassus and yet had no evidence against him, the artifice ascribed

to him might promise two results. It would create or accentuate

suspicion of Crassus among senators, and this would make them

more ready to support the extreme measures against the prisoners,

which he no doubt, though with some misgivings, contemplated. It

would also embarrass Crassus himself, make disloyal action, if

any was intended, more difficult, and perhaps prevent Crassus from

defending more lenient proposals. The effects would not really

be weakened by the quashing of the information, which would con¬

ceal Clcero^s own part in the matter. It is not an

incident which he would include in the history of his consulship."
If this were the explanation, we should have to credit Cicero with

dangerous political blackmail likely to antagonise one of the most

powerful figures in piiblic life • Further, the possible gain from

sueh an involved scheme was far outweighed by the risk to Cicero

himself. To implicate 0rassus successfully would obviously have

been a rash move; and merely to make a show of doing so would not

have made Crassus innocuous, as Hardy thinks, but would have had

Hardy~Top7cir; pp.82-3):
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precisely the opposite effect. Cicero later regretted antagonis¬

ing erassus, and had he done this he would have regretted it even

more bitterly. Hardy's theory is improbable. In the first place

suspicion does not seem to have been either aroused or accentuated

in the senate as a result of T&rquinius's information, since he

was quickly howled down. Nor could suspicion of Crassus make

hesitant senators more ready to support Cicero's proposed treatment

of the prisoners. In the debate of December 5th Crassus mad® an

effective protest by staying away5 and his ally, Caesar, came with¬
in an ace of foiling Cicero. If "the latter had. really intended to

forestall powerful opposition to his 'extreme measures' (which, as

his speech to the people shows, Me fully expected) he must have

known that to disable Crassus would be useless if Caesar were left

free. This is the fatal weakness of Hardy' a argument, a weakness

which he reveals when he says,***-* "Cicero virtually refused to do

this (i,e, have information laid against Caesar) realising no doubt

that, from his point of view, it was unnecessary, since the suspic¬

ion aroused against Crassus would inevitably extend. to Caesar".

In fact, not only was the attempt against Crassus a complete fail¬

ure but, after Caesar had spoken and the decision seemed likely
to go against Cicero, he mad® no use of the distrust of Caesar,
which Hardy says he had created, and it was left to Cato to throw
out broad hints of Caesar's complicity*

In the attempts of Piso and C&tulus to have Caesar's name brought

forward by the Allobroges we have the surest indication of the

origin of Tarquinius's story. It is well known that these two were

bitter personal enemies of Caesars C&tulus considered Hat he had

been unfairly deprived of the Chief Pontificate by Caesar,2^ and we

gather from Plutarch^ that Piso had his own grievances* Both

1) ibidTlnBSs "
2) See p,88.
3) Plut, Cic. 20i Sail. Cat, 49s Piso's grudge against Caesar was

connected with a decision given agcanst him in a case involving
the execution of a Transpadane, whom he knew Caesar championed.
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tried to persuade Cicero to Implicate Caesar in the conspiracy

as a means of paying off old scores# Cicero refused, as h© was

bound to do, not because he had aimed an indirect attack at Caesar

through Crassus, but rather on the grounds of common sense. Both
Crassus and Caesar had helped to outlaw Catiline so that, if

either was thought to be involved in the plot, he would have to

make a public statement of the help both had given - as actually

did happen some time later The result would have been exactly

the opposite of what Piso and Catulus had expected. Although

there is no direct evidence, it seems probable that these two men

were behind Tarquinius' s attack on Crassus for the same reason

as they were eager to involve Caesar. Personal hostility coupled

with the belief that the "popular" leaders were trying to destroy

senatorial privilege made them seise arx apparently golden opport¬

unity to get rid of troublesome opponents. Cicero showed a firmer

grasp of the situation and realised that, much as he would have

liked to strike a blow at Crassus and Caesar, the recoil would

be on his own head. Later, when he wished to vilify them, he

accused them of complicity with Catiline, and perhaps he really
2)believed that they had been behind the scenes. ' But in December

63 B.C. he was not in a position to implicate men who had supplied

the government with information against the plot, nor did he

deem it politic to do so.

TTpiufci Clc# 20 gives part of the reason why Cicero refused to
have Caesar attacked.

2) Plut. Crass. 13:



^•pppinriix IX. ' ere Crassus and Caesar Involved in the
Conspiracy of 65 B.C."?

The connection of Crassus and Caosar with Catiline has al¬

ready been discussed. Caesar's greatest admirer, Mommsen,

thinks, however, that they participated not only in the plot of
66 B.C. but also^in the later conspiracy"That this party

(i.e. the democratic),"he says, "and in particular Crassus and

Caesar had a hand in the game on the present occasion as well as

14 the plot of 66 B.C., may be regarded not in a juristic, but

in an historical point of view as an ascertained fact." Momm-

sen disregards the accxioatlons of Catulus and Piso as coming

from acknowledged opponents of Caesar, but he gives a list of

facts "of more weight". Firstly, it was definitely established

that Crassus and Caesar had supported Catiline's candidature

in 64 B.C.. That this support had nothing; to do with a revolut¬

ionary conspiracy I have tried to show elsewhere.Secondly,

Caesar had Catiline acquitted in his court de sicariis in 64 B.C..

But this again does not prove a connection with the coniuratio

Catilinaria.^ Mommaen admits that in his evidence of December

3rd 63 B.C. Cicero did not try to implicate Crassus and Caesar

but asserts that in later years, when there was no necessity to

disguise the truth, h© expressly named Caesar - and, he might

have added, Crassus. This fact together with the story of Tarqu-

inlus, the placing of Statilius and Gabinius in the care of

Caesar and Crassus and the demonstration against Caesar after the

meeting of December 5th finally convinced Mommaen. In his view

the ''two least dangerous" conspirators were given to Caesar and

Crassus so that, if they allowed them to escape, they would

compromise themselves in the eyes of the people, and, if they

detained them, they would compromise themselves in the eyes of

TTTiee Appendix V.
2) Mommsen (History of Home IV pp.170-3 Every .Trans.):
3 Bee pp. 81 ff.
4) See pp. 87-8.
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their fellow-conspirators. If any further evidence Is needed,

it is supplied by Caesar's later connection with P.SIfctius, the

only surviving Oatilinarlan,
Put Cicero had needed the help of Crassus and Caesar to arouse

the senate against Catiline,^ He was well aware of their past

connection with Catiline. But he could not be sure that this

connection was not over and done with; and he refused to satisfy

Piso and Catulus by implicating Caesar on faked evidence. His

later attitude is interesting;, but it does not prove that it

was their innocence but only political expediency that kept Mm

from attacking Caesar and Crassus. In February 61 B.C. he tells

how pleased he was when Crassus praised his action against the
2)

Catilinarians, There is no trace of sarcasm, so w© must assume

that a year after Catiline's death he had no reason to believe

that Crassus had been deeply involved, Plutarch^ says explicit¬

ly that in his work 'de eonsulatu* Cicero not only kept silent

about the suspicion against Crassus and Caesar but admitted that

Crassus at least had given him information. Suetonius^ says

that in 62 B.C. Cicero had made the same admission publicly about

Caesar. Plutarch,^ however, adds that after the deaths of both

Cicero accused them of backing Catiline. But after March 44 B.C.

he strongly supported. Caesar's murderers, and it would suit him

to collect as many as possible of the old scandals. If the

Philippics are a criterion, Cicero would accuse Caesar of much

worse than complicity with Catiline. So far as Crassus was

concerned, the dislike was mutual; In spit© of his regard for

Publius Crassus, Cicero detested his father. His references to

Crassus in private are always tinged with dislike, and he shed
no tears for the disaster at Carrlrme. Publicly he was compelled

TTSee pp/~100fT.; 103 n.2.
2) Cie. Att, I -14;
3) Plut. Caes. 7-8:Crass. 13.:
4) Suet. Jul. 17:
5) Plut. Crass. 13:
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to be circumspect, but everyone knew that there was no love

lost between thern.1^
There is no reason to believe Mommsen• s assertion that two

of the conspirators were handed over to Crassus and Caesar in

order to compromise them in one way or the other. Even if

suspicion was justified, there was no question of either allowing

his charge to ©scapes such an act would have been madness. Again,

what did it matter whether they compromised themselves in the

eyes of their fellow-conspirators? The plot was finished, and

the best thing that could happen in the interests of Crassus and
2)

Caesar was that the loading conspirators should be put to death.

Finally, the fact that Caesar used Sittins later means nothings

the chances are that the latter had no connection with the coup

of 66 B.C. in any case.3^
Mdmmaen'a conclusions are even rasher than Ms interpretation

of the authorities. "Anyone," he writes, "who impartially

considers the course of the conspiracy will not be able to resist

the suspicion that during all this time Catiline was basked by

more powerful men, who knew how to hinder any serious

interference with the conspiracy on the part of the authorities,

I) Sehwarts~Top. c 11~. pp.599-600) has decided that the speech ment¬
ioned by Plutarch (Crass. 13) must b© the *&e consilfe*, but that
the Greek writer had not read it himself. It is to be observed
that the enmity between Crassus and Cicero dates directly from
Cicero!s writing about the conspiracy. (This, incidentally,
assumes that Cicero's reference in theHeeonsulatu' was not meant
to exclude Crassus definitely from participation.) Cicero was
jubilant in 61 B.C. because Crassus praised his consulship (see
above), but then he drew closer to Porapey and consequently tons-
ion existed between Mm and Crassus. Shortly before the elect-
Ions of 60 B.C., when the Greek Memoirs were just finished he
declared his intention of sticking to Pompey and winning over
Caesar; of Crassus there is no mention, therefore it is under¬
standable that in the 'de consulatu' he spared Caesar but not
Cressus, who was at this time hostile to Caesar. (On what author¬
ity does Schwartz say this?) When the triumvirate was imminent
at the end of 60 B.C. the Greek Memoirs were already finished.
Schwartz thinks the story in Plut.Caes. 8 truej though Sallust
does not support it Suetonius does and also Cicero himself. The
reason why he did not mention it in the 'de consulatu' was not
respect for Caesar but diplomatic reserve. His 'diplomatic
reserve' corresponds ill with pro Best. 28, where the coniurati
meant were as easy to guess then as now.

s See p.114.
3) See p.285 n.2.
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to procure the departure of the chief of the insurgents, and even

so to manage the declaration of war and the sending; of troops

against the insurrection, that it was almost equivalent to the
sending of an auxiliary army," This is speculation gone mad.

Nowhere do we find any hint that Crassus and Caesar crippled the

movements of the government to help Catiline. The danger to the

state did not exist until after Catiline's second defeat at the

polls, and Cicero repeatedly regrets that the senate did not

take the matter seriously enough. Furthermore, how does Mommsen

account for the fact that "the departure of the chief of the

insurgents had been effected", yet Crassus certainly and Caesar

probably had already instigated the move which doomed Catiline's

enterprise even before he reached his army? The 'declaration of

war' and the 'sending of troops' were so managed that Cicero was

perfectly confident thereafter that it would be easy to deal with

Catiline.

These machinations were aimed in Mommsen's eyes at counter¬

balancing Pompey's power. But Mommsen is led into a false parall¬

el between the conditions of Cinna's time and those of 63 B.C.

Crassus and Caesar, he declares, wanted to raise a military force

with the help of Catiline in order to meet the returning Pompey,

just as Cinna had met Sulla, Cinna, however, had five years in

which to preparej that h© failed bo do so was, as Hiae Holmes

points outhis own fault. A similar situation was just possible

in 65-4 B.C., but a year Jater it was out of the question. Up

till 64 B.C. when Crassus and Caesar had thought of using Catiline,
there was no suggestion that lie was to be primarily a military

agent; it was his election to the consulship they desired, and

when this failed they lost interest in him. What could Crassus

1) -'ice Holmes (op.cit. pp.470-3);
2) cf. Von Stern (op.cit. pp.134 ff.);
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in particular have gained from a programme which included a

cancellation of debts, murder and arson?1) it is more typical

of both that they tried In various ways to control the machinery

of government to further their ends against Pompey. It is iron¬
ic that when at last they had the opportunity to do this, it was

in alliance with and not against Pompey. In 66 B.C. Crassus and

Caesar had begun their attempts to dominate the government. For

six years this goal remained fixed; but ultimately they found
2)

It necessary to change their tactics in order to reach it.

1) cfr Von Stern (op.cit. pp.134 ff»):o
2) Tyrrell (Correspondence of Cicero T" pp.18 ff.) thinks that Caes¬

ar was involved and adds to Mommsen's reasons the following:-
a)the unequivocal evidence of Suetonius. Undoubtedly he uses
evidence hostile to Caesar, but who can deny that the testimony
of Tanusius Geralnus, Aotorlus Naso and Cicero's letter to Axius
is unimpeachable (Suet.Jul. 8). If he relied on the same author¬
ities for his account of 63 B.C., surely his evidence Is altogeth¬
er worthy of credence: b)why should Caesar avoid novae tabulae,
since he was up to the ears In debt?- cf. his words on the day of
his election as Pont ifex Maximus: c)th© argument that Caesar^.would
not have stooped to be the subordinate of Catiline Is not really
valid, since his importance at this time has been much exaggerated.
Hardy also (op.cit. p.37) stro&gly favours the view that Crassus
and Caesar backed Catiline. He admits there is no direct evidence,
but denies that they would leave the elections !lin this critical
year" to chance, l! .... they xaust have realised that it might be
necessary to go to all lengths or that a man like Catiline, If
unsuccessful or desperate, might decide to go to all lengths his
own way". Hence the Rablrius affair, since disturbances were
possible. But unless w© assume that Crassus and Caesar, who had
been doing all they could to get what they wanted by legal means ,
had practically reconciled themselves to a repetition of the dis¬
turbances of 103 B.C., it is almost impossible to interpret
Hardy's statement at all. A little later (p.40) he complicates
his position by stating - " .... nothing Is more likely from what
we know of the man (sc. Catiline) than that his promises went
far1 beyond what Crassus or Caesar would have sanctioned.
Catiline was a dangerous instrument to use, difficult to control
and not unlikely to produce serious complications for his employ¬
ers, which might even eventually Induce them to throw him over".
Just what does Hardy mean? A little later (p.41) he says

we may be surprised at the comparative smoothness with which
the lex Tullia (i.e. de amhlfcu) went through, and perhaps even be
inclixxed to wonder whether at the last moment the popular leaders
had any thought of dissociating themselves from their eompromis-
ing agent. There were, however, sharp passages of arms in the
debate", (cf. ibid. p.49), Hardy cannot be said to have offered
any proof of why Catiline should be dropped just before the elect¬
ions, even if we assume that the position was as he has stated it.
In any case support for Catiline must have meant money, and it is
difficult to believe that anything; which happened during the
©lection campaign made Crassus and Caesar decide to cut their
losses. For other discussions see - Rice Holmes (op.cit. pp,470-
3): Sfcrachan-Davidson (Cicero pp.118-20): Meyer (op.cit, pp.25 ff,)
Ferrero (op.cit. I p.243.):
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Appendix X, Did Poopey send Hetellus Kenoa to Rome
to Negotiate with Crassus and Caesar?

Hardy1* makes the following statements• "It is difficult to

telieve that it (i.e. the idea of coalition) was a scheme only

thought out in January 62 B.C. s it was far more likely the basis

of an understanding arrived at .six months earlier, when Metellus

had first cone frora the east as rompey* s emissary. The latter1 s

work was then approaching completion, and, in view of the strong

senatorial position, threatening equally to Pompey and to the two

leaders at home, it may well have seeraed conducive to the inter¬

ests of all for Pompey to come home next year with Ms position

legitimised by a popular summons. What use should be made of the

amy might be left for events to decide. The programme was not

at this time carried out, and we do not know how order would have

been restored, but that there would have been an end to the

HuVoicrTi-ioC of Cicero, or more correctly of the senate, we may

be sure,"

Rice Holmes^* discusses this theory. He admits with Hardy that
- a)Metellus was not expecting a rapprochement between Pompey and

the senates b)be had no idea of acting1 alone against both optMates

and popular©s. He does not, however, agree that Caesar* s bill con¬

cerned with the Capitoline Temple showed his * completely changed

relationship with Pompey"., It was only meant to show that Caesar,
who had supported the GaMnian (?) and. Manilian laws and had failed

in secret attempts to undermine Pompey * s influence, wanted to stand
well with him. There is no reason to believe that Pompey had

suggested the transference of the temple work. Hardy is wrong in

saying that there was no suggestion of recalling Pompey to deal
with the Catilinarians.3* When he made his suggestion that Nepoe
was intended to make preliminary overtures for a triumvirate,

1) Hardy Top*, cit. pp. 108-9):
2) Rice Holmes (op.ext. pp.466-7) s
3) cf. Plut. Cat. Min, 26s Schol. Bob. p.302 Or. % P'lut. Cic. 23s

Dio 37-43s
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Hardy forgot, says Rice Holmes, that in 62 B.C. Crassus left

Eom© with his family"^ and that Pompey and Crassus were still at

enmity in 60 B.C.. Furthermore, Pompey believed that he was the

idol of the people and had the support of the ©quites. Long before

h© returned to Italy the machinations of Metellus and Caesar had

broken down, and there is no reason to believe that Caesar acted

with or for him till 60 B.C.. So Pompey did not disband his

army because he had anything to expect from Caesar.

My own suggestion is that ITepos was sent home to find out how

the land lay and that Pompey had no thought at the end of 63 B.C.

of attempting a coup d'etat. Nepos realised Cicero's strength

and attacked him, hoping to win another command for Pompey.

This attack was used to advantage by Caesar, who had already

expressed disapproval of Cicero's action on December 5th. He

was eager enough to use Metellus against the senate but probably

not wholly sorry when the attempts broke down. In 62 B.C.

Caesar was playing Pompey and the senate off against each other,

and In this he was aided by Crassus. The results are seen in

61-60 B.C.,2)

1) Cic.pro Place. 32 s Pint, Pomp. 43s
2) cf. C.A.H. IX p.505 - "There Is no evidence and small probability

that Caesar had at this stag© begun actual conversations with
Pompey,"
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Appendix XI. The Pate of the Formation of the First
Triumvirate.

Rice Holmes^"' believes that Caesar contemplated an alliance

with Pompey before he returned to Rome from Spain, that he made

it before the elections and that he later reconciled Pompey and

Crassus. He asserts that all our authorities, even Suetonius,

who seems to date the alliance after the elections but who takes

no trouble to give events in their strict chronological sequence,

support this order. I agree with him that Pompey and Crassus

had not been formally reconciled in December 60 B.C.; Cicero

would certainly have known if this were so. But I am not inclined

to rate the other evidence as high as he does. For what it is

worth, there was no rumour of overtures from Caesar to Pompej

early in June 60 B.C..'°^ Voilelus3) Is not of much account,

but neither from the other side is Livy^^ in questions of minute

chronology, Plutarch^ is emphatic that Pompey supported Caesar's

candidaturej but his chronology In the matter of Clodius h&S
6)

been shown 1 to be uncertain, and it would be natural for him

to suppose that Caesar owed his consulship to Pompey's support.

Rice Holmes did not notice that Plutarch's account of the elect¬

ions accords ill with a letter from Cicero to Attlcus8^ - unless

we assume that Cicero was a simpleton. Appian and Bio I would

disregard for the same reason as Plutarch, namely that they would

naturally assume that Caesar owed Ms election to Pompey and

Crassus, While along with Rice Holmes I disagree with J.D.Duff's

remark^ that Suetonius adhered strictly to chronological order,

T) Rice Holmes (op.cit. pp.474-6); Our authorities are - Bio 37-54
ff.j App. B.C. II -9; Suet. Jul. 18-19; Llvy Spit. 103; Plut.
Crass. 14; Pomp. 47; Caes. 13-14; Cic.Att. II-l; 3; VelUI -44;

2) Cic. Att. II -1:
3) Veil. II -44;
4) Livy Spit. 103;
5 Plut, Pomp. 47; Caes. 13-14;
6) Plut. Poiap. 47;
7 Plut. Caes. 14;
8) Gic. Att, II -3;
9) J.B. Duff (J.P. XXXIII 1914 pp. 166-7);
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X nevertheless believe that here he has recorded the events in

their most natural sequence. If Appian, Dio and Plutarch were

correct^ we should b© unable to answer certain questions which

Rice Holmes omits from his argument. In the first place, why

did Caesar need Fompey's help before the elections'? Ee was certain

to win the consulships he had the support of Crassus, who would

not at this stag© have agreed to an alliance with Pompey and much

less to being associated with him in the canvass. The loss of

hie triumph would not drive Caesar to so extreme a step, and the

disposition of the provinces would be decided too late to give

him time to negotiate with Pompey and to win oxror Crassus. Caesar

did not arrive back in Rome until the very last moment for hand¬

ing in his name. Again, why was he still connected with Lucceius
1)

in June 60 B.C.? ' If the Pompey-Caesar alliance was mad© before

the elections, wtajt did it not use its resources to have the sleep¬

ing partner elected, in order to facilitate its schemes?

In view of these difficulties I cannot agree with Rice Holmes.

What made Caesar seek Pompey's support was first the clear intent-

Ion of Ms opponents in saddling him with Bibulus as a 'colleague,

and second the necessity for altering the senate's allocation of

the provinces. His consulship was secure without Pompey's help:

but after he was elected and saw what was likely to happen, an

alliance with Pompey was necessary.^
Deknatel^ays that Pompey was allied with Caesar before the

elections and promised him a five-year command. Ten years later

Pompey said that Caesar owed him everything.^ Crasous, thinks

1) cic. Att.Tl -1:
2) I notice that C.A.H. IX pp.513-4 adopts a similar sequence, but

without giving arguments. Moramsen (History of Rome IV p.186
Every Trans.) supports the viev/ that the alliance was made before
the elections.

3) Deknatel (op.cifc. pp.58 ff.): Ferrero (op.clt. I p.283) thinks
thatlifvirate was organised after the elections. He follows
Suetonius and argues that Caesar had not the time necessary for
negotiations with Pompey and Crassus before the elections. Sage
A.J,P. XXXIX 1918 pp.367 ff.) disputes this interpretation of
Suetonius and takes the igitur sentence as pareatnetleal.

4) Plut, Pomp. 57s
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Deknatel, did not know what Caesar had promised Pompey and that,

if he had known, he would not have helped hira. But the facts

make this very unlikely, Deknatel supposes, in all probability

correctly, that Caesar negotiated with Crassus and Pompey separate¬

ly. But on what does he has© Ms assumption that the two were

reconciled only when Caesar saw he could not fulfil his promises

unless each approved; that Crassus was very hostile to Caesar when

he learned of the proposed agrarian law and the ratification of

Pompey's acta; and that Caesar devoted his whole energy to recon¬

ciling Crassus?
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Appendix XII. Clodius ana the ildamvirs

Many1^ have thought, that after Cicero had gone into exile

Clodius turned against Crassus and Caesar and even declarep. that

Caesar's legislation was invalid because it had been carried contra

auspicia. Cicero^ says that Clodius maintained this attitude for

some months. In view of what happened later this is improbable,

unless we assume, that Clodius threw discretion to the v»-nde, as

Cicero says that he did.'^
Pocock4^ was the first to work out a, new and more convincing

interpretation of Clodius' s behaviour. He bases his theory on the

assumption that Caesar - and he might have added Crasaus - did not

trust Pompey from the beginning, Cicero^makes it fairly clear

that on June 1st 68 B.C. Minnius proposed Cicero's recall on the

ground that Clodius' e adoption and therefore all his acts were il¬

legal. Clodius's countermove - which was perhaps suggested to him

by Crassus - was to produce Bibulus at a public meeting and bid

hiai declare that he had watched the skies while Caesar and Vatinius

were carrying their legislation. At another meeting Appius Claudius

drew from Bibulus the statement that, since Clodius had been adopted

into a plebeian family contra ausplcia, his tribunate was illegal.

Thereupon Clodius declared that all Caesar's acts ought to be re¬

scinded, since thay had been carried contra auspicia, and that if
this were done he would carry Cicero back to Home on his own should¬

ers.6^ He wanted to emphasise that to press for Clodius's recall
on the ground that the adoption had been illegal would hurt not

only Caesar but Pompey himself s he knew very well that he would not

1) See Heitland~(op,oit. Ill pp. 173-4); Ferrero (op.cit. II p.30);
Meyer (op.cit. pp. 103 ff.). C.A.H. IX p.628 inclines to this view.
Deknatel (op.cit. p.78) thinks Clodius became too confident.

2) Cic. de doui. 40; cf. 66; de harus. resp. 48;
3) Cic. de dom. 40:
4) Pocock in C.Q. XVIII 1924 pp.59-66;

5)Cic. de dom. 69: cf. Plut. Cat. Uin. 40: Dio 39-21: Greenidge (op.cit.
p.361 n.6): Heitland (op.cit. III pp.173-4):

6) Cic. de dom. 40;
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have to keep his word. Porapey took the hint and the proposal was

dropped,

pocock^^ says that Clodius's objects were to attack Poinpey at

his most vulnerable points to bring up the old matters of content¬

ion between him and the optimates: to check thereby his rapproche¬

ment with the senate and drive him back to the alliance with Caesar:

to block the recall of Cicero5 to secure the support of a section

of the irreconcil&bles who were foolish enough to take the baits

to protect his own positions and to camouflage his connection

with O&esar. If Clodius had really been attacking Caesar, we should,
he thinks, have expected some mention of the lex Vatinia de Caesaris

imperlo as well as sorae protest from Caesar and Hie prompt supp¬

ression of Clodius by the combined triumvirate. But apart from

Cicero's remarks there is no sign that relations between Clodius

and Caesar were at all strained: on the contrary Dio*^ says that

they were hand in glove at tills time, Again Clodius and Vatinius

combined in the attacks on Milo and Sestius, and V&tinius continued
to boast of his excellent relations with Caesar. ^

Marsh4) thinks that Cicero 'would not have dared to publish state¬

ments which his hearers knew to be flagrantly untrue: therefore we

must admit that the attack on the Julian legislation was made.

Pocock's theory, says Marsh, comes near to the truth while just

missing it. Its weak point is that we cannot assume that Caesar
was the real head of the popular party and Clodius his lieutenant.
Marsh doubts whether Crassus would spend large sums of money to

gain control of the clubs without a quid pro quo; and he suggests
that it was Crass us who largely controlled the populares and that
Clodius was his henchman. It is unlikely that Crassus would be

content without some share of the triumvirel spoils: therefore

1) Pocock in C.~Q. XIX 1925 p. 183:
2) Dio 39-23:
3) Cic, in Vat, 13: 15: 38: pro Seat, 132: 135:
4) Marsh in C.Q, XXI 1927 pp.30-6;
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Caesar turned, his part of the popular machine over to Craseus and

relied on him to keep an eye on Pompey.

At the elections for 6? B.C. the position, of Crassus and Clodius

was weakened, and it became more precarious when Milo used armed,

hands to cheek the Clodiens* Finally they were forced to recognise

that Cicero's recall was inevitable. It was under these circum¬

stances that Clodius questioned the validity of Caesar1 s acts.

Marsh says that the triumvirs were not all equally interested in

maintaining the Julian laws# Caesar had not benefited at all, since
the laws affecting him were brought forward by others. To annul

his legislation did not necessarily cancel the lex V&tinia. Strictly

it could be declared illegal on the same grounds, but the senate

did not need to be completely logical. Pompey had gained most from

Caesar's laws. 'The equites had pxt>bably made the most of their

bargain by this time, and Crassus would lose little or nothing. To

call into question the Julian laws was therefore an excellent device

for driving a wedge between Pompey ana the senate, it was not

certain that Crassus and Caesar would lose much, and in any case

they could afford to take chances. If they could harass Pompey and

eventually isolate him, he would be driven back to the triumvirate
from which he was trying to secede. Therefore they worked steadily

to achieve this. nevertheless Cicero's recall was a partial triumph

for Pompey tend the senate. The conservatives, however, perhaps with
the help of Crassus and Clodius, who had carefully refrained from

attacking the nobles in general, carried the day in the elections
for 56 B.C. and, elated by their success, seised the bait which
Clodius had thrown to them, Pompey• s iigyptian ambitions were thwart¬

ed, and possibly Crassus played a large part in having Messina's
bill rejected.1^ The conservatives unwittingly helped Crassus and

1) See p.1787
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Caesar to drive Pompey into a corner, vvhen lie had been reduced
to desperation his partners invited him to Luca.

Except in his interpretation of Clodius's attack on Caesar's

laws Marsh is substantially in agreement with Pocoek. His doubts

about whether Cr&ssus was connected with the popular party ire

cleared up if we remember that Cr&ssus and Caesar worked together

closely until 56 B.C., His point that Poiapey alone was vitally

affected by the Julian legislation is open to question, since

apart from other objections there are grounds for believing that
the law confirming the eastern acta was & lex V&tinia and not a

1)
lex Julia,

I believe with Pocock that Clodius called the Julian laws into

question not because Caesar was unaffected by them but because he

knew that Pompey must support their validity. Caesar himself had

no intention of risking the repeal of his leges agr&riae. further¬

more, if his laws were illegal, so also wens the leges Vatiniae,
and although Marsh stresses the conciliatory attitude of the senate

in late 57 B.C. and early 56 B.C. I m unwilling to believe that

Caesar expected that the law which had given him Gaul would be

excluded if an attempt was made to annul the Jullan-V&tinian legis¬

lation. Clodius played the part which Cr&ssus and Caesar had all¬

otted to Mm, When they had won the game they abandoned him in
order to satisfy Pompey.^

1) See Pocock In C.Q. XIX 1925 pp.16 ff. and Coma, to Cie. In Vat.
. PP. 161 ff. j C.A.H, IX p.518:2) See p.194.
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Ap-pftndlx XIII. Cicero and the Crisis In the Triumvirate.

Many scholars have assumed that Cicero's motion in the senate

on April 5th 56 B.C. aimed at having Caesar's Campanlan law can¬

celled, like the acts of Saturninus and Drusus, on the score of

illegality.1^ Others more cautious have stated only that this

law was to he considered.2) Others think that Cicero wanted to

have the lex Campana not cancelled hut suspended.3)
Cary4) has given the objections) to these views. Cicero could

not have been concerned primarily with the question of legal forms,

since the original lex agrarla offered a much better target for

criticism. The lex Campana had been in operation for three years,5)
and it is natural to assume that Pompey's veterans had benefited

long before.6) Thus the way would have lain open to wholesale

evictionsj and while a Sulla might have done this, it was against

Cicero's whole policy. Again, such a motion would have seriously

offended Pompey. Cary asks whether Cicero aimed his motion equally

at Caesar and Pompey,7) If ho did, there are further difficulties.
So open an attack on Pompey is quite out of keeping with Cicero's
usual attitude towards himj and early in 56 B.C. Clodius's attacks

had drawn Pompey and Cicero close together.6) Cicero was certainly
aiming at breaking up the triumvirate: but an attack directed against
Caesar and Pompey equally would have had exactly the opposite effect.
The only chance of overthrowing the triumvirate lay In causing
friction among its members. Pompey had complained about the actions
of Crassus, and he had equal reason to complain against Caesar.

1) Mornmsen (History of Rome IV p.287 Every. Trans.): Meyer (op.cit.
p»136) s Tyrrell and Purser (Correspondence of Cicero II p.42):
Watson (Select Letters of Cicero p.140):

2) Ihne (Rom. Gesch. V p.387: Warde Fowler (Julius Caesar p.181):
3) Strachan-Davldson (Cicero up. 260-2): Eeitland (op.cit. pp.181-2):
4) Cary in C.Q. XVII 1923 pp.103 ff. cf. C.A.H. IX pp.553-4.
5) See CIc. post red. ad sen. 29: pro Sest. 19: pro Mil. 39: Caes.

B.G. I -14: Ferrero (op.cit. II p.42) denies this but gives no
evidence.

6) of. Cic. Phil. II -101; _ TXf n ->,
As Mommsen, Meyer, Watson, Ihne clt.; Drumann III pp,*38 ff.: IV:8) Cic. Fam. I -9 -7j de harus. resp, 46-50: Meyer (op.cit. p.138 n.2).
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Caesar in turn never trusted Pompey, who had from the start sought

a way out of the alliance and later continually toyed with the

idea of leaving Caesar in the lurch.1) As the meeting at Ravenna

shows he deliberately ran the risk of loosing touch with his

partners. Cicero's aim was to make overtures to Pompey, and Gary

thinks we cannot say definitely that he did not do so. He assumes

that Rupilius Lupus wanted action to be taken against Caesar and

that he was pursuing the same policy as Cicero.2) Rupilius was

consistently on the side of Pompey,3) and no doubt the latter in¬

spired his attack of December 57 B.C. Therefore, concludes Gary,

Cicero distinguished between Pompey and Caesar, He admits, however,

that at first sight this theory does not accord with Pompey 's

complaint to Quintus Cicero that his brother had been ungrateful.

But, he argues, If this complaint had been made before Luca, it

would have proved that Pompey was being attacked: since it came

afterwards, it carries no conviction, Cicero was very surprised

to hear of it.^) But Caesar "had coached his colleagues in the

parts they were to play".

Cary then asks what were the terms of Cicero's motion and on

what grounds he made it. His answer is that, 3ince the treasury
was in low water,3) there was an excellent reason for economising
on land allotmentsj and it is simplest to suppose that Cicero

merely advocated the suspension of the lex Campana until the state
finances had recovered.3) This would not endanger the position

of existing allotment holders; and as presumably Porapey's veterans
had first claim, it would not injure him. Caesar could object

X) ef• Meyer TopTcltT pp.195 ff.)s
2) ef. Cic. Q.F. II -1;
3) Rupilius in P.W. {No.27):
4) Gic. Fam, I -9 -8 - or he said he was. Cicero is not altogether

honest in this letter of justification.
3) Gic. de barns, reso. 31: de prov. cons. 11: pro Balb. 61: C,.!1.

II -5:
6) Strachan-Davidson and Heitland cit.
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because it robbed 'both the deserving poor1) and his Gallic

veterans.®) In 51 B.C. Pompey himself renewed the agitation for

just this second reason.3)
Cary admits nevertheless that Caesar would not have been

ruined? and therefore Cicero must have had an ulterior motive.

Probably he counted on Pompey being so far compromised by his

action in December 5V B.C. that he could not openly oppose it.

Thus Cicero could hope to expose in broad daylight the growing

estrangement between Caesar and Pompey and so deal the triumvirate

"a blow from which it might not recover". He erred In believing

that the optimates would refrain from pin-pricking Pompey.4) It

Is possible that Lupus's motion was Introduced to see which way

the wind was blowing and was withdrawn when the senate gave It

no hearty support. Cicero blundered more seriously when he did

not realise that Pompey might play false twice over, that having

originated the attack on Caesar he might return to Caesar's camp.

Hence we can understand why Cicero called himself a "complete

ass"„3)

Pocock®) makes some further points about Cicero's attitude to

Caesar. When he was claiming the restoration of his property

Cicero attacked Clodius's tribunate as null and void on the ground

that his transference had been illegal.''') But he denied that he

was refusing to acknowledge Caesar's legislation on the same

grounds and argued that Caesar personally was not affected. In
his speech for Sestius®) he came very near to an open attack on

Caesar's consulship. It is true that he excused Caesar his

1) Suet, Jul. 20s AppT B.C. II -10:p.l43.
2) CIc. de prov. cons. 34.
3) CIc, Fam. VIII -10:
4) Cic. Fam. I -9: 10 ff.: Att. IV -5:
5) asinus germanus - Cic. Att. IV -5,
6) Pocock in C.Q, XVIII 1924 p.64.
7) Cic. de dom. 33: 42: cf. Dio 39-11:
8) Gic. pro Seat. 114: 134:
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irregularity because of his subsequent exploits1) ana glossed

over his connection with V&tinius.2) But in the same speech he

hinted very broadly that the latter had been bribed by Caesar.3)
Pocock's impression is that, if Cicero had been particularly
concerned to steer clear of Caesar, he would not have taken the

line he did ©gainst Vatinius. His conclusion is that "Cicero made

a damaging attack on Caesar in his interrogation of Vatinius".

For although he protested4) that he was not attacking Caesar, two

years later in a letter to Lentulus^ he declared that he was in

reality doing this. Moreover, some of the charges which in his

speech he imputed, to Vatinius he elsewhere attributed to Caesar.**)
In 54 B.C. Cicero indicated in a letter7) that the speech against

Vatinius was an attack on Pompey also. But, as Pocock points out,
he can hardly have meant this seriously, since in the same letter

he admitted that he took Pompey' s lack of irritation at his motion

as a good sign.

Hiee Holmes0*1 rejects the view that Pompey was not affected by

the reconsideration of the Camp&nian law. For in December 57 B.C.

Marcellinus refused to discuss the question because Pompey was not

present at the meetings and again seven years later Pompeian vet¬

erans were settled in Campania.^) Idee Holmes's opinion is that

Pompey "though he could hardly have intended to break with Caesar,
was looking for a power which would make him independent but which
the senate, unable to discern that he might be made the mainstay
of the tottering hepublic, were determined he should not have".

1) Cic. "in VatT"lsT"~~
2) ib. 22:
3) ib. 38:
4) ib. 13: 15:
6) Cic. Fam. I -9 -7;

. , „ ^ ^

6) E.g. the Vettius business - Cic. Att, II -24: in Vat, *s4-o:
7) Cic. Fam. I -9 -6 -7:
8) Kice Holmes (op.cit. II pp.72 ff.).
3) Caes. B.C. I -14:
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The only reason lie can suggest for Cicero's action is that he hoped

at the eleventh hour that Fompey would support' the "cause": or he

may have had reasons of which we are ignorant.
In a later work Caryl) says that it is fairly certain that the

terras of Cicero's motion were framed so as to safeguard Pompey's

interests. Cicero was trying indirectly to drive a wedge between

Caesar and Porapeys the direct assault upon the former was delivered

by Doraitius Ahenobarbus.2) Both moves were based on the expectation

that in his present mood Pompey would connive at an attack upon

his colleague. PococJc^ has little doubt that in the "In Vatinium"

Cicero believed that he had the sympathy of Pompey, since the latter

listened without protest.4^ With this "tacit encouragement" he
i, ' '4 ■

proceeded "to translate words into deeds and develop his attack

upon the Companion land law". But the moment Porapey showed hostility

Cicero's policy collapsed. Pocock asks how Cicero could venture to

attack Caesar through Vatinius without offending Poiapey, His reply

is that Cicero believed there was a breach in the triumvirate which

might easily be widened) and Pompey encouraged him in that belief
for purposes of his own.

All these theories contain elements of truth. Cicero wanted

to attack Caesar indirectly: he believed that, if the Carapanian
question was raised without opposition from Poiapey, it would be

easy to safeguard his interests: he expected that Poiapey would
acquiesce in his motion. But I do not believe that he ever counted
on active support from Pompey or that he received definite assur¬
ances from him. What Cicero did expect was that the optimates

1) C.A.II. IX pp.53:5-4.
2) See p.191.
3) Pocock - Comm. to Cicero's In Vatinium pp.8-9.
4) Cic. Fam. 1-9-9; Q.F. II-5.
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would support his attack upon the triumvirate and not be influenced

by their attitude towards Pompey personally. Afterwards he was
much more bitter stainst them than he was against Pompey, who he

knew would actively support the loyalists only if he was certain

that his own position was safeguarded. But he was led astray in

his deductions by the policy which Crassus had pursued with the

very purpose of setting the optimates and Pompey even more at

loggerheads. It was this realisation that he had been thus led
astray which made Cicero admit that he had been a "complete ass".1)

1) See pp.189-92.
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Appendix XIV. The Lex Liolnia Pompela of 55 B.C.3*)
It is not the purpose of this note to eater into a full

discussion of the question of the date when Caesar's Gallic command

expired. Since Mommsen decided on March 1st 49 B.C. and Hirsch-

feld disputed his conclusions there have been many and varying

accounts of the lex Licinia Pompeia. But as the date when Caesar

was to leave Gaul has a bearing on the talks at Luea and is conn¬

ected with the quinquennial commands given to Pompey and Crassus,
2)

X shall state why I have adopted March 1st 50 B.C.

After reading the ancient evidence end the interpretations of

it given by modern scholars I decided that Adcock's opening words

in his article on the lex Licinia Pompeia3) ought to be a preface

to any discussion. "It may be affirmed with some confidence," he

says, "that on this topic no generally accepted solution will be
found in default of new evidence, for which we can only faintly

hope. Against certainty on the matter it would seem that the

Everlasting has fixed his canon: quis iustius induit arrna scire
nefas. Dogmatism is out of place; we must be content with what¬
ever is least difficult to reconcile with the texts and with a

reasonable interpz'etation of the course of events at the time and
the comments on them of contemporary observers."

A summary of the most important references may be given as

follows:-

Ciceros- Att. IV -13: VII -3: 7: VIII -3; Fam. VIII -8: 9: 11: 14:
de prov. cons, 37: Phil, II -10:

Caesar:- B.C. I -2: 9:

Iiirtius;- B.G. VIII -39; 53:

Livys- Spit. 105: 107: 108;

1) Plut. Pomp. 52 says~Caesar's command was prolonged by a Trebonian
law, but all the other evidence is against this. Long (op.ext.
p. 178), however, follows Plutarch,

2) See pp.201-2.
3) Adcock in C.Q. XXVI 1932 p.14:
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Suetonius?- Jul. 24-6: 28-9:

Velleius II -46

Dio : — 39-33:

Plutarch s~ Crass. 16: Pomp. 61: Caee. 21;

Appian 5- B.C. IX -17-8; 20: 26-31;

HoiaBiseri's1^ date, March 1st 49 B.C., was accepted until Kirsch-

feld2) disputed it and advanced the theory that the only stipulat¬

ion made by the lex Licinia Pompeia was that the question of a

successor to Caesar should not be discussed before March 1st 60 B.C.

More recently Laqueur3^ seems to have followed Hirschfeld in

assuming that the lex Licinia Pompeia contained no fixed terminus

ad quem: but he decided toat toe de facto end of Caesar's command

would be on December 29th 60 B.C., since he meant to stand for toe

consulship in that year. Bolzapfel4^ immediately attached Hirsch¬

feld . and ranged himself alongside Mommsen. But & few years

later Judeich^ renewed toe attack on the latter's dating and

decided that toe last day of December 50 B.C. was the last day

of Caesar's command, though his arguments are very different from

1) Moramsen(Gessm. Schriften IV pp.92-145). He was supported by
Hardy (J.P. XXXIV 1918 pp. 161-221): Rice Holmes (op.eit. II pp.
299-310): T.Frank (C.H. XXXIV 1919 pp.68 ff.): Gary (C.R. XXXIII
1919 pp.109 ff.).

2) Hirschfeld in mo IV pp. 76-87.
3) Laqueur in Ueue Jahrb. f. klass, Alt. XLV pp.241-55: XLVII pp.g33-

60. He referred toe Kalends of March in the lex Vatinia to March
1st .55 B.C. instead of to toe usually accepted 54 B.C. Gelzer
(Hermes LXIII 1928 pp. 113-37) thinks this is disproved by Cicero's
de prov. cons, There (39) the position of toe consul rni-Uppus
is discussed and toe following considerations emerge - If one
could not in June 56 B.C. (14: 15: cf, Q.F, II -6: p.197:) declare
Cisalpine Gaul a consular province, it would happen that 'post
eos consules out erant designate (i.e. toe consuls for 55 B.C.)
- i.e. in toe 'year 54 B.C. - toe province would be carried over
against the senate through a resolution of toe people to one per¬
son: and therefore the strength of toe senate's decision would be
weakened. Sa it is certain that, toe lex Vatinia fixed ...arch 1st
54 B.C. as toe date for a possible new arrangement about Cisalp¬
ine Gaul: and from 37 it is seen that this might not happen
before that date. Cicero points out that it was no lose not bo
have a pi*ovxnce which one could not hold duising the whole oi o5
B.C. Also after 55 B.C. toe consul in question could not leaVe
toe city "paludatus", since he was not able to take over toe
province before March 1st 54 B.C.

4) Holzapfel in mo V pp. 107-16.
5) Judeich in Rhein. Mue. LXVIII 1913 pp.1-10.
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those of Laqueur. Adcock1^ makes the tentative suggestion that

the date in question was the Ides of November 50 B.C.

All the most important literary evidence can be interpreted to

suit any of these dates according to the way in which it. is read.

As Adeock remarks, unless nev/ evidence appearsf the problem cannot

be solved with certainty, Therefore, while regretting the absence

of the relevant books of Livy or the History of Asinius Pollio, I

can only state why March 1st 50 B.C. seems to me the most likely
date.8'

In the first place, the complicated arguments of Hardy and the

rest of Moramsen's supporters cannot conceal the fact that the whole

of Cicero's correspondence during 61 and 50 B.C. points to a date

in the latter year and not in March 49 B.C. There are certain

difficulties of textual interpretation which these scholars cannot

explain satisfactorily} and both Appian and Bio make remarks which

indicate that they knew Caesar's command was due to end sometime

in 60 B.C. While both authors are often unreliable, it is evident

that Dlo especially did not believe that Caesar was to have five

more year's added to his first quinquennium.3^ The date suggested

by the senate and Poapey at some point in the negotiations - the
Ides of November^ - is proof that Caesar's command ended before
March 1st 49 B.C. If the Ides of November 50 B.C. is meant, Pompey

could not claim to 'foe fair to Caesarj if the Ides of November 49
B.C., as Hardy-and Hie® Holmes thought, there are serious objections.
Caesar would thus gain everything for which he asked and he would
return as consul elect. But, in spite of Hardy, it is difficult
to believe that he 'would have been prosecuted before he entered

1) Adeock cit. following Zumpt (in Studia Romana). ,, ~

2) Stone (in C.Q. XXII 1928 pp. 193-201) suggests March 1st 50 o.c.,
but I have not followed his reasoning.

3) Dio 39-33s 40-39:App. B.C. II -27
4) Cic, Fain. VIII -11?
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office.1) Further objections to March 1st 49 B.C. are noted by

Adcock. If Caesar had held the Gauls until this date under the

lex Licinia Pompeia, would he have omitted the fact that he had

bo n deprived of three months of his command, when he was stating

his case In the Belluin Civile?^) Again, how could a senate which

had been quibbling about legal points for more than a year declare

quite Illegally that Caesar's provinces must be given up "ante

cartam diem" (which Is not a substitute phrase for March 1st 49

B.C.5)) and threaten outlawry If he refused, when there was no

certainty that Caesar would actually break the lex Licinia Pompeia?

If, therefore, as seems probable, the legal termination of

Caesar's command was meant to be some time in 50 B.C., the most

natural date is March 1st. It is now generally admitted that by

the lex Vatinia Caesar held Cisalpine Gaul from March 1st 59 B.C.

until February 28th 54 B.G..^ Therefore a similar terminus for

the Licinian-Pompelan and Trebonlan laws is probable. At Luca

three quinquennial commands were arranged; and since Caesar held

the Transpadane province by a decree of the senate which had to

be renewed annually,®) it is a reasonable assumption that when
the Spains and Syria were allocated to Pompey and Crassus from

55 B.C., Caesar's provinces were put on the same footing.®) He

1) See p.
2) Caes. B.C. I -7: 9:
3) Caes. B.C. I -2s Plut. Caes. 30s Merrill in C.P. VII 1912 pp.
4) Cic. de prov. cons. 37s see p.324 n.3 ! (248-50.
5) See pp.147: 202.
6) Gelzer (Hermes LXIII 1928 pp.113-37) thinks the date in the lex

Vatinia was reckoned as ante Kalendas Martias quintas and quotes
Bruns Pontes^ 12 in support of this. He thinks that Cicero de
prov. cons. 39 shows why the lex Licinia Pompeia prolonged Caesar'
command in exactly the same way. Pompey on Sept. 29th 51 B.C.

declared (Cic. Fam. VIII -8) se ante K. Martias non posse sine
iniurla de provinciis Caesaris statuere, post K.Martias se non
dubitaturum. In 55 B.C. Kalendae Martiae quintae were named;
and the same date was provided for Pompey and Crassus in the lex
Trebonia (eg. Cic. Att. IV -9). This solves for Gelzer all the
difficulties of the quinquennium and decern anni • ^ His point Is
that one cannot reckon in years and months in this case.
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would sacrifice a year of Ms command in Cisalpine Gaul and

Illyricum; but this was not a serious loss, since he stipulated that

he should remain in Gaul until his election as consul for 48 B.C..

So long as the lex Sempronia was in operation, his only require¬

ments to achieve this were permission to be a candidate in absence

and a clause inserted in the lex Liclnia Pompeia to prevent dis¬

cussion about the allocation of the Gauls before the date when

his imperium was due to end.^-) I disagree with Adcock who thinks

that such a clause would be a "legislative irrationality" and

also that Caesar would not at the very moment when the strength of

the coalition had been proclaimed show that he did not trust Pom-

pey to prevent such senatorial discussion.2) Caesar was only pro¬

tecting himself from the danger which had arisen in 56 B.C., when

the senate actually had discussed a proposal to send his successor

on March 1st 54 B.C.. Again he was not admitting distrust of

Pompey by insisting on the insertion of this clause, since he

thought it probable that not only Pompey, whom he certainly had

every reason to mistrust, but also Crassus, his chief ally, would
be in Rome. There was no certainty that the latter would wish to

sperafi the whole of his proconsulate in the east; and it is for

this reason that I disagree with Stone's view that there was a

similar clause in the lex Trebonia, I do not believe that the

sentence of Hirtius3) is the stumbling block to an acceptance of
March 1st 50 B.C. which he and other scholars make it. Admittedly

Stone's interpretation of reliquam esse unam aestatem as 'one
summer left to be finished' is unsatisfactory; but surely it is

1) Cic. Fam. VIII -8s
2) On the other hand in C.A.H. IX p.617 Adcock remarking upon the

fact that Pompey had seven or eight legions in Spain suggests
"the duration of the coalition might well seem better secured by
equality of strength and tenure than by the mutual trust and
regard of three men of diverse temparaments and divergent
ambit Ions?',

3) Hirtius B.G. VIlX -39.
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unwise "to stress undily "this phrase of Hirtius, since even if the

summer of 50 B.C. is meant, both Caesar and the Gauls of Uxellod-

enum had every reason to assume that he would be in command for

another season.

Adcoek finds it difficult to account for the date in November4)

without assuming that the Ides of that month is the day in question.

Against this are the facts that Crassus seems to have started for

his province paludatus - although it is just possible to infer

from Cicero1^ that he set out on the Ides - ana secondly that the

lex Trebonia was passed long before November,Adcock would like

the law to have anticipated "the date when Crassus and Pompey should

take up their commands; but "this is unlikely in view of the lex

Vatinia, which both the lex Licinia Pompeia and the lex Trebonia

/ould follow in outline. Again, why was the Ides of November chos¬

en and not January 1st if the rreboniau law was to anticipate?

Furthermore, if Adcock were right, Pompey could hardly without

impudence say that he was being fair to Caesar,4-* if he merely

expressed himself willing to concede to Caesar what he could not

legally take away from him? nor would the senate have needed to

discuss the matter at length, as Caelius said it did.0-*
l.y own view is that about March 50 B.C. after Caesar's command

had expired, the senate and Pompey, knowing that so long as Curio's
veto hung over them Caesar would stay in Gaul throughout the year,

1) Cic.~ Fem, VIII -11.
2) Cic, Att, IV -13:
3) Cic. Att. IV -9.
4) Cic. Fam. VIII -.11:
5) Adcock gives two further points to support his view - a)there was

opposition to the consular levy in the summer of 55 B.C., presumab¬
ly on the ground that Hie commands had not yet begun: b)Gabinius
refused to accept Crassus' s legatus for the saae^ reason. To the ^

first we may reoly that, according to our authorities (see p.209;
tribunes opposed the levies because Crassus intended to wage an un¬
provoked war on the Farthiansx to the second that it is more likely
that Gab&nius refused to accept Crassus's legatus because he was in
no hurry to leave trie province. His Egyptian escapade was not long
past, and he wanted to allow feeling in Rome to die down by remain¬
ing away for as long as possible. His action apparently led to no
serious quarrel with Crassus (see p.211).
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suggested that he should remain till the Ides of November and thus

have another summer to complete his work. His supporters possibly

argued that ne had reileu upon xi&ving the summer of 50 B.C. to

settle affairs in Gaul, Therefore the senate offered to concede him

thus and remove one of his grievances. As this was not the crux

of the matter, it was a specious proposed, and apparently soon fell

into the background. But at least the senate could say that its

rejection proved conclusively that Caesar's excuses for staying in

Gaul were only pretexts to disguise the fact that he intended to

remain as long as he wanted. As C&elius remarks, Pompey was out

to prevent Caes&r from becoming consul elect while he retained his

army. If there was any reason for the date in November, perhaps it

was to allow the Gauls to come naturally into the list of provinces

for which governors were to be discussed at the beginning of 49 B.cJ^
Stone's contention that at one point it was suggested that Caesar

should be consul in 49 B.C. is possibly true, but his theory that

the senate offered to postpone the elections till the eni of 49 B.C.

and leave Caesar in Gaul till November 15th on tire understanding

that he should come to Rome as privatus to canvass in person has

little to commend it. Why should this arrangement not be made for*
the normal election time? The difficulties of assuming tiiat Caesar

could be prosecuted when he was consul elect have already been
noted.in any case the proposal fell through^

It was the death of Craasus which caused the complications of

51-50 B.C.. At Luca Caesar had felt it necessary to make clear to

1) Cic. Fam, VIII -11; .

2) T.Frank (C.E. XXXIII 1919 pp.68-9) says that Pompey's oifer prooab-
ly contained a clause which was to restore in February 49 B.C. the
forty-five days the calendar had lost by two previous failures to
insert intercalary months. If these were restored there woulu be
exactly 3C5 days in 49 B.C. before the Ides of November. Gary
(C.R. XXXIII 1919 0,109) supports this by quoting Cic. fam. VIII -0
(March 50 B.C.}. The question of calendar reform was in the air at
the time. What attitude Pompey adopted to this we do not know,
but once Curio had dropped his motion Pompey had a double interest,
in reviving it - a) to make a specious offer to Caesar; b; to buixle
Curio.

3) See p.200 n.4.
4) Cic. Bam. VIII -8;
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pompey that the triumvirate was not intended to benefit himself

more than his colleagues and to allay Pompey's suspicions by pro¬

posing that all the quinquennial commands should be put on an equal

basis. So long as the existing arrangements held good a second

consulship was secured for him, if there was a clause in the lex

Licinia Pompeia forbidding the discussion of a successor when the

provinces for 43 B.C. were before the senate, and if he were able

obtain permission to stand in absence. Doubtless when their pro¬

consulates ended the triumvirs could arrange their future plans on

the basis of Caesar's second consulship, Crassus disappeared from

the scene in 53 B.C., but Caesar tried to carry out his part of the

scheme. In 52 B.C. by the Law of Hie Ten Tribunes he was given

permission to stand for the consulship in absence. For his part

Pompey kept to his bargain by assisting the passage of the law. But

the lex de iure magistratuum completely altered the position. Pompey

had become princeps civitatis, as he had long wanted to be, and per¬

haps he decided that this position was preferable to an alliance

with Caesar which he had always considered rather unsavoury. But

it became increasingly obvious that he was intent on reducing Caesar
to depend on his patronage instead of himself having to rely on

Caesar's aid. As was Pompey's way, he vacillated and tried to per¬

suade himself that he -was acting strictly honourably in insisting
that Caesar should observe the constitution. Caesar for his part

was indignant that the constitution, which had been worked in Pom-
*

pey's favour, should not be worked again to give him what ne wanted.
He insisted that the Law of the Ten Tribunes gave him the right to

retain at least pert of his province. In the later months of the
year it became clear that if the senate insisted on appointing a

successor it would have to disregard the tribunician veto, Various
attempts were made by each side to put the other in the wrongs out
finally the extremists in the senate had "their way, and the tribune's
veto was ignored. Thereupon the Caesarian tribunes fled to their
master who decided to uphold the constitution by force of arms.
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Appendix XV, Was a Motion for Crassus»s Recall Put
Before the Senate Early In 54 B.C.?

It has been suggested that at the beginning of 54 B.C. a

motion was set before the senate that Crassus should be recalled.

The sole evidence for this assumption is a letter from Cicero in

January of that year informing Crassus that he had defended him

in the senate against the attacks of the new consuls, Domitius

and Appius Claudius,and several consulares.1^ "The defence of

your position," writes Cicero, "which I have undertaken in your

absence, I shall persist in, not only for the sake of our friend¬

ship but also because of my reputation for consistency. Therefore

I have thought It sufficient at this time to write to you that,

If there was anything which I thought to be in accordance with

your wish, your convenience or your dignity, I would do it without

being askeds but if I received any hint from you or your friends,
I would take care to let you know that neither you yourself had

written nor your friends requested me in vain. So I would wish
that yourself should write to m© on all matters, great, small, or

of indifferent importance, just as to a very close friend, and to

urge your friends to make use of my labour, advice, position and
influence in all matters, public or private, forensic or domestic,
whether your own or those of your friends, your guests or your

clients, so that, as far as possible, the want of your presence

X) Tyrrell fCorresp. of Cicero II p.100) things Att. IV -13 refers
to disputes whether the consular provinces should be confirmed.
This is merely a guess, and the passage is very corrupt. It Is
difficult to believe that there would be any question of confirm¬
ing the lex Trebonia. Manutlus first suggested that a motion
was put forward for Crassus's recall. Watson (Select Letters of
Cicero, p.144) says Crassus was attacked for his measures against
the Pjjirthlans, citing Plut.Crass. 16: DIo 40 -12 neither of which
are to the point. He seems also to have placed Cicero' s efiort
on Crassus's behalf too late In the year. Regling (Klio VII
p.363) supports the theory that the optimates tried to secure
Crassus?s recall, their reason being that success in Parthia
would strengthen the triumvirate enormously. The means they used
were - a) moral grounds: b) hardships of the troops: c) the usual
prodigies, omens, etc. Deknatel (op.cit.^>.108) also gives this
view.
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may be lessened by my labour."1^ One may conjecture what "our
friend Crassus, the good-for-nothing" thought of this effusion.

Apologists for Cicero point out that letters such as this were

purely formal and meant to be regarded as impersonal. But even

if the final draft of the letter is less objectionable than his

rough draft, which has by accident been attached to it, it is

difficult to excuse Cicero, however anxious he was to keep on good

terms with the triumvirs. It is likely that he defended Crassus

when the impending Parthian War was once more attacked in the

senate. That there was a motion for Crasaus's recall is difficult

to believe, since there could be no question of contesting the

validity of the lex Trebonia. But the consuls may have put forward

a motion forbidding a war against Parthia as against the best

interests of the state.

U) Cic. Pam. V -8, C.Bardt (Hermes XXXII 1897 •)!»
out that this letter contains both the ro&gh dr
finished copy#
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A^endix XVIA. Tile CsiaDaian of 54 a, a,

Writers both ancient and modern have criticised most severely

Crassus1 s campaign on the Belich.1) it is said that he should

have pressed on immediately towards Seleuceia before Orodes could

make adequate preparations to meet an invasion:*) or that he

would have been better occupied in supporting the pretender,

Mithridates, f-s Gabimus had planned to oo, than in reducing towns

in north-east Mesopotamia which were of little use to him. Ancient

writers usually fail to understand the scale and the object of the

Parthian War, and their criticisms are of little account,3) This

was to be no war merely to replace Orodes by his brother,4) Cruss-

us intended to conquer the whole country between the Euphrates and

the Tigris down to the Persian Gulf end to open for Home the road

to the wealth of the east. So immense a project needed careful

preparation; and, as we have seen,'Crassus seems to have formed his
plan of campaign before he left Home.

Why did, he confine his operations to the Euphrates-Belich
6)

rectangle during the first season ? Manfrin thinks that he was

anxious to win allies and to establish a strong base for his fut¬

ure operations on the eastern side of the Euphrates, Ferrers^)
sees in Crassus's action a desire to attract the Parthian array as

g\
near as possible to the Homan base in Syria, In Hegling's view°

1) See Plut.Crass.~17: Dio 40-13. Regling (de fontibus etc.pp. 15; L :)
has pointed out the attitude probably adopted by Livy,
2) Gunther (op. cit, p.15) takes this view.
3) cf. Plut,Crass.; Dio 40-13:
4) Tarn (C.A.H.IX p.606) makes this point. The rebellion of ^ithr-

idates kept Orodes occupied during 54 B.C,, and_ there was no att¬
empt to move against the Hom&ns, a fact upon which Crassus perh¬
aps relied, Hegling (op, cit. p»36I n,5) the other hand
thinks - wrongly I believe- that the rebellion must have been over
in 54 B.C. by the time Crassus was ready, since otherwise he
would have taken advantage of it.

5) See p,214
6) Manfrin (La cavalleria dei Parti pp.70-2) which I have not seen.
7) Ferrero (op. cit. II p,89)s Hice Holmes (op. cit. li i>.laj; is

inclined to agree with this. ■ , ^ ■■■>

3) Hegling (op. cit. p.308), He points out that tne Homans could no
have reached Babylon before the autumn in any case and there! ore
had but a slight chance of catching Orodes unprepared.^ uegling
gives as further reasons- a) the need to make up the nitn o- niu
force which he had left as garrisons; b) Orodes in Lae
winter to attack the garrisons (Plut,Crass, lo), f uriy

Over
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Crussus wanted not only to have a strong base and to win local

support but also to acclimatise the Roman aray to Mesopotamia!!
•

- 4.

conditions« xrancis Smith
^ pu^s. forward the weakness of the

Roman cavalry in 54 B.C. to explain Crassus's reluctance to

advance into the heart ox Purthla, All these suggestions contain

come truth. Cr&ssus would undoubtedly take care to secure the

allegiance of the local chieftains and to establish a strong base

in his rear. But he could win the support of states iike Osrhoene

equally well from Syria itself. Since his object was to break

Parthian resistance, his tactics, if viewed only from these

standpoint^, would be obscure. To succeed Crassus had to defeat

the main Parthian array, and it was improbable that the enemy

would be so obliging as to fight on ground chosen by the Romans.L )
Thus it was inevitable that he should advance into the heart of

Parthia, as in fact he set out to do in the following year,

1 believe that the real clue to an understanding of the first
3)

campaign lies in the part to be played by Artavasdes. Our

authorities make it clear that the support of Armenia was to be

an impo2'tant factor in the attack upon Seleuceia. northern

Mesopotamia had been a bone of contention between Parthia and

Armenia ever since Tigr&nes had taken advantage of the temporary

weakness of Parthia to seize Sophene, Gordyene, Adiabene and the

territory around Nisibis. The dispute had subsequently been

settled; but Armenia had lost Adiabene and was no doubt anxious

8) (contd.) Surenas had used against 1/iithridates was still mob¬
ilised. 1 Regling (cit. p. 371) thinks tb&t the blaming of urassus
must be attributed to systematic misrepresentation py the op-
tim&tes. their incitement of the army by prodigies (das this
possible ?) and the lack of discipline which extended xrom one
quaestor Caesius to the common soldier,

1) Smith (op.cit. pp.240-2)- Crassus intended to take in the
llesopotamian garrisons the next year.

2) Smith (op. cit. p.241)j . . „

3) Regling (op. cit. pp.370 ff.) thinks it was in the_ Armenian
interest to help Rome against Parthia, since a j srtuian all¬
iance held out no prospect for her. if she soon concluded
one it was under compulsion, and later she is again xound e
ping Antonius (whom, incidentally, she betrayed) „
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to recover it.1) Crassus intended that in 53 B.C. the Armenian

force should travel down the Belleh , collect the garrisons left

there and join hiia at ilicephorium. To put such a scheme into

operation he had to win over "beforehand the towns on the Belich,
end this he undertook to <M in 54 B.C.. Bo doubt he had entered

into communication with Artavasde© in the spring of 54 B.C. and

had been promised Armenian help. Plutarch tells us that at the

beginning of 53 B.C. the king himself arrived, in Syria with a

bodyguard of six thousand horsemen. He promised "ten thousand

more and thirty thousand foot-soldiers" but advised Crassus to

invade Purthia by way of Armenia. When Cr&ssus refused Artavasdes

returned with his bodyguard to his own country,2) the story is,
as it stands, incredible: the numbers are much too large for a

country like Armenia. Alexander had founded Ms empire with f&r

fewer cavalry than, according to Plutarch, Artavasdes promised

Crassus, hater, however, Plutarch virtually contradicts himself
when he tells how messengers came to inform Crassus that Orodes

had invaded Armenia. The truth seems to be that after the camp¬

aign of 54 B.C. Artavasdes became less enthusiastic about the

part allotted to him and tried to persuade Crassus to join him in a

march along the Tigris.2) Crassus, however, saw that if he did
this his campaign in north-east Mesopotamia would be wasted and

furthermore that it would be hazardous to march through Armenia

I Justixuie 42-S>4g see~pp7 212-3.
*-) Plut, Crass, 19. In Dio Artavasdes plays no part (see Regling -

de fontibus etc. p.4). Deknatel (op.cit. p.Ill) say© quite
wrongly that Artavasdes left his 6000 cavalry and 300 foot with
Crassus, Ee gives as one of Crassus's reasons for refusing the
Armenian suggestion that he knew that Orodes had planned to invade
Armenia. Regling (op.cit. p.371) seems to accept the 6000 cavalry.
He remarks that Artavasdes could not leave his kingdom unprotected.
For the relations between Crassus and Artavasdes see - Kromayer
(Hermes XXXI p.87). Artavasdes came to Antony - again with 60002
cavalry (Plut. Ant.37: Strabo XI-530: Kromayer cit. p,83s D.G. I
P.oSl n.7). In both places his collected force was 16,009 (Plut.
Ant.50jCrass. 19: Strabo cit.). Has this fact any significance?

to substitute Ecbatana for Seleuceia as his objective (C.A.h.
iX p.607), That Cr&ssus continued to count on Armenian support
even after the difference of opinion with Art&vasdes is clear from
Plutarch. Orodes certainly expected Art&vasdes to help Rome.
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witlioub supporting forces on one Ji«uphrutes#^ £1everthel©r> s, in
53 B.C. lie counted heavily on Armenian support, and he was bittu

ly disappointed at the news from Armenia, Not only did Artavas¬

des' s defection make uis previous campaign useless and exoose his

garrisons on the Belich to enemy attack but he lost a large body
of cavalry of which he v/as in sore need, ^ He had very few

horsemen and was relying almost entirely on what Artavasdes

brought. Sixteen years later Artavasdes kept his promise to

join Antony but betrayed him, as no doubt he would have betrayed

Crassus, if Grades had not settled the question by invading

Armenia himself.

The news from Armenia arrived after Crassus had started down

the Euphrates, Plutarch's account indicates that he changed his

plans after he had begun his march. Probably he made up his mind

to march across country only when he realised that otherwise his
3)

garrisons would remain isolated. That his sole aim was to push

1) C#A.H, IX p«6G7* Hcgling (op.cit, p.372) gives the advantages
of a march through Armenia- a) friendly country* b) useful
mountains* c) food supplies secured. The disadvantages men¬
tioned above decided Crassus, he thinks. Antony too was troub¬
led about leaving Syria and the Belich exposed by marching
through Armenia* (cf. Kromayer- Hermes XXXI p. 101 n,3). Gun-
ther (op.cit. pp. 15-7) also remarks on the advantages of a
march through Armenia# According to him Crassus's plan was by
the campaign of 54 B.C. to confine the enemy to their frontier
territory, to attack them not far front their boundaries and
then after a march to Babylonia to triumph as imperator,

2) Plut,Crass# 22* Dio 40- 16;
3) This v/as written before I had seen Smith (op#cit# pp. 244ff.).

I find that he has emphasised the importance of Artavasdes in
the plan of campaign# He points out how little the Romans knew
of Orodes' s plan of campaign. The Roman tradition which
blamed Ariamnes is of little importance, says Smith, since the
latter gave Crassus no information or advice of which he would
not be aware himself. Again, he thinks that too much emphasis
is placed on the Parthian desire for flat country# If there i
assy truth in Ttf o, the uneven surface of the battlefield does
hot seem to have worried them. Furthermore, Crassus had heard
tbi&t his. ipjrisaasis on one Belich were being threatened by
Surenas. and he wanted to protect them. He had hoped that
Artavasdes would travel down the Belich, collect the garrisons
nd join him at Micephorium# Gunther (op,cit. p.26), nowever

thinks that the presentation of the facts which influenced
Crassus given in our authorities is consistent to the end, ana
he keeps to it.
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ahead as quickly as possible without any regard for the terrain

or for the welfare of his soldiers, as our authorities assert,
cannot be the whole truth. The story that he was betrayed by his

native allies must be treated with caution, Ariamnes and Alch-

audonius abandoned Crassus on the battlefields therefore hist¬

orians who wrote fr om the Roman standpoint automatically assumed

that they were traitors. If Artavasdes was operating on the

Selich, tire Roman outposts were in no danger, and the main army

could follow the Euphrates with equanimity, With his forces so

disposed Crassus was confident that he had provided against a

main Parthian attack on the Euphrates-Belich rectangle, Oroues

appreciated the Roman strategy and defeated it by immobilising

Artavasdes, With the loss of his ally Crassus was forced to

change his plans and to cover his outposts. At the same time,
when he learned that there was a Parthian force east of the Euph¬

rates, he decided that if he could engage and defeat it, he might
draw the main Parthian army away' from Armenia, Therefore, alth¬

ough he was inadequately protected by cavalry, he turned east to

pursue Surenas,

B, Where did Crt.ssus meet the Parthian Envoys ?
X) 2)

Floras places the meeting at Nicephorium. Bio4- dates it in
the first campaign, but Plutarch^ puts it in the next spring at
the moment when Crassus was preparing to cross the Euphrates,
Plutarch and Floras cannot be reconciled unless we assume that the

commonly accepted march to C&rrhae never took place, ^ Bio says
that the envoys were sent £S ? which, may, however,well
mean 'in the direction of Syria'Tarn1 1 follows Plutarch, but

1) Florus I- 46- 4s
2) Bio 40- 16j
3) Plut,Crass, 18: . ^ . . .... .„

4) Holzapfel (Ber. Phil, Woch. 1901:851-2) actually adopts this
solution.

5) Regling (op.cit. p.366 n.10):
6) Tarn in C.A.E. IX p.607:
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Rice Holmes1) places the meeting at Nicephorium. -This seems to

me to be the most likely solution, Orodes received news of

Cras3us' s activities xiom nis defeated satrap, 3illc.ees, arid he

would have time to send his envoys before the Romans returned to

Syria. Probably the rebellion of Mithrid&tes had been put down

in the meantime,2)
Cx the Poimation of the Roman Amy before Csrrhae,

At first the Romans seem to have marched in columns of single

centuries with the cavalry in front. Then Crassus changed his

formation to a long line with & cavalry detachment on each wing

and another in front to reconnoitre. Behind caiae the ba-0. we,

which was protected by the rearguard,0) Realising that lie would

be heavily outnumbered in cavalry Crassus drew his fifty-sis

cohorts together into a deep square with twelve cohorts on each

side, and to each cohort he allotted a detachment of cavalry,
what happened to the remaining eight cohorts is not certain,
Smith4) gives an interesting account of these mtnoevres. The

change over to a long line, he says, can only have been accom-
5)

plished after several hours,* Therefore it is a question whether
Crassus after completing this manoevre would have had time to

change his forma tion yet again before he reached tae Belioh,
Plutarch not only speaks of two wings, whereas strictly speaking
a square has none, but he mentions only three commanders and not
four or one for each side of the square as we should expect.

Stranger still, thinks Smith, is Plutarch's assumption that after
the rest on the Belich this square advanced quickly c gainst the

1) Rice Holmes (op,cit, II pp.lGOj 312).
2) Plut.Crass, 21s Justinus 42-4: Regling cit, says Sxllaces

could reach Orodes in two weekss perhaps the envoys arrived,
four weeks after lclina.es C.A.H. IX p, 604,

3) Plut,Crass, 23:
4) Smith (op,cit, pp,249ff,)
5) For the space taken up by a legion and the time taken to

execute such manoevres see- Rustow (Heerweisen una Rrieg-
fuhrung C.Julius Caesar) quoted by Ferrero (op,cit, II p.^0)
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enemy. The subsequent activities of Publius Crassus would have

upset the whole arrangement. Furthermore a square cannot be att¬

acked in the leax , as Plutarch said it was. For these reasons

Smith has decided that Publius's eight cohorts were not meant to

form part of the square; and since he commanded the right wing in

the bat ale , is impossible that the square w<. s f orasd before the

Belich was reached.

Smith then goes on to give his own account of the Roman move¬

ments, . vVhen on the morning &f the battle Grassus learned that the

enemy was near, he made a long line, to each end of which he att¬

ached thirteen hundred cavalry under the command of his son and

Cassius. The rest of the cavalry marched in front. Behind came

the baggage and a rearguard. It is' possible that this manoevre was

not completed when Grassus changed his mind and decided to form a

square. The troops marching in front of the baggage, the two wings
and the rearg,;.. d :re to form the sides. Meanwhile the army was •

approaching the Belich, where it had to turn right. Perhaps it was

this circumstance wwich caused Crassus to change his mind a second

time. The wing in the south stood firm and provided protection

against the enemys all the other troops advanced to the river, to

change front somewhat later and to form up alongside Crassus, Before

this manoevre was completed, Crassus instructed the riJUt wing to
advance as quickly as possible, and by this movement g< ve the enemy

the chance to surround it.

Smith is, I think, reading into Plutarch's words more than is
intended. Ilis account, although vague, does not rule out the
possibility that Crassus formed his square before he reached the
Belich. Against Smith's own version stands the fact that Plutarch
refers Publius's charge to a much later period in the battle. Again.
Smith is far from clear about the part played by the eight cohorts.
Does he mean that they were or were not to form part of cue squaie ?
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If they were excluded what purpose were they originally meant to

serve

Hie movements of Pu'blius Crassus are the crux of the problem. I

believe that the eight cohorts become a separate wing under his

leadership. This was placed on the right of the forward side of

the soi ire j whxcn v/as commanded by Marcus* ./hen the army turned

south, Publius transferred his division to the right of the new

front in order to protect his father and his staff, who apparent¬

ly moved from one end of their line to the other. Cassius took the

left wing. When the axray turned this became the rear, so Cassius
rode forward in a line p. rail©1 with the flelich to the front of

the new left. Such a formation left the right wing open to atts ckv

from the rear. When this became probable, Publius was able to .load

his men to the attack without breaking the square.

Da. -/hat Course did the Battle of Csrrhae take after the Loss

of Publius Crassus ?

neither Plutarch nor Dio was interested in tactical manoevres,

and the course of the action after the loss of Publius is far fxoia1

clear.^ Smith*^ remarks that the Romans do not seem to have tried

to take advantage of the natural obstacles of the ground. How was

the pilum used ? How did the remaining two thousand seven hundred

1) C.A.H. (IX p.609) follows Smith but adds that there is no cer¬
tainty. Rice Holmes (op.cit. II p. 162) also thinks the square
was not completed. Elsewhere (p. 314) he thinks Smith plausible
and. remarks that he is to some extent supported by Dio (40- 21:
23), Nevertheless, he raises the objections given above, but
does not offer an alternative solution.0 Other suggestions are
hardly worthy of considerations D.G, IV" p. 115 n.4 (whom Reg-
ling- op.cit. p.381 follows) thinks Plutarch's square was a par¬
allelogram with 25 cohorts in front, 25 behind and 10 on each
flank, Plutarch got 12 because he counted in the corner cohorts.
As Rice Holmes says, this is a 'gratuitous distortion oi rlu<^-
arch's statement. Ferrero (op.cit, p.114 n.22) xs also att¬
racted by coraex* cohorts, but he counts only 40 cohorts in tut
square- 12 for the front and back and(l10 for each side (the 4
end cohorts are reckoned doubled). Gunther (op.ext. p.ao n.i;
inclines towards this view but counts 70 cohorts: therefore xie
cannot account for 22, He suggests that they may have been xn
the middle of the square or that they followed with tue baggage.
But these scholars still do not answer the question- .met happ¬
ened to Publius ?

2) Plut.Grass. 27: Dio 40- 21ff,:
3) Smith (op.cit. p.256):
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cavalry and three thousand five hundred light-allied come into the
1)

action ? Manfrin ' says that ttke .Parthian arrows could not pierce
** lb)

the Soman shield, defence, end Delhruch.• 4®serts that mounted bow¬

men would make little impression on a closed infantry. In close

battle the legions were bound to win. Yet their subsequent demor¬

alisation can only be explained on the assumption that they suff¬

ered severe losses. How were these inflicted ? Lianfrin* s explan¬

ation is based on a very free reading of Dio.3* The Romans fought

with spirits but if they made a wall of shields to protect them

against arrows, the eataphr&ets scattered themi if the first column

raised itself to drive off the cavalry, the Parthian bowmen seized

their chance, When the cat&phracts charged the legions, they were

followed closely by the bowmen, who shot at the closely-packed

Romans over the heads of their comrades, When the legionaries tried

to meet this indirect fire by building a testudo, the cataphracts

scattered them. Smith4* scouts the suggestion that the Parthian

bowmen shot over the heads of the c&taphracts. He suggests that on

the contrary the bowmen had more to gain from flank attacks; if they

shot both horizontally and in a high curve, the legions, particul¬

arly the wings| would not have known how to protect themselves.
Apparently the Romans were surrounded; and we know that single parts
broke out of the square, only to be scattered by the cataphracts. ° *
Although the rest of the Roman cavalry were not strong enough to
scatter the Parthians, at least they made it possible lor the cohorts

. 6)
to hold fast. At nightfall the Parthians drew off, Regling
thinks that after the departure of his son Grassus had time wo
extend his line westwards towards the raised ground,^) Reinforced

1) tianfrin (op.cit. pp.?Sff,)» 2
2) Delbruch (Geschichte der Kriegskunst I p,465;i
3) Dio 40- 221
4) Smith (op.cit. p.267):
5) Plut.Grass, 27:
6) Regling (op.cit, pp.335-6):
7) Plut,Crass. 26: cf. Dio 40-21,
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by the troops which hod disposed of Publius the P&rthians attacked

so heavily that Uie Roman cavalry and light-armed were pressed clo: e

together and had no chance to make contact with the enemy. Single
units advanced, but these fell easy victims to the cataphracts.

Nevertheless, the bulk of the array retained its order till night¬

fall.

All that can be safely inferred from our authorities is that jhe

Romans held their square throughout the day. Probably their def¬

ensive plan was to make short sorties against bands of the enemy

which approached to close range. But their lack of cavalry made it

impossible wo come to grips with the main body of the Parthians, and
their sorties proved very costly,

E. The Direction of Crassus's Retreat from Carrhae.

Folyaenus"^ says that Crassus tried to travel Tm/ o^t/orep^/.

Regling2) suggests that these hills were either hiiarud Dar to the

north-west, Kopru Dar to 'the north, or Tektek Dar to the north-east
of Currhae# He dismisses Tektek Dar because this road to Armenia

lay. along level ground. He prefers Himrud Dar for two reasons:

the way lay through march-land, which is mentioned by Plutarch
and Grassus could make his way through the mountains, cross the

Tigris at Amida and. from there reach Armenia# (iunther4^ states
that he found no marshes when he travelled over this country, and

he doubts very ranch whether Grassus did. But he admits that it
£>)

would be very difficult country to cross in tire dark. Smith
thinks that Grassus would have headed not for Armenia but for Syria,
as he was obliged to return to his main base# Since the hostility
of Ariamnes made a march through Samosata dangerous, he moved north
to the mountains in an attempt to reach Cilicia or Syria through

l!) Polyaenus VII- 41: ~
2) Hegling (op.cit, p.388 n,4):
3) Plut,Crass# 30*
4) Giinther (op.cit. p.35 n.l):
5) Smith (op.cit. p.260):
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Commagene. Plutarch's account, however, is so vague that we can

only speculate on the identity of the hills he mentions* The

arguments which suggest the Nimrud Dar can be applied equally well
rt ^ s-t

to the Kopru Dar, arid I have adopted these hills for no other reason

than that they can be reached rather more easily from Csrrhae.

The Chronology of the Battle of Carrhae.

Does Ovid's reference in &he Fasti1) apply to the day of the

battle or to the day on which Crassus died ? Drumann^) and

Mommsen3) think the latter; but, as Groebe4) points out, Plutarch

and Dio make it absolutely certain that Ovid meant the former.

Therefore, the battle of Carrh&e was fought on June 9th- by the

Julian calendar May 6th- 53 B.C.,

The most important question to be answered is when Crassus was

killed. At first the course of events is clear; -

1st Dav; Battle.b)
2nd Day; Parthians settle with the wounded and those left behind,

Surenas sends an envoy to Carrhae.

3rd Day; Surenas appears before Carrhae, The Romans decide to

flee as quickly as possible ( evQus but to keep

the plan a secret from the inhabitants. Cr&ssus en¬

gages Andromachus as guide,

But how long after this did the Romans stay in Carrhae ? Plutargh9)
leaves the date of their departure undecided. It can be inferreu.
that they moved the d<y Surenas appeared before the walls- i.e.
May 8th (or June 11th); but Plutarch's silence is not conclusive.

lT~Ovid Fasti VI- 465f.- Crassus ad Euphraten aquilas natumque
suosque Perdidit, et leto est ultimus ipse datus. The feast oi
Vesta, of which he is speaking, was held on June 9th,

2) Drumarm IV p,107; .

3) Moiamsen (History of *^ome IV p.316 Every, irans.):
4) Groebe (Hermes XLII 1907; pp.315-22):
5) rlut.Crass. i_.3—7; Duo 40— 21—5;
6) Plut. Crass, 28; Dio 40- 25;
7) Dio 40-25; ef. Plut.Crass, 29:
8) Plut. and Dio cit.;
9) Plut.Crass. 29;
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Dio1^ says that the full moon prevented Crassus from marching

and that he waited for moonless nights. Regling2points out that

Crassus could not possibly stay in Carrhae for fourteen days till

there was no moon. Gutschraid3'suggests that Dio tried to reconcile

two accounts, one that it v^as full moon and the other that it was

a dark night.

Groebe^, who discusses the question from an astronomical point

of view, makes several interestimg suggestions. He adds to Reg-

ling's argument against accepting Dio the fact that Plutarch did

not know of two attempts. It is a further point that, if the

Romans had insisted on darkness before they retreated, t^hey would
never have reached Carrhae in the first place. On the night of

the battle there was a moon, and the Parthians knew all about the

retreat. - The story of Cassius's desertion proves that Dio's story

is false. Groebe discovered that the moon travelled out of the

Plough into the Scorpion on May 10th 53 B.C. (or June 13th) at 11

a.m. at Carrhae and out of the Scorpion into Sagittarius on May

12th (or June 15'th) about 6 p.m.. The full moon falls on May 11th

(or June 14th) shortly before 9 p.m,3^ or almost exactly in the

middle of the period in which it is in the Scorpion, The remark

made to Cassius was made on the night on which Crassus fled towards

Sinnaca. ^ Since the moon passed out of the Scorpion on May 12th,

the remark must have been made at the latest on the night of the

11th- 12th May. So Crassus was killed at the latest on May 12th-
and here, incidentally, is further proof, if any were needed,that
Ovid's lines refer to the day of the battle,

Groebe makes the following deductions from the astronomical

1) Dio 40- 25:
2) Regling (op.cit, pp,388ff.)}
3) von Gutschmid (op.cit. p.90n.l): „

4) Groebe cit. His astronomical data were obtained irom one rroj.,
P.K. Ginzel. I have followed his article closely.

5) Plut.Crass. 28: ^ ^

6) See Groebe- Der rom. Calendar in Jahren 65- 4o B.C.- in
Leipzig, Gebr, Borntrager 1906.

7) Plut.Crass. 29:
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evidence: that the flight took place at the earliest on the third

night after May 6th- i.e. on the night of the 8th- 9th hay (or the

11th- 12th June), two days before the full moon and a day and a

half before the raoon entered the Scorpion: that the day of Crassus's

death was at the earliest May 9th (or June 12th), at the latest

May 12th (or June 15th). He gives the following list of dates:-

6th Kay- Battle.

6th- 7th May- Night Plight to Garrhae. ■

7th May- heat, in Carrh&e.

8th May- Second day in Carrfcae.

8th- 9th May- Earliest terminus for the flight.

9th May- Earliest terminus for Cr&ssus's death.

10th May- (Scorpion),

11th May- (Scorpion;Full moon).
11th- 12th May- (Scorpion) Latest terminus for flight,

12th May- (Scorpion) Latest terminus for Crassus's death,1)
Rice Holmes^'1 is not satisfied with Groebe's arguments, but

he does not give Ifcis reasons. He seems to assume, quite wrongly,
that Groebe definitely places Crassus's death on May 9th, Yet

elsewhere0^ he says himself that Crassus left Carrhae two days
after he entered it, that is on the nigut which he criticises
Groebe for choosing. Tarand Gunther^) follow Groebe and give
the evenings of May 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th as those on which
the Romans may have left Carrhae, The date of Crassus's death
cannot be fixed more definitely than this,

1) Groebe make s further points- a) We ao not know how sccurawel,/
the ancients could calculate the full moon: it appears iull
earlier than it really is. If their calculation was accurate,
Crassus fled on the night of May 11th- 12th: b)^ when Dio/^O-Eo)
speaks of the battle as having been fought »
he is making the old calendar agree with trie Julian, *or
further examples see- 41- 44: 42- 58:

2) Rice Holmes (op.cit. II p.315):
3) cit. II p.163:
4) Tarn in C.A.H. IX p.611 n.l:
5) Gunther (op.cit. p.28 n.3);
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What Happened to the Roman Prisoners Taken at Qarrhae 7

Professor Homer H, Dubs of Duke University, Durham, Worth

Carolina, has made an interesting conjecture about the fate of

the Romans captoed at Carrhae,1^ While translating the Ch'ien

han- shu (Annals of the Former Iian) he came across an item about

Sogdiana, which he decided must refer to these prisoners.

In 36 B.C. the Chinese Protector General of the Western Frontier

Regions made an expedition into Sogdiana to attack the Hun Shan- yu

Chih- chih, who had built his capital on the Tolass river (c.71°D.;
43° N.). After a march of about a thousand miles the expedition

was completely successful, and Chih- chili's capital was stormed.

The account of this campaign in the Chinese History of the Former

Han Dynasty was taken from some paintings sent by the Chinese

general, Ch'en T'ang to the emperor. Probably these paintings
showed scenes from the attack on Chih- chih's city; and they were

clearly used by the historian. In his account is the extraordinary
remark that there were 'more than a hundred foot-soldiers iinea up

on either side of the gate in fish- scale formation',.

Dubs thinks that such a formation would involve the locking

of shields, and that it plainly indicates the presence of highly
disciplined professional soldiers. The only professional soldiers
of the period, of whom regular formations are recorded, are the
Greeks and Romans: for nomads and barbarians rushed into battle
in a confused mass. Since the Greeks used round or oval shields,
they could not lock these to protect themselves against arrows;
only the rectangular Roman scutum would be effective. The best-
known Roman formation in which shields were locked was the testudo,
Crassus's men did not form a testudo at Carrhae, but they placed

1) A Note from 'An Ancient Military Contact Between Romans and
Chinese' (to be published in A.J.P.), Professor Dubs kindly
allowed me to read his MS before publication.
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thsif sbisldfi together 121 a Dubs thinks that such a line

of Roman scuta extending in front of the foot- soldiers would

look like a ' x iah— scale formation' to someone who had never q&< n

it before: "it would indeed", he ados, "be difficult to describe

it otherwise".

The ten thousand prisoners taken at Carrhae were moved to

Murgiana, about fifteen hundred miles from C&rx'hae,1) and they

would not be treated kindly on such a march. It was about five

hundred miles from the Parthian border of Margiana on the Oxus

to Chih- chili's capital. Those who survived probably welcomed

an opportunity to serve as Chih-chili's mercenaries. Since the

silk route ran from his capital to Antioch in Margiana, they

would hear that soldiers were wanted on the Talass. Therefore,

says Dubs, the 'more than a hundred soldiers lined up in fish-

scale formation' were almost certainly some of Crassus's legion¬

aries. Dubs thinks that the double wooden palisade which the

Chinese found outside the walls of the city confirms the presence

of Romans, The Greeks did not construct such palisades, but the

Romans used them regularly to strengthen their ditches. Therefore

Chih- chih seems to have had the assistance of Roman engineers

in building his fortifications.

Dubs does not believe that the 'fish- scale' effect coulu have

been produced by natives trained in Roman fashion, and in this
he is supported by Tarn, ^ But it is unlikely that further
evidence will come to light either to prove or to disprove his
suggestion. If he is correct, perhaps these Romans were the one
hundred and forty- five enemy, who the Chinese historian says
were captured and divided among fifteen kings of states in the
Western Frontier Regions,

1) Pliny h.H T"\fTlM±^:rWi , . ~ m

2) Tarn in correspondence with Dubs about this reference.
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A-npp-nrtix XVII. . The Term..."populares".
Who are meant by the "popul&res" during this period? That the

term was used to denote some kind of "people's party" which em¬

braced all those who opposed the senate is clearly false.1) The

"populus" as such wholeheartedly supported the laws which gave

Pompey control against the Pirates and against Mithridates. Yet

Crassus and Caesar, both of whom are credited with "popular" views

at this time, are seen plotting against Pompey only & few months

later, while the "populus" as a whole was praising his victories.

Again, Catiline is often termed a "popul&ris", though his supporters

came from the discontented of all classes from bankrupt "optiiaates"

to penniless veterans* In fact, the term "populares" was used

very freely to signify those politicians who could rely upon a

following to oppose the senate's control of the administration.^)
The Gracchi had set the example; but their aims differed widely from

those of a Pompey, a Crassus, a Caesar or a Catiline, all of whom

were dubbed populares at some time in their careers. The alias of

Pompey and Crassus, who were populares from convenience, of Caesar,

who was one partly by connection and portly from convenience, and

of Catiline, who began as a Sullaa and ended as a downright revol¬

utionary, shows the loose application of the term. Cicero also
found it useful when seeking the lower offices to be a "popular"
candidate. The restored powers of the tribunate complicated the

issue,^ since the "po|>ular" magistracy was used during this period
not only by anti-senatorials but also by the senate itself. Parties
as we know them, did not exist at Rome, The optimates had every¬
thing to gain by standing together, and this they generally did.

1) equestrian financiers —a small but influential group within the
equestrian order - are frequently found in cooperation with the
"popular" opposition to the senate. „ -u >,0

2) Cicero calls himself "consul popularis" xn 63 B.C. : by '
presumably meant that he commanded the support ox all sectio
opinion, cf. his "concordia ordinum",

3) See Dio 36-38 -1 & 2.
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But the grouping tended to change from tiae Uffle ^ ^

largely pn an issue of the moment or on personal inclination. The
less extreme group in the senate might, for example, fuvour'u
policy of mild reform and with the support of the anti-sectorials
oppose the die-hards. But during these years the personal element
in politics outweighed everything else, and the leading- figures
moved backward and forward, finding support first on one side and

then on the other. It would be quite false to class Pompey, Crassue

Caesar or Catiline as "populares", unless we are to interpret tire

term in a purely negative sense as embracing all „ho at a particular'
moment opposed the prerogatives of the senate. It is in this sense

that for the sake of convenience we use the term.
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A.iv,.;endix XVIII. Plutarch1 s Life of Crafiaup,
Research into the sources used by Greek and Roman historians

rarely advances beyond the stage of conjecture. By far the

greatest part of ancient historical literature has been totally
lost; a fraction of the Remainder has survived only in fragments j

and many of the writings which are extant complete or In consid¬

erable sections are of late origin,1) Again, the ancients wrote

history in a maimer which makes it all but impossible to assess

the value of individual writers by comparing them with their
2)

sources, ' < .

Since a detailed study of the attitude of ancient historians

to their subject and to the material at their disposal would >

lead far beyond Plutarch's 'Life of Crassys', I shall only indic¬

ate some of the difficulties which face modern scholars.

The writing of history in the Republic sprang naturally from
3)

the development of official records,' and by the time of Augus¬

tus it contained many branches. Apart from history written in the

form of annals^ there were world- histories6} biographies,6)

1) The pre- S&llust annals are wholly lost; Sallust' s Histories
and two- thirds of Livy are not extant, to say nothing of con¬
siderable parts of Tacitus, Ho Greek writing before Polybius
has survived, and only an, eigth of his work remains, Fragments
of Latin authors are preserved in such writers as Aulius Gelliue,
Macrotoius, nonius L&rcellus, Priselan. Servius and in less deg¬
ree in Varro, Festus, Pliny. The basis for Greek fragments is
Athenueus together with photios and Constantine,

2) A close study of the sources of extant authors, because of the
connection which ancient historians sought to preserve with
their predecessors, does help a little towards the reconstruc¬
tion of lost writings- e.g. Poseidonius from Diodorus. Whether
' the persistence of modern scholars has achieved good^ results,'
as Rosenberg says (Sizileitung und tuellenkunde zur romischen

Gescliichte pp,109ff,) is open to question,
3) i.e. the Consular Fasti and the Chronicles of the Pontiffs,

which were extended as time passed. See Rosenberg (op.cit. pp.
113ff,),

4) For the development of annals in Sullen times see Rosenberg
(op.eit. pp.lSSff.). The younger annalists, from whom Plut¬
arch, Appian, Dio, Livy etc. got their material, are to be
treated with the greatest reserve, since they were not greatly
moved by considerations of truth. They tended to introduce new
details without troubling to verify them- particularly numbers,
which are notoriously unreliable in ancient authors. _

3) i.e. Poseiddnius, Strabo, who wrote one as well as his Geog¬
raphy, Hicolaus of Damascus, Diodorus, Poiapeius frogus.

6) For the biographical tradition see Rosenberg cit,. Varro wrote
(Over
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autobiographies or memoirs ' 3 monographs, political i>aiaphlets*:')
3)

arid exempla . Thucydides collected nis material scientifically*
but, so far from xollowing Ins example, his successors were infl¬

uenced largely by rhetoricians. Thus history became part of art¬

istic literature 5 and this conception of it persisted throughout

antiquity, Sine© they concentrated on form rather than on secure<c

of detail, historians did not trouble to go back to primary source...;

instead they took over from their predecessors only that material
•)

which interested them and arranged it in their own wajp* , Indiv-

6 eontd.) Lives in groups of Greek and Romans Kepos 16 (17?) books
de viris illustribus, which were arranged in pairs, and several
single biographies. The biographers had for the Gracchan periou
tiie annals, and for the post- Gracchan period they had in addition
contemporary monographs, memoirs, funeral orations, political
writings etc.,- The Greeks of the 1st century AeD, used Roman
biographies but introduced material from many other sources.
The collections de viris illustribus contain extracts from
Roman history (see Leo- Die griechisch- rSmische Biographic p,
309), Velleius used some such collection as well as annals.

1) Memoirs began in the 5th century B.C. with John of Chios, Xen-
ophon wrote them in the 4th, The oldest known Roman work of this
kind was by Scipio Africanua, In the last century B.C. Sc&urus
and Rutilius Rufus both wrote books- de vita sua, of which
scanty fragments survive, C&tulus and Cicero each published a.
work de consulatu. But most important was Sulla's XXII rerum
gestarum libri (see Peter- Reliquiae etc,I pp,195ff.), Beside
Cicero's de consulatu stands his de consiliis suie, in which he
affected to tell the real story of the part played by Cracsus
and Caesar in the Catilinarian Conspiracy (see Schwartz in Her¬
mes XXXII pp,557ff,),

2) It is impossible to make a clear distinction between political
pamphlets proper, open letters written by politicians, comment-
arii, memoirs, biographies like those of Cato and Brutus, ana
verses such as Catullus wrote. This literature was very exten¬
sive t C,Gracchus justified his brother's legislation in an open
letter to Pomponius. and the pseudo- Sallust writings to Caesar
take the sane form (see Meyer op.cit. p.558), Varro attacked
the triumvirate in a pamphlet-The Three -Headed Monster (see
Peter op.cit,II pp,45ff,)• Cicero wrote a laudatio of the dead
C< to, ggainst whom Metellus Scipio had written a pamphlet in
55 B.C. „ Caesar wrote an anti- Cato in two books,

3) Rxempla were used fox* school themes, Kepos wrote at least five
books and used material from an annalistic source, uJxtant are
those of Valerius Maximus which are divided into chapters- de
disciplina milit&ri, de fortitudine etc., Livy cei'tainly used
these. Besides general collections there were special ones- e.g.
Prontinus, who used Livy, Caesar, Sallust and an exempla coll¬
ection, ^ . ,

4) Roaahberg (op.cit, p,10C)- "The rule is a polished presentation
withcut a learned apparatus," The ancients did not usually quo^e

documents, since this would detract from the artistry ox rnexr
presentation.
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idual writers were sometimes more conscientious1), but the pre¬

vailing tendency was to sacrifice accuracy to form2), i

This is particularly true of the biographers, whose subject all¬

owed them much greater latitude in their choice of material. Plut¬

arch is often criticised for his attitude towards his authorities.

But neither he nor his forerunners considered it necessary to

guarantee the accuracy of their accounts ofc to stress those details

which a modern historian would consider most important. Plutarch

aimed at producing a certain impression about his subject. Facta

which did not conform with this he neglected. His method of

comparing' a famous Greek with a famous Roman and his interest in

moral philosophy naturally influenced his choice of subject matter.

He did not seek to verity his statements and regarded himself not

as a historian but as an artist whose purpose was to breathe into

the material which lay before him a new spirit. He would have been

surprised that anyone should expect him to satisfy himself about

the accuracy of his sources .

Therefore estimates of the Life of Crassus are based almost wholly
on conjecture, Plutarch wrote almost a century and a half after

Crassus's deathj yet it is practically certain that he made little
if any attempt to consult late Republican writers at first hand,

Ssllust, Cicero, Livy, arid writers like Asinius Pollio, whose works

1) e.g. Varro and Aseonius.
2) Rosenberg (op.cit, pp,106ff.)- "It is not so much the inability

of the ancients to write history as the modem conception of it,'
3) Lytton Strachey, who has found many imitators, returnee to the

Plutarch tradition in his Life of Queen Victoria, Unlike Plut¬
arch, however, he does offer documentary evidence- but only
that which illustrates his thesis,

4) Plutarch did not do any individual research into sources for
his Lives, says Rosenberg (cit,), but used biographies ready at
hand and worked them according to his own ideas. He introduced
an abundance of anecdotes from his own copious reading. It is
a rule that whenever Plutarch quotes particular works, he does
so at second hun&j he has not consulted Livy, Sallust or Cicero
directly. For his Roman Lives we must begin with the biograph¬
ers of the Augustan age. These were worked over and filled out
by Greek writers, who also drew on Livy, Dionysius of Italicar-
n&ssus and newer historical works. The results reached Plut-rcn,
who filled them out again from his own reading.
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have not. survived, are thus not round at second hand in Plut; rch

He seems to have used Greek writers, who had worked over ana presen¬

ted in their own way the writings of late Republicans and Angustans.

Consequently, i lutorch s material is two unci perhaps tnree stw es

removed from the original1^.
Plutarch was much less interested In Crassus than in his contem¬

poraries, Caesar, Pompey, Cicero and Cato, He uses Crassus to point

the moral tacit ^xeeci xs a iolly; and sxnce he xs only concerned to

illustrate this, Crassus's place in Republican history is not em¬

phasised, Possibly he had before him a biography of Crassus, and

this he rearranged and expanded from his own reading. The whole is

thrown together almost with indifference.

It is clear that the account on which Plutarch drew used at

either first or second hand a general history as the background

for the Lives of Crassus, Caesar and Pompey; so much is certain

from an examination of the corresponding parts of each Life,^ The

1) Plutarch is not so much at home in his Roman as in his Greek
Lives, Heeren (de font, et suet, vit, par. Plut, proem,8) sugg¬
ests that since he wrote in Boeotia he would not have a library
available. It is assumed from the Demosthenes that he took up
Latin late in life and used Greek sources wherever possible,
Leo (op.eit. pp. 146ff.) thinks on the other hand that Plutarch
had read Hepos, Varro and certainly Livy, and that he took ex¬
cerpts from them. But it is another matter whether Plutarch was
in a position to quote an author occasionally, or he based any
large extract on this author and worked him up personally, Leo
goes on to say that there are few biographies of Plutarch about
the immediate sources of which one can say anything.

_ The real
feature of his work is the forming of history according to his
individual style. He had to have his material ready go hand:
to work through original sources would have been too laborious
for him. For Plutarch's use of connected histories see- Schwartz
(Hemes XXII p.592). For the possible original source of the
tradition which came down to Appian and Plutarch and its connec¬
tion with the first Caesar period see- Schwartz (P,W, II pp.alGif)
Meyer (Untersuch. zur Gesch, der Gracchen p,ll): Leo (op.cit.pp.
154ff.)

2) Tiie Augustan biographer's could supply plenty of material for the
Pompey and Cr&ssus, There is still a body of opinion which holds
that Strabo is at the bottom of Plutarch and Appian (cf, Vogel-
Quaestiones Plut&rcheae), a theory which Rosenberg (op.cit, pp.
201ff.) thinks hangs in the air. For Strabo see- Jacoby F.li.G.
II 91: cf, Rosenberg (op.cit, pp,203ff.) on Appian's annalisxic
source: Maurehbrecher (op.eit.pp. 19s 32s 42: 63); Meyer (Aleme
Schriften pp.398ff.): Meyer (Caesars Monarchic etc. p.oOS).
C.A.H, (IX pp.886-7) points out the marked resemblances between
the Fompey, Crassus and Caesar in their general -historical sett- .
thg, which point to the use of a source of considerable range,
which may be the seme as that used by Appian- Fannius to 70 B.C.
and then Asinius ?
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Life of Crassus may be divided into the following eight sections:-

X. General remarks on the character and disposition of Crassus

(1- 3).

II. Crassus in Spain (5- 6).

III. Crassus and Sulla (6).

IV. General remarks on the political career of Crassus and his

relationship with Pompey and Caesar (7).

V. Spartacus * (8- 11).

VI. The consulship of 70 B.C. (12),

VII. The censorship and the Catilinarian Conspiracy. The triumvir¬

ate arid Luca, The elections of 55 13,C, (13- 16),

VIII.The Parthian War (16- 33). i

The three main features of the Life are the rivalry between Crass¬

us and Pompey, the Spartac&n rebellion and the Parthian War, The

space which is devoted to both wars shows clearly that Plutarch's

source had before him a full account of each. Since the rivalry

between Crassus and Pompey is frequently stressed, it is tempting

to assume that Plutarch's source used the same account for the Life '
'

of Crassus as for the Life of Pompey, Many scholars have examined

the points of similarity in Plutarch, Appian, the Livian authors,

Sallust, Cicero and the extant fragments of the Augustans, but their
differences of opinion have been more numerous than their agreements^
We may guess that these simile rifcies are to be traced back to the
same annalist; but all that can be said with safety is that the
tradition on which Plutarch drew is hostile to both Crassus and

Porapey and may therefore be attributed to the Caesarian writers ol
the Augustan age. Plutarch himself emphasises the rivalry between
Crassus and Porapey, not because it is politically ver^- important,
but in order to illustrate the evils of ambition,

Crassus's life would certainly be treated by Augustan and post-
Augustan writers, and it is quite likely that Plutarch's introduc-
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tory chapters S© hack to such a biography!). This he could expand
from exempla. The Parthian War was an excellent illustration of

the moral that wealth biings disasuer, when it is used, to further

ambition, and Crassus's wealth would naturally be a popular subject
for writers who were more influenced by the drama than by the dem¬

ands of scientific history. It has been suggested that Fenestella

who is known to have treated late Republican history very copiously
and who seems to have combined valuable material with gossip, was

the original source of this section of the Crassus^. But while

Fenestella perhaps supplied certain incidents, books of exempla

are the likeliest source0),
The account of Cr&ssus's exile in Spain is full of personal de¬

tails, which Plutarch must have drawn from a biography. Although
Fenestella is quoted in a way which suggests that Plutarch must

have consulted him, it is possible that not Plutarch but his source

found the gossip about Licinia in Fenestella,

The story of Cr&ssus's relationship with Sulla is almost certain¬

ly an excerpt from the same source as that used for the Sulla and k

the Pompey, That this was not Sulla's Memoirs seems clear4), fhougn

1) Peter (Quellen Plutarchs pp7l08-3) thinks that where Plutarch
lacked & coherent account he worked out his own,

2) Rosenberg (cit.) attributes these intimate details to biograph¬
ical tradition. For the politics of both Pompey and Crassus he
thi Jcs Plutarch could not pass over such writers as Sallust,
TLeophanes of Mytilene and Pollio, He suggests that a late post-
Augutstan biography used Fenestella, The latter lived in the
principate of Tiberius and wrote annals from the beginnings of
Rome to the late Republic (Book XXII dealt with 57 B.C.), He
seems to have treated Sullen- Ciceronian times very copiously,
To judge from Aseonius he was one of the most important sources
for the period. The fragments we possess show considerable crit¬
ical gene® (see Peter- Relieui&e TI pp.79ff.-s P.W. VI- 2177:Leo
Op.oit, pp.146ff,. who disagrees): Schwartz (Hermes XXII Pi592)
says Plutarch's authority was "no politician or historian ox ^

great style: he was an exceedingly well- read pedant, who weavea
a mosaic from good anu bad". , . , _ „

3) Peter (Quelien Plutarchs pp. 109ff,), hov/ever, thinks ch, 1-
were taken from Fenestella. The Licinia incident is given again,
according to Fenestella in Macrob, Sat. I- 10- 6,

4) Such a source was Sisenna (ob, c, 60 B.C.) whose work S&llust
continued. He had cox^ious material for the Social and uivii
Wars, and in spite of'his literary tendencies he was not by any
means worthless. It is oossible that not a little or the later
annalists on the Social and Civil feos #es oaci to hnn (s
Rosenberg- op.cit. op,171ff.: Peter- Reliquiae p.CCCXXXIVj.,
Peter (Quellen Plutarchs pp.57ff,), however, thinks Sulla's Mem*

Over
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Crassus's success && the Colline Gate is emphasised in both the

Srassus and the Sulla, his part in the events leading up to it i

passed over very lightly, and for this reason an annalistic source

appears most likely^
A few general remarks on Crassus's political career follow.

These perhaps came from the general history which Plutarch, or his

source, used as a background for the Lives of all three triumvirs;
but they are so vague that it is quite possible that Plutarch is

giving here his own views on Crassus's public life.

There follows a full and fairly trustworthy account of the Slave

War, If M&ureribrecher's reconstruction of S&llust's Histories is

in any degree accurate, Sallust, as we should expect, treated Spar-
tacus in detail. The many almost verbal agreements between Plut¬

arch and the Histories suggest that Sallust was the basis of this
o\

part of the Crassus"' • Small inaccuracies were probably added by

an intermediate writer from other sources0^.
It is tempting to infer that the story of Crassus's first consul¬

ship was also derived from Sallust, who would naturally supply much

material for this very important year. Unfortunately, the fragments

collected by Maurehbrecher give no more than a hint that Sallust

4contd.) oirs were the chief source of the Sulla.

1) Claudius Quadrigarius (used by Livy) gives an account of Sucri-
portus. Did it influence Plutarch's source ? Valerius Antias
also described these years in great detail. Fenestella is again
mentioned in Sulla 28 on Sacriportus.

2) So Peter (Quelien Plutarchs pp.109- 12) who gives a list of sim¬
ilar passages in Sallust and Plutarch and remarks that the Spar-
tacan War is clearly given from & common account, Heeren (op.cit)
thinks that as well as Sallust Plutarch used Fenestella. Leo
(op.cit pp,146ff.) stresses the fact that Plutarch need not have
gone directly to the Histories for the Crassus and Pompey, since
he could find the Sallustian account in Greek writers. Lauren-
breeher (op.cit, pp.40ff.) agrees with Peter and adds to the
jhist of similar passages. He remarks that the prodigy given in
Crass. 8 was not taken from Sallust but, as often, is due to
Livy. Appian, thinks Haureribrecher, also used Sallust as a prim¬
ary source for this period, but he had another also,

3) The curious recurrence of the number 120,000 in late^ republican
history- the number conquered at Chaeronea: settled by Sulla in
Italy: led against Home by Spartacus: used by Pompey against the
pirates- has been noised by Eirschfeld (Kleine Schriften p.abl).
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influenced Plutarch's source. But in neither the Pompey nor the

Crassus are politics prominent, end it is difficult to believe

that the work from which Plutarch drew found in the Histories the

many personal details which completely overshadow public affairs.
The stories of the reconciliation between Pompey and Crassus and

of Pompey1 s behaviour at the review of the equites point rather to

a writer like Fenestella.

The next fifteen years of Crassus's life are given only two

chapters. His censorship and his designs on Egypt are barely

mentioned, and there is but the briefest notice of his suspected

connection with Catiline. The triumvirate and the conference at

Luea call for a few general remarks; but these give no clue to the

events leading up to the alliance or to the part Crassus played

'between 63 and 56 B.C.. The cursory treatment of this most import¬

ant phase in the life of Crassus is the most surprising and regrett¬

able feature of the biography. But perhaps Plutarch did not think
a)

it worth while to repeat what he had already written ' in the Pompey

and the Caesar, where these years are dealt with in much greater

detail. Again, Crassus's infrequent appearances in public doubt¬

less made the collection of material difficult. Plutarch's brief

account undoubtedly came from the same writings as his source had

used for the Lives of the other triumvirs, arid we may conjecture

1) H&urehbrecher has dealt with the fragments of Sallust's Histories
in the greatest detail. He thinks that Sallust's sympathies would
lead him to belittle Pompey, arid it is possible that the basis of
Plutarch's remarks on the rivalry between Pompey and Crassus lies
in S&Llust. Certainly his attitude towards Pompey is in none of
the Lives favourable, Hosenberg (cit,) is of tire opinion that
SaLlust has greatly influenced tradition for the years 78-67 B.C.
ana that most of what we know of this period goes back to him, ^Itis disappointing that Laureribrecher does not discuss the relation¬
ship

_ between Sallust and Plutarch for the year 70 B.C., C.A.H.CIX
P837) thinks that Sallust's influence can be clearly traced in
that part of Plutarch which deals -with the years on which he wrote.

<0 Peter (Quellen Plutarchs pp. 109-12) thinks that the Crassus was
written after the Cicero, Caesar, Pompey, and Cato, and that there¬fore events are more lightly sketched in it: cf. Crass. 12 and
Pomp, 22: Crass. 14-5 and Pomp, 61-2: Cat, Lin. 41s
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that these were Caesarian and Augustan Lives of Caesar and Pompey.^
Although Plutarch refers to Cicero by name there is nothing to

2)
show that he used him at first hand. His source had perhaps read

the political pamphlets of the day, since he knew that there were

two schools of opinion about Catiline's connection with Caesar and

Crassus. Since Plutarch says much the same as Sallust about the

part Crassus was suspected of playing in the Cat&linarian Conspiracy,
4'

it has been suggested that he used the Catiline. But it is clear

from the Life of Caesar that Plutarch was influenced not by Sallust,

■who never mentions the suspicion ©gainst Caesar, but by the trad¬

ition handed down from Caesar's enemies and Cicero's later writings.

His source knew the Caesarian version also but preferred not to
3)

support either side. 'The consulship of 55 B.C., which takes up

two -chapters of the Cr&ssus is closely connected with the corres¬

ponding chapters of the Pompey. The legislation to check bribery

is omitted from both Lives, but the disturbances at the elections,

the Licinian-Pompeian and Trebonian laws Mid Crassus's ill-omened

departure from Rome are all mentioned. It is impossible to say

how much came from annalistic and how much from other sources.

1) Rosenberg (cit.) suggests that the biographical x-radition for
Caesar's life up to his consulship must have come from Oppius, who
wrote a Life of Caesar with whom he was friendly. For Oppius see
Peter - Reliquiae p.LXIIIs P.tf. under Oppius.

2) That Cicero's published, speeches and letters exercised a great
influence on his successors is undeniable. The commentaries of
Aseonius prove the care with which his writings were studied. That
they were widely read is clear from the emphasis laid by ancient
writers on the Catilinarian Conspiracy, which was far from being
the earth-shaking event portrayed by Cicero. A further proof of
Cicero's influence is the pamphlet written by Sallust to counter¬
act it. Peter (cit.) does not think that Plutarch used Cicero
directly - but for inadequate reasons. Von Stern (Catilina etc. pp.
159 ff.) working from the fact that Plutarch says nothing of the
attempt against Caesar on Dec.5th 63 B.C. and from Caes.8 assumes
that Plutarch used Cicero's urrop-vn/^c wap"! lfrijLTe/t*.s (cf. Crass.13;John - Die Sntsteh. d. cat. verscn. p.770) .Von Stern concludes
that all our sources go back to Sallust and Cicero. Leyer (op.cit.
p.22 n.) remarks that Livy, like Sallust and Cicero, seems to havebeen silent about Caesar's and. Crassus's connection with Catiline.
t°v ^e.PJtrP°se behind Sallust's Catiline see Appendix VII ;John (cit.)j Rosenberg (cit.): Schwartz (Hermes XXXII pp.554 ff.)Von Stern (cit.).
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Some have thought that Asinius Poliio ■.,-as the basis of much of

our- information about the years from 60 but very little

is known about the scope of his work. Since Cato played an import¬

ant part in the struggles of 55 B.C. Plutarch may have
at second or third hand many details from the writings of mimatius
„ « 2)Hufus.

By far the most important part of tine Craseus is the story of

the Parthian 'far. ^ That Plutarch's source was derived from a

well-infolded and remarkably accurate source is clear from a com¬

parison with the equally detailed but inaccurate narrative of bio.'^
Plutarch's attention to military details, in which he was not

usually interested, points to a Greek source well acquainted with

the country over which the carraigns took place. Heeren0'' thinks

that this writei4 was Licolaus of Damascus*5'' and that Plutarch drew

1) Asinius Pollio (76 B.C.-4 A.D.). His Histories began in 60 B.C.
and went probably to Philippi. He had no party bias and corrected
Caesar's version of the Civil Car, Ee emphasised his own part in
the events of tiese years. It ha© been assumed that both Appian's
and Plutarch's source drew on him (see Rosenberg pp.182 ff. s Peter
- Reliquiae p.LXXXIIIs Groebe - H.K. II 1589 ff.s Kornemann - D.
liistorisehe Schriftstellerei des C.Asinius Pollio in Jahrb. f.
klass. Philol. 1896 pp.555 ff.). Beyer (Kleine Scliriften pp.397ff.
thinks from Plut. Caes. 46 that Plutarch knew Asinius only through
the medium of a Greek writer (cf. Caesars honarchie p.345 n.2).
neither Appian nor Plutarch have a primary source. It is hopeless
to try to" give a name to the derived one they did use. keyer thin¬
ks it not impossible that Ateius Praetexa&tus, Sallust's and Poll-
lo's helper, is the name for which we are looking,

2) Pos ibly the life of Cato came originally from the writings of his
friend Munatius.

3) Regling (de fontibus etc. p. 11) remarks that Plutarch comperes the
Bellurn Cr&ssiaanm with a tragedy,

4) For Dio see Beyer (Caesars konurchie etc. p.605) s Schwartz (in P,
in 1684). Regling thinks he undoubtedly used Livy but not as

a primary source (op.cit. pp.36 ff.). For the hivian account see
hpit. 106j Floras I -46s Festus 17s Butrop. ¥1 -18s Oras. VI -13s
Julius Obsequens 124s Vol. Rax. I -6 -II. It is clear from Lxvi&n
sources that he was hostile to Crassus (cf. Regling op.cit. pp.22-
5): Fox4 a list of items in the Livians but not in Plutarch, dis¬
crepancies etc. - see Regling (op.cit. pp.24 ff.). Eegling has
given a list of places where he thinks Plutarch used Livy - a
rather arbitrary list - and he concludes that Livy is sometimes
used for the Roman parts not found in the main Grueco - Asiatic
source. For Livy's connection with the omens etc. found in the
Crassus - see Eegling (op.cit. op.40 ff.).

o) Leeren (op.cit,), y/ho says Plutarch's account came directly or in¬
directly from gxi eye-witness# xie does not think thao rlut&rch
would neglect Strabo who wrote at length on Parthia. (Bk.XE).

' For Hicolaus of Damascus see Jacoby in F.E.G. Ii 90.
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•, s0 on the writings of Artav&sdes. There is no evidence that
Artavasdes wrote an account of the Parthian War, and Plutarch's
reference to him is probably only a literary note. Peter^ dis¬

agrees with Heeren and contents himself with suggesting 'a writer
who was accurately informed on Parthla'. Hegling was the first

scholar to discuss in detail the identity of this writer, whom he
Q \

calls an Asiatic Greek and identifies with Tim&genes. But in

the forty years since Hegling wrote the Timagenes theory has been
4)

completely exploded. Bore recently Tarn ' has suggested a

1) So Peter cit.. Regling (op.cit. p.43) disagrees without giving
any sound reason. But would not Plutarch have given some indic¬
ation if Artavasdes had been his source? Tarn (The Greeks in
Bactria and India pp.51-3) examines the Artavasdes theory. He ad¬
mits that most of the story would fit Artavasdes as well as a
Greek, though it is strange that Plutarch does not mention that he
was using one of Artavasdes' s I-Iistories. His dislike of Surenas
would be explained, since he was Pacorus's brother-in-law. The
account of the triumph at Seleuceia seems to have come from an
eye-witness; but Plutarch could have got it from one. Plutarch's
statement (Grass. 32) that the Ars&cid kings were sons of Greek
courtesans would, of course? disprove this theory if it cane from
Plutarch's sources but it is certainly a much later addition,
since the Arsacids married their half-sisters or other princesses.
Volageses I. (57-77 A.D.) was the first to marry a Greek courtesan,
so the statement cannot be earlier than his reign. So also the
mistaken statement (Grass. 17) that Seleuceia was always hostile
to the Parthians must be later than the city's revolt (37-43 A.D.).
But there appear to be two decisive points against Artavasdes -
a)the historian knew of the advice given by citizens of Carrh&e
to P.Crassus, which it is almost impossible Art&vasdes should have
known* b)the Euripides - story. The historian knew that half a
line had been altered to fit the situation. If Artavasdes had
read the Bacchae, would he have known it so well as to detect and
record so slight an alteration in the text of a work in a foreign
language? Jason was a strolling player and could have been sought
out to tell his story by anyone. But, though Artavasdes gave him
money, would he have sought out the actor to receive another and
more minute version of a scene he had already witnessed? Tarn
thinks not.

2) Peter (op.cit. pp.109-12). Keeren has based his assumption on a
note in Athenaeus VI p. 252 D in which there is a reference about
a traitor Andromachus from Hie, Dam., Now Plutarch does not ment¬
ion the later fate of Andromachus, and if he knew it, it was his
custom to do so. lie. Dam. (in Athen.) on the other hand tells
us this. Peter points out that with equal justice we can think of
Bivy from whom Val. Max, I -6 -11 and Jul, Obseq. 124 give the same
list of omens as we find in Plut. Grass. 23. Yet Florus names the
traitor not as Ariacmes, as Plutarch, but Mazaress cf. Regling
Cop#e4*#p.54),

o; j?or Timagenes of Alexandria see Jacoby in F.E.G. Ii -88. Regling
(op.cit. pp.44-53) gives the case for Timagenes, but he infers all

about Timagenes' s writings for which there is
fZZ ?ne, slightest evidence. Most of his points are very f&r-
tv?Cae<?s kis assumption that Timagenes ever wrote on the Par-'i!/ar f-,s quite unsupported. All we know of Timagenes - andperhaps rather more then we know - ls iound in Jacoby F.a.G..

(over)
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Mesopotamian Greek whose familiarity with Carrhae, which is shown
by the number of names of its citizens he is able to quote,1}
points to that town as his home. On the other hand his account of
Surenas's triumphal procession may suggest that he lived at Sel-
euceia. But that he was a Kesopotamian Tarn thinks certain. As a

historian he takes a high place; ^ he is well-informed, and It is
3)

clear from Plutarch that he was biassed towards neither side.
The slight bias he shows seems, as Tarn points out, to have been

against Surenas personally. But in addition to this excellent
source there are traces of an account written to justify C&ssius,
which appears more prominently in Dio.^ Mor need we attribute
the numerous omens and portents which appear* in the Grassus to his

Mesopotamia!! Greek source.Plutarch, like many other ancient
writers, frequently introduced such superstitious tales into his
Lives. Those in the Grassus may have come originally from livyj

but it is equally possibly that he used a contemporary or Augustan

collection,0^

4) Tarn "(op,cit, "pp.50-3). W.Gtto (Kimerus, Kyrodes in P.W.) first
suggested a liesopotamian Greek.

1) Plut. Crass.~25 - Hicomachus and Ilieronymus in particular.
2) Tarn (op.cit. p,51) says that so far his work has not been shown

to be part of any comprehensive history, "It may be simply a mon¬
ograph on the Roman invasion of Parthia, just as Demetrius of
Byzantium had once written a monograph in 13 books on the Galatian
invasion of Asia Minor."

3) Regling (op.cit, p. 10), however, thinks that this writer was anti-
Roaian and pro-Parthian, Tarn (op.cit,p.51 n.2) takes back his
statement in C.A.H, IX p.611 that this writer was hostile to both
Rome and Parthia, and he substitutes Surenas for Parthia! cf. Plut,
Crass. 21; 24s 30s 32s 33 on Surenas. He does not belittle Sur¬
enas's real qualities, but adds what he can to his discredit,
while he defends erodes for taking the Armenian front himself.

4) Regling (op.cit. p. 15) thinks Plutarch had a second source agree¬
ing with Bios cf. Plut. Grass. 17 and Dio 40-13. Tarn (op.cit. p.
6i' that the psychology introduced by Plutarch at the end
or the Crassus may have been Plutarch himself.5) cf. p.359 n.4.

6) Pompeius Trogus included in his history of the east an account of
Parthia in Bks. 41-2. What we know of Trogus comes from Justinus
lord century A.D.), who must be treated with reserve. There are
indications that in the Parthian section he used a source hostile
r2 ^as Plutarch's source meant by Livy IX -18 -16 - id vero
pfiSw im. quod levissimi ex Graecis, qui Parthorum quoque
,.t uomen Komanum gloriae favent, dictitare solent, ne maiest-nominis Alex&ndri, quern ne faraa quidera illis notum arbitror

(over)
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only general conclusions can be drawn from the Li£e of Crassus.
Plutarch's material was at least third hands he had. not studied
Roman writings on the late Republic except through Greek translat¬
ions, summaries and derived accounts: he did not think it necessary
to check his statements, and he gives variant versions only when
his immediate source expresses doubt: he shows no ability to take
a broad view of the political movements of the late Republic. A
closer analysis must be based on conjecture. Imposing edifices
have in the past been built upon the flimsiest foundations. But
conjecture is always unsatisfactory and in the field of ^uellen-
forschung it has made more difficulties than it has solved.

dj fuisse, sustiiiere non potuerit populus Homanus, Schwab (de Livio
et Timagene historiarum scrip toribus eemulis: Progr. Stuttgart
1834) thinks Timagenes was meant because - a)he was contemporary
with Livys b)he was a Greek hostile to Rome: c)he especially fav¬
oured the P&rthians, which is confirmed by what we know of Timag¬
enes. Regling (op.cit. p.47) makes the additional point that Livy
would not have made such a long excursus against any but a well-
knovm writer. Timagenes was such, especially as a friend of As-
inius Pollio. Schwab was followed by many other writers, aacooy
(P.E.G. II 22) includes the Livy reference among his testimonia
for Tiraagenes, -which, as Tarn (J.11.8. LIX 1939 p. 134 n.3) points
out is 'quite umvarranted'. That Livy meant Timagenes has never
been more then guess-work; and dictitare solent cannot refer to
a single author. Tarn (The Greeks in Bactria and India p.51 n. 2)
suggests - though without discussing - that Plutarch's Parthian
author may have been one of Livy's levissimi ex Graecis. In J,U.S.
cit, he points out that dictitare solent (go on ast siting repeat¬
edly) shows that Livy was dealing with a circle of ideas spread
overs certain period of time, not with a single utterance. In my
opinion it is extremely hazardous to identify Plutarch' s author
with the levissimi since - a)"here is no evidences b)this writer,
as Tarn points out elsewhere, is by no means favourable to P&rthia,and we should expect this from Livy. It is more likely that after
oarrhae when Roman prestige in he east was low there arose a
school of opinion which proclaimed loudly hat Rome's day was sett-

"J thus aroused LivyHs patriotic spirit, A series of writingsglorifying Parthia at he expense of Rome was natural: but from
what we know of it in Plutarch, his authority was not one of hoseot wham Livy complains. The whole tendency of Plutarch is againstteis - though he could, of course, have removed such bias. But
again, his attitude towards Grassus would be diffic&lt to explain.
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, ^ the Publlcanl Continue to Operate In
Asia between the Sullan Settlement and the year 70 B.C.?

^gen stated that Sulla abolished the farming of taxes in Asia
d that the consuls of 70 B.C. reverted to the Gracchan arrange-
t 1) His statement - little proof is attempted - is based on

three references of Cicero and one of Appl&n; and the argument is
that Sulla's division of the province into districts2' formed a
standard for the future. Therefore the system of middle-men must
have been abolished by him. To prove Ms point he would have been
compelled to produce evidence that Sulla's arrangement necessarily
removed the publicanl. His first reference - to Applan°l shows only
that Sulla wanted five years arrears of taxes immediately (oLorr^«. }
and therefore presumably as a lump sum. Careful organisation was

needed if the required sum was to be raised, so Sulla divided the

province into districts. Cicero4^ points out that L.Flaccus,
governor of Asia in 62 B.C., used Sulla's divisions in apportioning
the raising of money, as did Pompey. Again, Cicero5) says that in

82 B.C. Murena ordered the people of Miletus to supply ten sMps

"out of the taxes paid to the Roman people just as other cities of

Asia did". Hone of these references gives grounds for assuming

that Sulla had dispensed with the publican!. But the passage which

led Tenney Frank to expand Mommsen's statement does at least mention

the publican! in this connection.®^ Cicero says, "The people of Asia

1) Moimsen - History of Rome III. p.337 n.l ; IV. p.90 (Every. Trans.) i
elmatel (Do Vita M.L.Crassi p.19) hints that Grassus might have had

something to do with the restoration cf the publican! In Asia -
n\ jup Mommsen was right.
3) App' Mithr "0gas8ioc3'* Cbron., which is not very likely.
! J!0' 151,0 Flacc. 32.
6 SCe 11 • Verr» I. -89.

326SnAP^il«miIX* 1914 P'191 ! Homan Imperialism pp. 311 n.17 ; 316 :
Graor^nv/' f evid-ence seems to be clear: Sulla abolished the
resW? wiR Asla ln 84 B«c* (Cic.Q.F. I -1 -33) : it was
®s the nrmof?re 69 B,C# (Clc.Verr. III. -12) but not before 75 B.C.,
(Clo.Verr ttt were.theri letting the usual censorial contracts
government fir* "l8^ * SinCQ the equites secured no favours from the
oonclX ?£*? 75 B'C' v*1*11 70 forced to the
(Cic. Casn pt i mpey'3 restoration of the censorship in 70 B.C.
of the hv'„ / brought with it the censoria locatio and the restorationiU tax contract system."
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^0 desoise the name "publicanus", since without his help they
uid not pay the impost, which Sulla had equitably fixed".1)

jhe inference, according to Mommsen and Tenney Frank, is that
had been a time when the people of Asia had been obliged to

^ without the tax-gatherers. But is this inference the only
? Marcus is sympathising with quintus in the difficulties of

reconciling the provincials of Asia to the necessary evil of the
"publiceni". That they were in many ways an evil he agrees; but,
he remarks, the provincials have something for which to thank them,
us without their help they would not have been able to raise the

huge sum demanded by Sulla, This view is diametrically opposite
to that of Mommsen and Tenney Frank: but ft is an equally obvious

Interpretation - and in the light of what evidence there is, more

satisfactory, ^

1) Cic, Q.r. i. —1 —So»
ono . liice — Holmes ** ,Hom&xi

2) V.Chapot - La province rom&ine d Asie p.ok .
^60 : MarquardtRepublic I. op, 395-6 : Omerod

nee for the withdrawalUom. Staatsverw. I°)p.3o8) thought tli
.

fficien-t, and that, if it
Of the taxes of Asia from the publioard insuffioient ai414 take place, it was abandoned soon after Sulla s aeau
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Cornelius and the Popular Party In 6? B.C.
Wnte Si. ~ "™~ "

X cannot accept in its entirety the thesis put forward by the
American scholar, ». McDonald, in his article on the Tribunate of
Cornelius. ^ His object is to show that the populares spent the
years of 69-3 B.C. in trying to break the senatorial monopoly of
the higher offices. Their aim was popular reform by constitutional
means, and when this failed the extremists resorted to reform by
violence. Cornelius was the first powerful weapon they obtained,
sad his tribunate is to be interpreted in the light of this suppos¬

ition. "The fundamental reason", says McDonald, "why the elements
of discontent were forced to abandon a policy of constitutional

refona and resort to open rebellion is to be sought in the practic¬

ally uninterrupted domination of the turbulent tribunate of Cornel¬
ius in 67, the attempted murder of the consuls in 66 and finally in
63 the armed outbreak of the Catilinarians."

"The ascendancy of the optimates", continued McDonald, "was due

to the obviously superior organisation of that faction. Years of

experience had given it a distinct influence among the Roman elect¬

orate. 'There is no doubt that the actual machinery for the control

of votes end elections was much more highly developed among the

optimates than among the populares." He considers that certain
remarks of Aseonius show that the senatorial party had evolved a

political organisation, the management of which was vested in a

few leading optimates. These "managers" of the senate were Catulus,

Hortensius, Metellus Pius, Lueullus and Lepidus: end while their
influence was being attacked by Cornelius and their "system of

patronage" threatened, they opposed him violently and finally

l) C.Q. mil, 1929~j5,196 ft.
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revenged themselves by bringing him to trial.1)
•

0 one will deny that certain optimate families had very great
influence pver the electorate. As candidates for responsible posts
of government they had an immense advantage, since they inherited,

o it was supposed, the administrative tradition. Undoubtedlyor s

* tended to form a closed circle and were prepared to help one

another into office, if necessary by bribery. Again, it was natur¬
al that the senate should have certain more influential members,
whose opinions and recommendations carried great weight with the
rank and file - i.e. potent!scimi quique quorum gratia minuebatur"
by Cornelius's attack on the system of individual dispensations
from the lews.2) But it is rash to infer from Asconius's references
to these facts the existence of a small inner circle which directed

senatorial policy. Asconius nowhere suggests that there was such

an "inner cabinet"; nor do we get any hint of it elsewhere in Roman

literature,3) McDonald holds, and rightly, that Pompey was careful

not to identify himself closely with the popul&ree and that his

real aim was a military command. Crassus and Caesar, however, while

they could have no close control over the actions of the rank and

file of the popular party, directed operations from the background.

1) Ascon, p.58 C ;- indigne earn Cornell rogationem tulerant potent-
issiiai quique ex sen&tu quorum gratia magnopere minuebatur.

p. 59 C t — nemo en£m negare poterat pro senatus auctoritate
esse earn legem? sed tamen earn tulit invitis optimatibus qui per
paucos (sc. amicis} gratificsri solebant.

p. 79 C s~ quinque enim consulares, ut lam diximus, in Cor-n-
elium testimonium dixerunt: q.Catulue, Q.Hortensius, q.hetellus
Pius, pont. max., quos hac secunda orations tractat, ,et duo qui
nondum dixer&nt quos nunc significat Lucullus et Lepidus.

p.60 C s- principes (i.e. the five) civitatis qui plurimum
in senatu poterant.2 Ascon, p. 58 C.

) ucDonaLd's suggestion that Metellus Creticus knew he could rely on
powerful senatorial backing in Home when he defied Pompey in Crete
prt ?°, unliicely« Pompey could have forced his point but refrain-? "'om doing so. He abandoned the quarrel when it was clear he
ofnJ nlr^ ^-knself ridiculous! any suggestion that he did bo be-
PWn6 was s^sid of the "senatorial clique" is far-fetched! see
rff - 35# Livy Spit. 99-100# Dio 36 -18 & 19s Florae III -7s

noun* 2 ?8 PP* 175-6) - "although Poiapey's dignity was
war e<?' was no"^ so foolish as to embroil himself in a civil
greawe+?as exPectilJS en opportunity of achieving distinctionewater thai anything he had yet won".
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B t jie continues, their efforts were unavailing against the
"superior organisation" of their opponents. Actually, there is
not one jot of evidence to show that Crassus and Caesar were conn¬
ected at this time. But their position and their relations with
the popular party are discussed elsewhere.^

"The consuls of 67 B.C. were suspected of bribery", says

r/cDonald; therefore "Cornelius struck with a law against bribery."
Our evidence for the events of this year and their relation to one

another comes almost wholly from Asconius and Dio.L^ They are

largely in agreement except in their accounts of the occasion of
the disturbances caused by Cornelius's measures. "According- to

Asconius" - to quote McDonald - "the troubles began with a "relatio

ad senatum" aimed against the practice of lending- money at usurious

rates to foreign envoys* When the senate refused to consider it,

•Cornelius attacked the senate at a meeting of the plebs arid tried

to cany a plebiscite® forbidding the senate to dispense from the

laws in any case without first submitting the question to the

"populue". The narrative of Dio is quite different. According to

his account, Cornelius submitted a relatio to the senate on bribery.
The senate contended that his proposal was unnecessarily severe and

instructed the consuls to prepare a bill couched in more moderate

terns for submission to the assembly.But the elections had al-

ready commenced, and the consuls 'were forbidden to summon a legis¬
lative assembly until after the elections. To obviate this diffic¬

ulty the senate passed a "privilegium" dispensing the consul, Piso,
from the provisions of this inconvenient law (i.e. the lex Aelia

i) See p.55: Appendix V~p. 285.
it A:s®oa' PP.67-9: 69 Cs Dio 36-38 to 41.

*;cy°nald remarks that Dio does not say precisely that Cornelius
introduced his proposal in the form of a "relatio ad aenatum" but
uis account points to this.
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pufia). Cornelius retaliated by bringing forward a bill to

forbid the granting of such dispensations save by vote of the
assembly. From this point the narratives ol Ascoiiius and Dio are
in substantial arid sometimes even in verbal agreement."

v&at v/as the .connection between a proposal about lending- money

to foreign legati and one against the granting of dispensations
from the laws? McDonald can see none in Aeeonius's account and so

adopts Dio's explanation. Cicero makes it clear that there must
have been two serious disturbances since the elections were attempt¬
ed three times.^ Both, according to McDonald, were caused by
rioting about the "lex de ambitu". The first took place at the

meeting of the "concilium plebis" called to discuss the "privilegia'.'

Probably Piso v/as given a bodyguard because of tills disturbances

thereupon he attempted to carry his "lex de ambitu", and the result
was further rioting, which caused a second postponement. Protected

by a stronger bodyguard (maiore menu}2) he succeeded in carrying
the lav/.

This reconstruction is ingenious and attractive, but it has one

serious defect, McDonald admits that Asconius was more likely to

know the facts than Dio: yet he neglects the more reliable author¬

ity and puts forward an account which can in no way be reconciled
with Asconius. The Arguraentum to the Pro Cornell© makes it im¬

probable that the proposal "sie quis in senatu legibus solveretur"2^
had any direct connection with the law to check bribery. It is

significant that if McDonald1 s reconstruction of the events were

correct, the "lex de mbitu" would have played a large part in

Cornelius's prosecution and therefore in Cicero's speech. But

iTcIcTpro""leg","lien. 2.2 Ascon, p.?6 C.
3) Ascon. pp.72-3 C,
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neither in the fragments nor in Asconius's commentary is there
evidence of this. Again, if we follow heDonald, we must admit
that Asconius jumped in the course of one sentence from a proposal
about lending money to foreign envoys to an entirely different
these; in other words with Cicero*s speech to help him he was

guilty of a gross bjot.1'
The most reasonable deduction to be made from Asconius is that,

when his attack on the practice of lending money to foreign envoys

at home was repulsed by the senate, he proposed to abolish the
waiting of exemption from the laws to senators, except with the

approval of the people, precisely because these exemptions were used
to extract money from provincials. Some years later Brutus used his

influence to have too senatorial "consults" passed - 1) indemnify¬

ing his agent Scaptius and the S&laminians against any penalty for
breach of the law; aUd 2) making the bond of loan valid.^ Cicero
mentions the circumvention of the "lex Gabinia", which was probably

largely toe lav/ formulated by Cornelius, and hi© letters leave

little doubt that trie senate knew perfectly well who was the real

lender to the Salaminians, If such sharp practice- could take place

some year's before Cicero was in Cilicia, we need not doubt that in
67 B.C., when his attempt to remove some of these money-lending

abuses was defeated by the senate, Cornelius tried in another way

to minimise them by attacking the "privilegia" which helped to
make jobbery possible.

1) Ascon. p.53 C reads;- Cornelius en re offensus senatui questus
est <le ea in contiones ekhauriri provincias usuris: providendum ut
n&berent legati uxide praesenti die (?) darents promulgavitque
legem qua auctoritatem senatus iimainuebat, ne quis nisi per populumlegibus solveretur.2 Sic. Att. VI -21,

J tost had^CC.A.E. IX. p. 344) unknown to me connected the Brutus
Cornelius's law "de privilegiis". But he tends to

garc it as a reinforcement of the law on the praetorian edictiu aoes not mention a possible connection with Cornelius's previous
wwnpt to protect toe provincial embassies.
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It is dost improbable "that Asconius misunderstood this measure

0f Cornelius when he had before him, as well as Cicero's speech,
that of Cominiue-,1' one of the accusers. It seem© certain that
the prosecution attacked the tribune for "maiestas" on the grounds
of his irregular conduct in trying to pass this law "de privilegiis
•jad it is a tarttier point against McDonald's theory that, if the
»lex de ambitu" was so closely connected with it, Cicero should
apparently have dealt with his topics in the reverse order of
importance and that Asconius in his preface to the speech should
have relegated it to a position among "aliae quoque complures

leges, quibus plerisque collegae intercesserunt".^ The fact that
the elections were twice postponed is not such an important point

as McDonald makes it, since Asconius says that the whole of the

tribunate was passed in "contentiones", some of them of a violent

nature.*3^
McDonald naturally concludes that the attempted coup d'etat of

January 1st 65 B.C. was the result of the failure of the constitut¬

ional attempts at reforms nor does he doubt that Crassus and

Caesar were implicated in the plot. However, these conclusions

lead to a discussion of this unsuccessful conspiracy.

J) Ascon. pp. 61-2 C.
$ Ascon, p.59 C,3) Ascon, p.59 c.



P Did Catiline attempt to stand at the Firate or
Second Election in 86 B.C.7

Various attempts have "been made to show that Catiline was dis-
ualifi®d first ©lection* John thought that because of

Aaoonlus's silence Sallust's "post paullo" - the crucial point in
the problem - should b© altered to "ante paullo". This, however,

'

.-I*'

:tf- Evolve altering a text in which there is no evidence of

corruption to suit a theory, and saust therefore be rejected,*•)
Momrasen's explanation is more ingenious,2) According to him

Sallust meant that Catiline intended to stand for the consulship
in 65 B.C. Furthermore, his remark « "quod intra legitumos dies

profiteri nequiverat"3) - is not, In Mommaen»s view, inconsistent
with the statement that the consul refused him because h© was

"reus" in a criminal prosecution, "Plainly", says Moramsen, "this

held good for as long as the prosecution was in the air, and it is
credible that Catiline, particularly as he returned to Rom© towards

the end of 66 B,C, and as the action could first begin in 65 B.C.,

seeing that he might not be acquitted till July 65 B.C. (in fact

the case was still undecided fchen^)) deferred his candidature till

the elections for 64 B.C. and later postponed it till those for

63 B.C."

Mommsen next tries to prove that the "legitumi dies" mentioned

by Sallusfe are identical with the "quasi legitimum tempus ad petend-
ra" spoken of by Cicero.^) He notes that Cicero himself began his
canvass on July 17th 65 B.C. and was elected in 64 B.C. Again,
Caesar was canvassing in 50 B.C. for a consulship to be taken up

on January 1st 48 B.C. This interval was Cicero's "uslfcatum et

1876 p*413) followed by Von Stern (Catil-
21 wJfL % Parteikampf'e in Rom der Jahre 66-3 pp.36-7)
3 sX8e?JR0?A faster. l3 p,503 n.li of, p.478 n.4).
4 oi18*19.

at 3-0* I -It The absence of a public prosecutor
CW«! W^S resP°nsible for such delays. (H. Wirz - Catilina's und

5) ci<» p 8 fwerbunS um den Consulat fur das Jahr 63 p.6 n.l).' Ulc« Rein. X -25.
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tempos ad psteMw" • It Is mentioned again in the
X^o

iij vatinium" , as the "biennium, quo quia petat petiturusque sitt! ,
the course of which the candidate could give no public enter-

t laments.^) Actually, this ban appears to have been confined to
the calendar year in the course of which his inclusion was permitted;
and furthermore a man became "petitor" "when Ms name appeared on
the official list# The definite decision, says Moromsen, on the
question of permission to be a candidate could not be given before
the publication of the details of the ©lections, since it was only
then legally decided who was to conduct them# But there was

nothing to prevent the person prospectively to b© called upon to
conduct the elections for a certain year - in this instance for
64 B.C. - from making public his decision# So in 66 B.C. the

consuls designate as members of Volc&cius's consilium declared

through the consul that, since Catiline's action was not likely
to be settled before 65 B.C., he could not be included in the list

of candidates for that year# In the same way Pompey and Crassus

were excluded by the consul of 56 B.C., Marcellinus. Although the

conference at Luca took place in April, they submitted their names

too late, with the result that they had to fore© their way into

office by causing a postponement of the elections till Marcellinus®s

year was over and an Interregnal election could take place.

Mojamsen's theory has little to commend it save ingenuity. The

difficulty of Sallust's "XegitumI dies" is admitted, but to adopt

Moamsen's view would be to create several more serious problems.

Dio and Sallust show that Catiline's reason for entering the cons¬

piracy was his rejection In that very year# Hardy®) points out
that the "legltumi dies" occur again In connection with Caesar's

JTcT«# in vat # 27."? Jio 39*271 see pp. 198-200.Hardy - Cat Ulnar ian Conspiracy p#lO n#X.
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nsulship* Plutarch, and Suetonius make it clear that this

j_ cl was th© interval between the fixing of the elections and
lling—day? !•©• the "tr Inund lnum" ^) Mommaen, arguing from a letter

f Cicero, in which Caesar was said to have declared "se praesentem
nundinum pefclturum"^ says that the "legitumi dies" must

jjave been before this# But Caesar obviously meant that he would
"profess" his candidature within the prescribed time instead of at
the last minute# Again, the letter on which Mommsen bases his
theory3^ proves nothing. The writer is clearly n6t trying to pre¬
tend to Furius that there was any legally prescribed period for
"petifclo": he is merely speaking of a practice which was customary
and as it were (quasi) a "legitumum tempus". lor can we believe
that such a procedure, which depended on custom, would have caused

Catiline to give up his candidature so meekly# Mommaen's reference

to the "In Vatinmm" carries no weight, as Cicero is speaking there

of a law which he himself carried- through and which was certainly

not in operation in 66 B.C. As far a© Crassus and Pompey were con¬

cerned their names were already submitted in 56 B.C. after the

interval for "professlo" had passed but not because they had not

time after Luca to enter legally.41 Again, Cicero's remark that

1) Plut.Caes", 13s Suet# Jul. 18s cf» App# B.C. II -8.
2) Cic, Fam, XVI -12 -3.
3) Cic, Fam. X -25.
4) There are diverse accounts of the termination of the "professio" •

Mommsen (Staatsr. Is p#484) says there was no official starting-
point for the list of candidates, but there was a fixed closing
time (i.e. the trinundInum. 5 So also Lang© (Rom# Alt. Is p.714).
Von Stern (op.cit. pp#34~5) declares that such an interval was
improbable (cf.Llvy III -35s IV -6). The fixing of the elections
was the beginning "terminus" for seeking office# Sallust's "legifc-
u™- dies" are the trlnundlnum, as is shown by Caesar's first
candidature, for he solicited on the last day fixed for professio

This was not, says Von Stern, as Mommsen con¬
cluded from a forced Interpretation of Suetonius Jul. 18 the day
So k® of the election, but the last or one of the last,,

tore tJae e3-ection (cf# Plut.Caes 13). Dletsch (Zeits# fur
f" °®8treich. Gymnasien 1863 pp.579-626) followed by H.WIrz
at? regarded "intra legltumoa dies" as an Internol-
onfi!L fohn's theory (Rhein. Mus. XXXI p.411) is the natural
nrnf««4 fo^ow©d here. He says that the "legitumi dies" of the
elsrH ,5iWere tiloS0 between the fixing of the election and the
sued \ ~ i#e* tr Inund inum. When the professio had en-
circiimo*- ma8istrate In charge had the right of refusal. For the
in anees connected with the ©lection of Crassus and Pompey0b B*c- see pp.198-200.
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q tlllnQ was in Africa dm°inS his Praetorship - I.e. In 66 B.C. -
veg nothings he was certainly there during the first part of

But not, so far as we know,, during the latter part.
th® y

Mommaen's explanation that Catiline was barred by the consul of
66 B C. fro® standing in 65 B.C. is unconvincing. Groebel) also
believed that Catiline intended to stand in 65 B.C. but was barred
for the reasons given by Sallust. The context, however, shows that
66 B.C. is meant: and it is a further, though not conclusive point,
that if Catiline had really intended to stand in 65 B.C., Cicero would

probably have included his name in his list of candidates for that
year.

Thus we are reduced to the alternative of either disregarding

Sallust's "post paullo"2^ or assuming that Catiline wished to be
a candidate at the second election. The latter solution is easier:

Asconlus can refer equally to either, and Sallust seems to settle

the question. Possibly t|a© course of events was something like this:

Catiline, preceded by the African deputation, arrived in Rome to

find that the consular ©lection had been declared void.^) There¬

upon without any attempt at cooperation with the popular party, he

tried to give in Ms name at the last moment. The presiding consul,

Volcacius, after the troubles of the July elections, knowing that

the reputations of Catiline and his associates were unsatisfactory,

and fearing further upheavals at the second poll, hesitated to

accept him, particularly as a prosecution for "repetundae" was

inevitable.4) A consul whp had a charge of extortion hanging over

bis head, was not likely to be welcomed by the senate. Consequently

J!~p^~V""p.4X9 n.4.
« R.0, f^h Joim and von Stern: see p. 371.

Wf A*!,I p.466) thinks Catiline learned before he
mr,^ no«ca k3aafc the first election was void. Baur (Wurt. Corres-

i favours a double attempt which in view of
if ^r0v,Sjan^ &8Goniua's silence is unlikely, particularly since
at n, refused once the reason would still be operative
n rrS0Coa^ cf * Boissier (La Conjuration de Catilina
n.Sfi ! n 7 P*6)« Dietsch (Ausgabe d.Sallust V. 1859 I

4) cf tu« §0n (Untersuehungen uber rdmische Geschichte I p.83).oolssier (op.clt. p.48): Von Stern (op.cit. p.41).
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taking the advice of the senate either at an open meeting oft0F

, sum* members or at a regular session,Volcacius announced
its laaQlb

would refuse Catiline's nam©, Catiline could not be reject-
that pe W0UJ"

d on the ground that he was "reus" in a criminal action, since he
did not become this till the prosecution was set in motion. The
onsul musty therefor©,have used his discretionary power and cited

the impending charge, perhaps supporting his rather weak excuse
with another, that Catiline could not fulfil the conditions of
"professio"* Since Catiline was not yet a prominent figure in the
political world, his last-minute rejection caused little comment
In comparison with the scandal of Autronius and Sulla, At any rate
Sallust and Asconius knew that the rejection had something to do

with an action for "repefcunda©", but neither was very clear about

the details# Sallust had heard a version which gave as the reason

for Catiline's rejection his inability to satisfy the conditions

of "professio", so he included this also ) That the senate had in
mind Catiline's revolutionary intentions - an idea supported by

Sallust and Plutarch - is, as Hardy points out,3) nonsense# He

had been absent from Rom© for a year or more, so that he could

not possibly have prepared the far-reaching revolutionary plot

later attributed to him. Certainly his unsavoury reputation as

one of Sulla's henchmen, his restless disposition and his extrav¬

agant talk told against him; nor did the senate wish to deal with

another and more troublesome Autronius at the second ©lection.

Hardy^) and Rice Holmes^) suspect that the influence of Crassus

£) Ascon. p,89 Cs Cic. pro Sulla 68 seems to settle the point in
2) rr,of the former» cf. do repub. Ill, 28,I Hardy (op.cit. p.lo) - Yolcaclus "on one excuse or another"

refused during the "legitumi dies" to accept Catiline's "professio".
bummers (Sallust'a Catiline c.18-3) thinks that the trial was in
ntPv?8 wtlQn Catiline had to give In his name. We might note
th J? readin6 ds "nequiverat" and he rejects nequiverit of
fmat ' wkich wot however to be interpreted non liciturum

3) qoii aT!?0 15100(1 gives the reason,
vfifo* 5s p3.ut.Cic. 10-111 Hardy (op.cit. pp.8-9): Both
revftilh? wei>e bitten when Catiline could be said to have had

yoiutionary designs throughout his career; cf. Cic. pro Sull.
4) lartf? Cael. 14 ff. which however suited his cases,nardyi.(op.cit. d 6^

ice Holmes (op.cit. p.234)
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Caesar was feared,, "but the reasons for doubting this are
elsewhere.3*) After the recent scandal it was natural thatgiven

V icacius should use any excuse to be rid of a candidate who
s relatively unimportant but whose reputation was far from good

net whose recent political career was soon to be the subject of
o)

a public enquiry*

I) See Appendix Vl
2) Hardy (op»cit. pp.8-9) points out the weakness of the excuse

that Catiline was "reus" - which he was not technically till the
"nominis delatio". This whole question of Catiline's rejection
could be settled definitely if we knew whether or not it was
legally possible for new candidates to appear at by-elections.
Perhaps the procedure on such points was not clear, hence the
uncertainty of our authorities about the reasons for Catiline's
disqualification.. None of the authoritative accounts of election
procedure mention the point, however, and. It seems that evidenceIs non-existent. Dr. Gary, whom I approached on the matter,
was unable to supply any information. But although I have not
ventured to include the opinion, I feel that, if w© knew some-
fi^+.^0Ut r®Su^a^ions controlling by-elections, w® might
mwu Voleactus summoned his "consilium" because he doubted'mether he could legally accept Catiline.
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The Trial of Rabiriua.
|ote_2i

e course of the trial after the appeal of Rabirius to the
pjitia centuriata has caused much controversy® Th© crux of the
blea is P05-*1^ which Cicero delivered the "Pro Rabirio".
a first glance one would conclude that h© spoke before the

mltia centuriata at this appeal. Niebubr^) was the first to see
the objections inherent in this supposition® Cicero2) makes it
clear in his speech that he was somehow able to intervene and nullify
the proceedings. Probably he did this by the application of his
general powers as consul and with the backing of th© senate. Now
Cicero mentions another action against Rabirius set in motion by
Labienus, a "multae irrogatio" which would result, if the accused
were found guilty, in a fine.3) This would involve a series of

examinations by Lafelenus and finally an appeal by Rabirius to the

comltia tributa against the fine imposed. Nlebuhr thinks Cicero's

speech was delivered during some part of this trial, and his view
has been widely accepted.^)

We have to decide firstly whether the appeal against th© duum-

viral sentence took place, secondly how the fine-process fits into

the story, and thirdly when the "Pro Rabirio" was spoken. These

questions have been answered in many different ways.3)
Firstly there is the .theory that the "multae irrogatio" was a

preliminary to the duumvira1 proceedings and was dropped when this

1| idebuhr - Ed. of Ciceronis pro Fontelo, C.Rabirio etc. Pragmenta.
2 Cic, pro Rab. 10: 17.
3) Schneider (Der Prozess des C.Rabirius betreffend verfassungs-

widrige Gewaltthat p.25) thinks Cicero's "multa© irrogatio" meta-
phorlcal, How this could be so passes comprehension. Clodius

sried in 56 B.C. to revive th© popular trial ©n a charge - "multae
irrogatio against Mile, After some disturbances it petered outs
3®e Clc.Pam. II -3 -2s pro Mil. 40: in Vat. 40: pro Sest. 95:
ci. ii Verr. I -15j V -173: 182: pro Mil, 36: de Harus.Resp. 67.*i oi, Mommsen (Staatsr. II p.298 n.3s 618 n.2j Strafr. p.588 n.l):
Toil. 6 / 9 mid dag S&cramentum App. II pp.513 ff.)s

5) fw {in Revue ^istorique XII. (1880) p.266).
?.suajmary of th© theories advanced see Strachan-Davldson.

\trooieaa In Roman Criminal Law II pp.188-92).
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1) The death-blow to this Interpretation is Cicero's state-
came up«

"indicium perduelllonls a me suhlatum" „2' W© might add thatmerit - 1U

h was not likely to devote any of a half-hour speech to discussing
cmSS already dropped.3)

Other scholars infer that the "indicium perduellionls" as

constituted in Labienus's bill to the people was modified by Cicero
and the senate in such a way that the usual penalties of exile and
confiscation were substituted for the old sentence of crucifixion4)
. i.e. ludicium perduellionis a ine sublatum. The appeal took

place and was met with Metellus's stratagem.5) Thereafter Labienus
began a new series of charges against Rablrlus - i.e. the multa©

lrrogatio - and Cicero's speech was delivered at some stage in
these proceedings.®) There are serious objections to this theory.
In the first place, Caesar would not be side-tracked by allowing

a substitution for the old penalty, on which he depended for his

effect.''') Again,, everything points to a trial on a capital charge

as the occasion of Cicero's speech, and not to one merely involving

a fine.8) Heitland tries to ©scape this conclusion by showing that

a large enough fin© would Involve exile and therefor© be tantamount

to a sentence "aquae et ignis interdictio", but without success.9)

I) kumpt (das Crimfmlsrecht der rom. Republik 1 -2 p.472) goes so
far as to suggest that this charge was not aimed directly against
Rabirius but that he only entered into it by Implication - a far¬
fetched suggestion. Heitland. (Ed. of pro Rabirio p.39) and
Strachan-Davi&son (op.cit. II p.195) point out the fallacies.

2 Cic. pro Rab. lo.
3} See Drumann III pp.162-4: Rein (das Criminalsrecht der Romer von

Romulus bis auf Justlnianus p.487). Strachan-Davidson (op.cit. II
p. 195) aaks how we are to account for the fact that the duunviri,
who would be the leading figures at an appeal against the sentence,
are not mentioned by Cicero. Sumpt (op.cit. I -2 p.396) and Wirz
IMrduellioni©process des c.Rabirius p.197 n.17) thinks Cicero

ser removed references to Caesar from the speech. But he could
it*. this, If Caesar had been one of the chief figures, cf. Cic.

4) 52jiW H9itland (op.cit. p.39)
51 „f :ran" (op.cit. p.32). By a reenactment of the Porcian Law?
6 cf mm* Alter" 11 P-525).

HnLSS? / 653 (Der Process des c.Rabirius vom Jahre 63 v. Chr .p.33) t
exilfi (®P«cit» pp.5171 527). A fin© large enough to result In
(Sph!i assumed? cf. the case of Claudius Pulcher In 246 B.C.

1) Hard / ®ob» p.346 Or.)
CaesL rT& etc. p.115) : Heitland (op.cit. p.32) thinks
of the duumviri °n tilis bo 6ain ^Is initial point - the election
GiC' Pr° Rabe L' 5s 5: 10-17: 31 etc. «. cf. In Pis.4s Orator 102s

(over
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further point to be noticed Is that, if the flag incident had
iready taken place, it is very odd that Cicero does not mention it.

There is & third and more complicated theory. The duumviri
ndemnation of Rabirius and his subsequent appeal was followed

by the intervention of Cicero and the senate. Therefore the appeal
did not take place j*^ or as an alternative, If it did, a lost
gpeech of Cicero helped to secure acquittal (i.e. perduollionls
iudlclum a me sublatum),2^ and the device of the flag was not need¬
ed, Labienua then brought a second charge of perduelllo,3^ presum¬
ably by the more usual method, and it was during one of the pre¬
liminary hearings that Cicero delivered Ms extant speech. But a

"inulta© irrogatio" was going on at the same times and in due course

Labienus summoned the comitla centup lata, as he was entitled to

do by requesting; the praetor or consul for Ms auspices,4^ and
Metellus put an end to the trial. Thereupon the fine-process was

dropped. We cannot, however, assume that Cicero delivered more

than one speech for Rabirius % Indeed the list of Ms consular

speeches given in 60 B.C. indicates that he did not.3) Again, why

should he waste his valuable time in discussing the fine-charge

if this was not directly connected with the case on hand? Cicero's

speech shows clearly that both charges were intimately connected.

No-one can reasonably assume that he spoke on any occasion but at

»} '(contd.) Hell;laf£r'deals with the objection raised by the title of
the speech weakly (op.elt. p.55), as does Buschke (op.clt. p.526),
Mommsen (Staatsr, II3 pp.298 n.3s 618 n.St Strafr. p.588 n.l) %

a\lf' Hardy (op.oit, PP- 119-22).
n°5)an°^9r suggestion see Greenidge (Legal Procedure etc. p.355

Jl^ubin^liSmT^Verf'assung p.315 n. ): Wirz (op.cit. p.200).* of. Schneider (op. clt. p.38)
* *as apparently possible for a tribune to renew the charge of

i\ {£ J*1*1®1 cf# D3L° 37-27: Val. Max. VIII -1-4.
vt ort C°aaaeatary on this procedure is Varro (de lingua Latina
a rtl w * w5aere the quaestor M'.Sesquis is advised:"to ask for

Pra®tor or consul. For the tribune5a similar
5) r?I *!fe Livy XXVI ~3° XLIII -16: Aul. Gell. N.A. VI -9 -9.°) Cic. Att. II -i .3.
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, w.tn« the as3embly-
Stracban-Davl&son thinks that parallel with the duumviral trial

s the "jzrultae Irregatio". Cicero intervened against the actual
execution of the culprit by either preventing or terminating the
arrest of the accuseds for this arrest was a vital part of the pro¬
cedure of the duumvirll)Meanwhile Labienus was using the "mulfcae
irrogatio" both to Inflict a large fine and to introduce the
Saturnlnus story into the contiones. It was at one of these that
Cicero spoke. He hints that he would have another opportunity
to speak;2) but the incident of the flag made this unnecessary.
Some of the objections to this theory have already been raised; and*,
as Strachan-Davldson himself sees, Cicero's "hodieraum. diem et ad

bulus salufcem conservandam et ad r.p* constituendam llluxisse"
introduces a serious difficulty. Straehan-Davidson explains it

away by assuming that "the case was really decided by Cicero's

speech". But this is a lame explanation.

Of all the suggestions put forward the third is the most attract¬

ive. The difficulties which it raises are firstly the lack of

connection between the capital trial and the fine-charge; and sec¬

ondly the gap which must b© assumed in the narrative of Dlo.

Hardy5) has explained the former satisfactorily. The "mulfcae irr¬

ogatio" f which had probably been begun at the time of the duum-

viral proceedings in order to rouse feeling against the accused,
was converted into a capital charge when the appeal against the

duumviral sentence had been quashed# As we see from Livy, such a

step had been taken in the trial of Pulviua, and this procedure
would supply exactly the connection required by Cicero's speech

^"strachan-Davidaon {op.cifc. II p.60 n.5) quotes the case of Kaeso
Ha u '^Ivy III -13 -5} for the importance of previous arrest.emphasises that exile, was never the punishment for a crimesor. Clc. pro Caec. 100.

* £°! Rab. 17.rdy (op, Cit. pp.118 ff.)
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t eea tbe perduellioxjis iudicium and the %mlta© irrogatio".^
• ie inaccuracy over these involved proceedings need not sur-QlO ^

„ He clearly included in his account only the main stages
prise us#

affair. Probably he had studied Cicero* s speech* hut he did

not know of any consular or senatorial intervention. Iiis story of .

the struggle about the court ( tre^i ™ ) would take place
during the passing of the original bill. Simultaneously with the
duumvirai proceedings there was going on the IJmult&e irrogatio", end
after the collapse of the fomer the charge of perduellio was inaaea-
lately attached to Hie letter. He knew that there had been a further
cla$ about the mode of trial, and the words following irtpi re- -ojs

jftol make it clear that he knew Hie cause of the protest was Hie
revival of a barbaric archaism. ^ But he either did not know or did

not understand Hie significance of Hi© consular intervention, and lie

was aisled by the speed with which the trial was converted from a

duuavir&L appeal to a iudicium perduellionis. But what interested

Dio aost was the story of MeteHus and Hie flag.

In conclusion we may ask whether Hie apparatus for Hie execution of

the duumviral sentence was actually displayed. I favour the view that

Cicero's words need.not be interpreted as anything but vivid descrip¬

tion, But it is quite possible on Hie other hand that all the necess¬

ary details were observed and that the infeiix arbor and the rest were

produced when sentence was passed, iliere was, of course, no intention
of actually using Hiera, since an appeal was inevitable.0^

^mvyxpi.3. I-Ieitland (op.ci't. p. 19) tends to argue that in the lat¬er period Hie tribune had to state at the outset whether he was pur¬
suing a fine or a capital charge. Kusehke (op.cit. p. 146) thinks thatuo such limitation existed* cf.Cic. pro Mil. 38 where it looks as if
wcero was threatened with a fine process by Clodius.who then took

.ex*Fme s-teP a perduellio charge. Renkema (De Judicio
;'+on*,B ^^latos Mnem. L¥ pp.395ff.) criticises Hardy. Why, if

k\ e°nld intervene, did it not do so to prevent the duumvin-
centence^being passed at all? Again, if Eabirius had two indicia

He t«f S531®' wliy does Cicero not ssy- de prior© iudicio sublato?
actinnxiJ? i>rove that the iudicium had two meanings- a)Hie whole
Quoth iff t ^ e f^t-entia of the magistrates, populus or indices, and
Ri+ suggests that this was the meaning in Cicero.!)Sb ,o»eB-?0t Slak? H^«3y's ".coxy,
me to w l-c • PP*113-4) does not seem to have read what appears "to

3) cf. HrSL ?V10U? in Dio's following words.* tidray (op.cit. pp.113:119.
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The Date of the Consular Election in 63 B.C.„
Notej>> *

It is certain that there was some postponement of the elections
/.« « n and various dates have been suggested for polling day.

In 63 3.v. j ..

Ydense can be found in Cicero,Mo,6^ Plutarch,Sallust'^ and
Suetonius.6^ Mommsen, in defiance of all our authorities, thought
the day was postponed until October 28th, and his disciples foll¬
owed him in deciding upon various dates in the latter half of that
month.6) It is now generally admitted that this dating is much
too late and is incompatible with subsequent events. ° Langeo;
and another group of scholars thought Suetonius meant that the first

9)
oate fixed was September 23rd, Rice holmes, reasoning similarly
but interpreting by the Julian calendar, favoured September 25th.

10)
On the other hand, John, and later Hardy, believed that the

elections were originally fixed for the usual month of July and

that the postponement was for no more than a few days.

Cicero gives a full account of the events of this time but does

not indicate anything unusual in the time of the elections, while

Mo| whose authority was well-informed about the conspiracy, knows

nothing of any later arrangement of polling day or of any lengthy

postponement. The chronology of Sallust and of Plutarch is against

this late dating, Lange and Rice Holmes prefer to accept the

1) Cic. pro Mur, 49-53 s
2) Dio 37-39:
3) Plut, Cic, 14;
4) Sail, Cat. 26;
5) Suet. Aug, 5; 94-5;
t) Momnisen (Staatsr, I p.481 n,6) gives Oct. 21st as the original date

uxed for the elections: in History of Rome IV p. 162 Every.Trans.
- Oct, 20th, and 28th as polling day. Previously in Hemes I 1866
P.434 he had given Nov. 4th, Zumpt (op.cit. p. 569) and Drumann
vv p.450) give election day as Oct. 23rd, Hagen (UntersuchungenuDer romisehe Geschichte I p. 180) gives the first meeting of trie

l) Tn feut allow© a postponement until Oct, 21st,xn addition to many other difficulties the movements of the Faesul-
8\ fz °°y^ not possibly be fitted in.
'jgge Worn, Alter. Ill p. 241); cf. Hhein. Mus. XXIX p. 328; XXX p.

10) £ Holmes (op.cit. pp.458-60);
in Vn' ?*ei^# .PP* 742*63) makes many good - and some bad - points
(op.cit pp fis?^ssions Von Stern (op.cit. pp.75 ff.)s Hardy
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statement of Suetonius rather than the silence of the rest. But
his words are by no means conclusive. He says1^that Augustus was

born a.d. IX Kal. Oct. i.e. 23rdSeptember- arid later^ - quo natus
est die, quui/i de Catilinae coniuratione ageretur in curia et Oct-
aViug 0b uxoris puerperium serius adfuisset etc.. nice Holmes

points out that this meeting could not have been one of 'those
which took place on Oct. 21st, Oct. 22nd, Nov. 8th (7th?) or Dec.

3rd, so it seems probable that the one he meant was that on the
clay originally fixed for the elections. John argues that, as the
coup was not planned till after the elections, Catiline had not
time to make all his preparations in a month. He is, however,

wrong in saying that there was no talk of ' conspiracy' before the

elections: for, while he may have exaggerated,Cicero mentions a

coniurationem nascentem and homines iam turn eoniur&tos^ be¬

fore the elections, Suetonius must have interpreted the eoniur-

atio in a broad sense without any reference to aimed revolt. If

we remember Suetonius's frequent inaccuracies, there is little

weight in John's argument that there was no discussion of the

conspiracy before October 21st but merely of Catiline1 s threats
B)

during his canvass. 'There is a further point in favour of

September 23rd, Plutarch says that 'not long after (i.e. the

elections)' Craasus paid his nocturnal visit to Cicero. But, as

Hardy points out,10 ^ ob ttdMu> ^'o<rrt^ov does not mean much in Plut¬
arch, pice Holmes, after arguing for September, admits that

Hardy may be right on this point.
It is most unlikely that Cicero would fix the elections so late

that a postponement, which must from the evidence have been a

iTsuetTSirE:
2) ibid, 94-5s
5! Cic, Cat. I -30:4 Cic. pro Mur. 52:

(°P«cit, pp.759 ff.) suggests that Suetonius was dating by
Calendar and that the date was really some time in the

Holm °?.November: cf. Sumpt (op.cit. p.585). But see nice
6) Hardy (op.cit. pp.43-5 -5):
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took them to late September or early October, and then

of this in the Catilinari&ns and the Pro .lurena. He
make no use ox

uid certainly have used a postponement to hint at violence,
danger to the state and to himself, troubles in Home and M&nlius's
laities in Etruria. Certainly dice Holmes thinks the postpone¬

ment lasted only & few days, but the difficulties apply with equal
force to an original dating of the comitia on Septem'uer H5th. If
it were not for Suetonius, 1 doubt whether anyone would think of
dating the elections at any but the usual time. Suetonius must
have had access to a biography of Augustus which related the circ¬
umstances of his birth in great detail, goad Hardy discounts the

stony too readily. The subject of the debate to which Octavius
cane late was the doings of Catiline, Therefore Suetonius says -

quum de C&tilinae coniuratione ageretur. But it is rash to infer
that the meeting was the one held on the day originally fixed for

the elections. If the consuls were elected as usual in July and

Catiline, as our authorities agree, spent the time until October

28th preparing for an armed rising, his activities must have

caused comment enough for the senate to discuss his conduct on

more than one occasion. Cicero had brought up the question in

July, aid he would have equally good reason for doing so again long

before the middle of October, particularly as he thought his person¬

al safety was threatened. Suetonius must have meant some such

meeting which discussed Catiline's conduct, and he loosely described
it as de Catilinae coniuratione, thereby misleading Lange and those
who followed him.
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The Dates of the Attempted I urder of Cicero and
gotejj. -—- " ~ ~ —

the First Catilin&rian.

The question is whether the Catilinc.rit.jis attempted to murder

Cicero on November 7th and were in return attacked in the First
Catllinsrlan on the same day, or whether Cicero spoke on November
8th, the day after Cornelius and. Vargunteius had visited him.
Attempts to place both events on November 8$h or on the morning
and evening of November 7th are unconvincing and may be neglected. *■*

p)
The direct evidence is fairly clear-cut. In the first place,

the meeting at Latest's house is fixed definitely on November 6th

by a passage of Cicero.0* His remarks in the first two C&tilinar-
ian speeches should make it clear that the date of the senate's

meeting was November 8th. Furthermore, 'the same passages show

reasonably plainly that Cornelius and Vargunteius went to Cicero's

house early on the morning' following the meeting apud Laec&m - i.e.

November 7th. But several scholars, making difficulties where none

exist, have tried to arrange these dates differently.'™*
5)

Lloimasen ' asserted that the meeting at Laces' s house lasted so

long that the assassins bed to wait till the morning of the 8th.

The news would take time to reach Cicero, and not only did he make

preparations, but he also communicated with prominent citizens.
All this could not take place in a few hours. Besides, hesterno
die cuo dosai meae paene interfectus essem, senatum convocavi6*
points to the fact that the attempted murder aid the meeting of the

1) See the excellent article of Jopii (Phil. XLVI 1888 pp. 650-665)
which shows that Nov. 8th was the date of the 1st Catiliaarian.

d Direct evidence comes from - Cic. Cat. I -Is 8s 9-10s 12-13: more
indirect is - Sail, Cat. 27-31: Plut. Cic. 16j Dio 37-32-3: App.B.C. II »3j

Nov" Pr° Suil# 62 ~ ea quae secuta est posterum diem Hon.
4) Manutius, indeed,placed the 1st Catilia&risn on Nov. 6th.

to Eice Holmes, (op.cit. pp.461-5) in Hemes I 1866 pp.
ovv • • *n Hermes Momsen voted for Nov. 7th: in his Hist-
derLIS ii0iAe changed to Nov, 8th, For Mommsen's arguments which
nXoX?n an ®*travagant interpretation of the phrasing of Cic,
zeitr {oh 2 Bee Von Stern (op.cit. pp. 167-71). Wirz (Fhilol.An-
0f the P*531) conjectured that Cic. Cat. I -1 meant two parts
in orovfmm " Xe* ea nocte - illius noctis priore parte and
11 -13, which forfXJfram-Pllllus noctis. partem. But if, Cic. Cat.

6)Cic, Cat tt sposes of tllls suggestion.* XX """12
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nate took piece on the same day. This leads to the discovery
f fresh difficulties" On what day did the senate meet? Loams en,

of course, thinks it was November 8th, and the circumstances are
-U in favour of this view. But those who feel that Hommssn*s
deductions from the words of Cicero given above prove that the
attempted murder arid the speech in the senate took place on the
seme day but cannot accept hie theory of a day's interval complic¬
ate the issue further by placing 'both events on November 7th. Some

1)
scholars have made very far-fetched suggestions.

j- V

Let us examine the supposed difficulties. Cieero"; says plainly

that he was speaking on the second day after the meeting at Laeca' &
3) 4)

bouse, and he repeats this later m the same speech. Hardy '
says - "That the meeting at Laeca' s house was on the night before
the first speech is not only implied by all accounts but is proved

by Cicero's words - recognosce tandem mecum noctea illam superiorem
etc.5'* - coupled with the phrase - priore aocte - just after. It

6) ■■
is true that Cicero says - quid proxiiaa, quid superior© nocte eg-

eris: but here the meeting was held proxiraa nocte, the word super¬

iors being always relative to a later terminus, here to proximo, in
the other passage to the date of the speech. Cicero obviously only

inserts superior© to convey the impression that he had been watch¬

ing Catiline for days," Such a statement from a scholar of Hardy's

standing is surprising. If by 'all accounts' he means Sallust -

whom he admits elsewhere ^ to have gone sadly astray - Dio and Plut-
srch .together with Cicero, he must have read into his authorities
what is not there, He recognises that Cicero distinguishes between

1) Such as - a night sitting (L&dvig); doubt about the exact night
uarz)s textual error (Rachtioarai): rhetorical effect (Zumpt): Cic-

3) Wo".):si lwilb1 "l!
f |»1V-S7 n-1)!5 ibid. is) Hardy (op.cit. p.si)i
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nigbts and yet asserts that proxima was the night of the

fleeting and quid superior© nocte was added for effect. The only
in Which Hardy argument could be supported would be by assum-V»*v

ing that superior© and prior© nocte mean 'last night1. But, as
he says himself that superior is always relative to a later tern-

1)
Inus and he had declared in a previous article that superior and

prior were equivalent, it is very difficult to decide what he does
mean. If Cicero had distinguished between two nights for effect
taid if, in reality, the meeting had been the night before, he would
have sacrificed a golden oratorical opportunity to mention only

the vital night. But a more pertinent question to Hardy would be

the meaning of ilia ipsa nocte p&ullo ante iucem. boons will

believe that it can mean "last night a little before dawn".

hie difficulties raised by Mommaen are not really serious. If

the meeting finished comparatively early, Fulvia could have warned

Cicero in time for him not only to have made his preparations tout

also to have spread the news to the leading senators. Again, the

objection that Hesterno die, cum deal meae paene interfactus essem,

sonatina convocavi must refer the two events to the same day, which
we have seen to be November 8th, is not valid. In the first place,
Cicero is reporting on November 9th to an audience which knew the

dates mentioned, so that he ran no risk of being misunderstood.

Again, cuhi need not be taken in a purely temporal senses Cicero
could mean equally well - 'yesterday, since I had nearly been

murdered, I called the senate'.
2)B.W3rtz has propounded, the theory that there were two meetings

of conspirator®, one on November 5th and another the following

night, and he has explained away the controversial passages on this

p 1916 PP- 56-7%t./irtzCBeitrage zur cat. Verchworung pp. 1-4);
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gssurap"^011* Bice Holmes1^ has, however, pointed out that Wirtz has,

verlooked on© fact about Cicero*s speech to the people. It is
yiroughout the Second C&tilin&riaa that Cicero is narrating

as near to the actual words as lie can. His audience would have
no difficulty in following him, even if he did use superior! s

noctis^) rather loosely, since they knew the actual dates as well

fe might ask why Cicero delayed celling the senate for a whole

Rome on the night of November 7th, and nothing would have suited

Cicero better than to have him out of the city when the plot was

unfolded to the senate, Catiline* s unexpected presence certainly

gave Cicero the opportunity for t magnificent tirade, which was

doubtless made more effective before publication in 60 B.C.. But

throughout he is clearly anxious to have Catiline prove his gpilt

by leaving the city.5) The senate had roused itself sufficiently

to pass the last decree; but so far it had been unwilling to pros¬

ecute Catiline. His presence in the senate-house must have made

Cicero thankful that he had spent a day in circulating hue story
of the heinous conduct of the plotters and had thus influenced
senatorial feeling. Catiline certainly had a very hostile recept¬
ion when he entered the house, and this indicates that his pleas

n idee kohaes (op.cit. pp.461-5). He has also dealt with Nutting,who produced new arguments to support Mommsen (Proc. Arner. Philol.
Assn. XXXV 1904 pp.73-6).

!?j Cat. Ix—6.
u (Sntst. der eat. Verseh. etc. pp.778 n.50j 784 a.)«*John (op.ext. pp.784-5 n„s Phil. XLVI 1888 p.657).

£ic, cat. I passims In his speech to the people Cicero is jubilantbecause Catiline had done what he had hoped he would do on Nov.TBh
Bona. dohn (op.eit. p.792) suggests that Catiline

e°f 7® a^y®d in the city to give his accomplices time and be¬muse a© still believed he could remain in the background.

as he did.3)

^ John4) has given the answer. Catiline had decided to leave
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0f the 6th had become public property, nevertheless, Cicero's
eech showed the weakness of his position. The senate refused

t0 vote for Catiline's arrest, and he had to content himself with
shouting to his enemy that ha should quit Home. The next day,
s+iH feeling his position insecure, Cicero had to make a pseech
in the Forum to counter rumours that he was responsible for drib-
ing Catiline out of the city. How much easier the situation
would have been if the day' s delay had served its purpose and Cat¬
iline had travelled north when he originally intended.

If the First Catilinarian was spoken on November 8th, we can

now fix the day on which the s, a, u, was passed, Scholars, by

combining Cicero3^ - meministine me ante diem XII Kalend&s Nov-

gabras dicere in senatu, fore in anais etc, - with Dio, Plutarch

and Sallust, concluded "that this date was October 21st, Aeconius,2^
commenting on a remark of Cicero - at nos vicesimum ism diem p&t-

imur hebescere aclem horum auctoritatis - says that the speech in

the senate was actually delivered on the eighteenth day after the

passing of the last decree. If the former was November 8th, the

latter by Roman counting would fall on October 22nd. Asconius

explains the discrepancy by saying that ■ Cicero was speaking in

round terms. Probably - he is correct; an English speaker might
3)well in similar circumstances have said 'three short weeks', John

has shown that the discrepancy is more apparent than real, Dio"^
mentions two meetings of the senate, one at which the state of
tuaultus was declared, and a second at which the last decree was

passed, Sallust and Plutarch know of only one meeting, but it
seems certain from Dio that Cicero's remark in Cat, I -7 was made

at the first meeting of October 21st, while the eighteen days were

5 CicTcETT-?;
Ascon. p.6 C.
oojm (Phil, XLVI 1888 pp„663-4); R,$irz (op.cit. p,30 a.) says
v!rn?,Us counted in modern fashions cf, John (Entst, der Sat,

4) DioS37*-xtC*fP*78S^ V°n Stern ^ °P* cit, , 1'73—4) s
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counted from October 22nd to November 7th.
Hardy* independently of John, realised the significance of

pio» but he interprets Cicero's vicessimum diem literally, Ascon-
ius's expiration is, lie says, "wholly inadmissible", and Cicero
vas taking his terminus a quo from the first meeting of the senate,
vbieh* since he places the First Catilinarian on November 7th,
must h&ve been on October 19th» Since, however, we $&ve seen that
Cicero spoke on November 3th, Hardy's explanation must be rejected,^

aus we arrive at the following dates:-

Julys- Mureaa and Silanns elected consuls.
October 20th;- Craesus goes to Cicero's house.

« 21st:- First meeting of the senates a state of tumultus

declared,

11 22nd:- Second meeting of the senates the S.C.U
" 27th:- Manlius stated to have moved from Faeeulae,

Hovember 6th:- Meeting at Laeca's house,
" 7th:- Attempt to murder Cicero.
" 8th:- First Catilinarian.

" 9th: - Second Catilinarian,

1) Hardy (op,eft, pp.56-3); John (rhl'
bet#ween two meetings2) Shhvwtz (op,cit. PP*58?-3) distinguish

production of thethus;- a) the decretum tumultus made °h P^Qn cicero foretoldletters: b) the s,c„u. passed on Oct, ,the rising of Manlius.
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The Debate of December 5th 63 6.6.
— - - —-

Although it is fairly easy to follow the course of this debate

in outline, several points are by no means clear.^ Sil&nus,
rho es consul elect was asked to give his sententia first, voted
for death, and he was followed by Xurena and fourteen consul&res.
Cicero then went on to ask the opinions of the praetors, and

g\
Caesa^i as praetor elect, spoke first. Hardy,however, holds

'
• * it

that Tiberius hero spoke before Caesar and proposed that the pris¬
oners should continue in custody until Catiline had been dealt
with and new evidence procured. Everyone agrees with him that the

version of the proceeding's given by Cicero in a letter several
3)

years later0 is wrong. In his eagerness to correct Brutus, not,
I think, because his memory played him false, he says that every¬

one who spoke before Cato except Caesar was in favour of the

death penalty. Whet he certainly meant was that all the consulares,

who preceded Caesar, agreed with Silanus, Whether or not Hardy4)
is correct in saying that Appiaa places Tiberius Hero's proposal

before Caesar's speech, he is certainly wrong in supposing that
5)

Sallust does the same, for the passage in question does not

admit this interpretation. Furthermore, Hardy does not notice a

further point suggesting that Appian is wrong. The inference to

be drawn from ow? authorities is that the ex-consuls spoke after

the consuls elects then cane the praetors, Tiberius Hero was not
6)

a consular; therefore he could not have spoken till after Caesar.
'

It is natural to asrume that he was influenced by Caesar's speech;

1) The following provide evidence for this debate;- Sail, Cat, 50 -3;
Cic. Cat, IV; Att. XII -21: Dio 37-36; Plut. Cic. 20 -1; App. B.C.
II 5-6; Suet. Jul. 14;

2 Hardy (op.cit. p.90);
.{ *ic» Att, XII -21 written in 45 B.C.;4 Hardy (op.cit. p,90);
" Sail, Cat, 50;

> App. Mithr, 75; Floras III -6; cf. Rice Holmes (op.cit. pp.466-9):
n? was ttie grandfather of the emperor, and his son was left asCesar's legate to Alexandria in 47 B.C., Hero seems to have had
« career of moderate distinction; he did not rise to a consulship,do we hear of him again.
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j^s proposal was basically the same as Caesar* s except that

detention was to be in Home and only until such time as Catiline
defeated. Apple®- seems to have been led astray by points of

similarity between Caesarrs and Nero's proposals.
This error in Appian is closely connected with another immed¬

iately following. Completely confused between the suggestions of
Cagsar end Hero, he says that Caesar wanted the detention of the

prisoners in Italian towns only until they could be brought to a
regular trial. Hardy seizes upon this, supports it with a refer¬
ence from Plutarch and declares that it ivS ridiculous to suppose

2)
that Caesar wanted to confine the prisoners in aeturnum. Yet

hoth Sallust and Cicero are explicit on this point, and their

authority must be placed higher that that of Appian and Plutarch,

the latter of whom reveals his confusion by saying that the prop¬

erty of the prisoners was to be confiscated. Such a step would

he illegal if they were to come forward later for regular trial,
as Hardy supposes. A further point against Hardy is that Cicero

O \

afterwards referred to Caesar1 s sententia as tarn severa," It is

futile for Hardy to say that Cicero's rhetoric has deceived modern

scholars.4) Cicero would not have dared to mislead his audience -

our speech must, in outline at least, resemble what he actually

said - which had just heard' Caesar* s own words. Again, it would,
he necessary to assume that Sallust was similarly misled. That
the '.Catiline' is inaccurate in parts is undeniable5 but Sallust
seems to have taken care to collect evidence for the text of both

r- \

Caesar's and Cato'e Speeches.0 Caesar's proposal was certainly

j[App« B,c. II -6:C) Plut. Cic„ 21s App. B.C. II -6s Sail, Cat. 51. lierivale (History
ot the Homans under the Empire I p. 84 n.76) had previously madethe seme suggestion as Hardy.
, • -21; cf. Cat. IV -8s 10s Ti1st the prisoners' proper¬
ty was to be confiscated is seen from Sail. Cat, 51: Cic. Cat,

:8:,Suet" Jul« l4* Dio 37-36: Plut. Cic. 21.
5 Pint A°p*ci> PP* 33-4): cf. Cic. Cat. IV -10;

he v* Min*. 23 says that Gate's speech was taken down while
hand Possibly the whole proceedings were recorded by short-
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•ncbrcer&te the prisoners in strong country towns, to confisto

efrtrtfist and to impose a stiff fine on the municioium

n cgrried out. But probably Caesar himself did not take it
seriously. His chief aim was to stress the illegal use of the
last decree. At the same time he tried, not to give the impression
that he was endeavouring to reduce the punishment of those whom
he was suspected of helping', end so he proposed a sentence almost
equally severe but which avoided the creation of a precedent in
the use of the s,c.u.. It was just this severity upon which
Cicero seized in his reply. Probably Caesar hoped that, when the

excitement had died down, a favourable senate might reconsider the

question. ^
Caesar's speech made a strong imps*©salon, and not only did the

speakers following him decide to vote for his proposal, but some

of the consular® who had approved of Silaaus* s sententia changed
2)

sides. Thereupon Cicero, realising that the feeling of the

house was now against the death penalty, intervened in the debate
3)

and summed up the two proposals so far submitted, while he is
careful not to suggest which he favoured, it is apparent that he
wanted to win back the house to Sllanus' s proposal. That he was

fully aware of the opposition of the popular leaders to such a use

of the last decree is clear. He realised that the absence of

Crassus was as much a protest against the death sentence as the

speech of Caesar, He professed to believe that Crassus's presence

in the senate two days before, when the prisoners had been given
into custody, was in reality an admission that the lex Sempronia
had no force in the case of men declared public enemies as was

proposal, but other
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Caesar's presence on the 5th. His allusion to the death of
c Gracchus is, however, & Wilful misstatement of the position.
Opimius had been justified because as consul he was dealing with
,.n eneffly in arias. Ho such position existed now: the prisoners
were not public enemies in that sense, and unless Cicero could

prove that death was necessary on tfee grounds of public expediency,
strong case could 'be made out against him for violating the

Gracehan law.1'* Crassus had not committed himself in the least
£Z )

by agreeing to the detention of the plotters.
The consul seemed to be wavering,4" and it was, I believe, at

this point that Tiberius Hero cam® forward with his compromise.
His sententia apparently won some support, since Silanus decided

that his proposal was now unpopular and spoke again saying that he

he had been misunderstood: what he had really meant was the sever¬

est punishment Roman law could impose, which was not death but
exile; he would now vote for Nero' s proposal.

Cato, as all our authorities agree, spoke at the end of the

debate. Disregarding the technical niceties of the question, he

proposed to apply common sense. The prisoners no longer deserved

to be treated as if they possessed citizen rights but to be put to

death as dangerous enemies of the republic, Cicero took heart

again and put Cato's sententia to the house, which approved it bp
a large majority.

1) For literature on this subject see - Botsford (C.w, march 1st 1913
P.131): Boissier (La conjuration de Catiline): Str&chan-Davidson
(Cicero: ^Problems of Roman Criminal Law I): Hardy cit,: dice

9\ n? 8 Homtasen (Staatsr. Ill p. 1246: Strafr, pp.266 ff,)etc,
t\ m* Gat* I-y> -16; cf. Hardy (op.cit. pp.87-9):Plut, Cic. 21;4) Plut. Cic. 21s Cat. kin. 22: Suet. Jul, 14:
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$0%^ The Chronology of Caesar's Consulship
jew definite assertions can be made about the order of events in

59 B.C.. E.T.Sage,1^ rating Suetonius unusually high, has attempted
a reconstruction from the "Life of Julius"*^ He suggests tire

.

following:-

h Acta diurna,
2, Revival of the custom that a consul without fasces be attended

by an accensus and lictors.
■

3, First Agrarian Law followed bys-
4, The expulsion of Bibulus from the Forum. Thereafter Caesar*

issued edicts,
O \

5, Second Agrarian Law."
6, Remission of the Asiatic tax.

7, Other acts of generositys during theses -

8, Arrest of Cato and

9, Intimidation of Luculluss ratification of Pompey's acta.4)
10, Clodius becomes a plebeian, while Cicero in iudicio quodam was

deploring the state of the times.^
11, Plot of Vettius.

12, Marriage of Caesar and Calpuraia.

13, " " Pompey and Julia.

14, Vatinian Law: supplemented by:-

15, Decree of the senate giving Caesar Transalpine Gaul.
Tlie first two are not mentioned elsewhere and therefore cannot be'

dated, The lex agraria was passed and the XXviri appointed in April?)
■ ■ ' 1

l)W.SageT-^j7P. xxxLX 1918 pp.367 ff..Suet. Jul. 20 f..
?'• Sut" Cat» Min« 31 f. s
5 ' SUt" PomP« 4?*-
n°n t e-Lec"t'ion of Clodius - Plut, Caes, 14: and Vatiniusl - App.

61 p ~2: °f Piso and Gabinius - Plut. Pomp. 47.aesar gave exhibitions of all kinds, presumably about this time
B.C. II -2.

8H«rVf?re maxW laws not specifically mentioned - Jio 38-7 ff.:" 4c. Att. II -6:
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„ <r «o reference to the lex Camp&na before April 29th,
'phei*e xo

2)
cicero writing after June 1st mentions the oath accompany-

tjie law. She agrarian laws seem to belong to March and April,l*'c?

■ s February was given up to the hearing of foreign embassies.
Bibulus was in retirement for eight months,0jl and this fits well.
It is ©ore doubtful whether the clashes with Cato and Lucullus
&re to be connected with the agrarian laws. Sage may be right
about Cato,4^ but I prefer to connect Lucullus with the ratificat¬
ion of Pompey's &cta.o)

Caesar's appeasement of the equites is difficult to date. It

light be expected fairly early in the year, and, as Sage points

out, it figures early in Suetonius' s list and not much later in
Appi&n and bio. It may be referred to in a letter of Cicero at

the end of April;^ but with Sage I doubt whether we can infer

that anything more definite than the whole question, now two years

old, was in Cicero's mind. Similarly it is difficult to date the
ratification of Pompey's acta. One would assume that this would

be done early, and there is nothing to prevent this assumption.

The transfer of Clodius must have taken place during the first

three months of the year, Cicero'^ says that it was the result of

remarks he made when defending Antonius. In 60 B,C.°^ the jury
for that trial was being empanelled, although Antonius had not yet
reached home, C&rly in the next year Vatinius proposed a 'law tie

attends consiliis reiciendis, which Cicero praises,^ though
he blames Vatinius for waiting so long before having it passed
that Antonius could not benefit by it, The adoption of Clodius

j[^cTAtt7' irTiSsCic. Att. II -IBs
Veil, II -44:

} p.141 n.4.5 bee p,i44.
Att. II -16j

J gc, de doia. 21sCiq. Att. II -2;yj Ci(h in Vat, 27s
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1)

had been completed by the middle of April, Cicero seems to hwe
^ first from Curio on April 19th that Clodius was to be a

$>)

candidate for the tribunate. ' Usually the trial of Antonius is
ascribed to the first two months of tire year, but it is safer to

that it could not have taken place later than early April.

Yhe vettius affair can be dated with some certainty in September.

®e plot occurred befire the elections, which took place about
October 13th,3^ while in late August Cicero had not heard of it,4^

The date of the lex Vatinia would help to solve certain problems

connected with the lex Licinia Pompeia of 65 B.C., but unfortunately
it is impossible to say with any certainty when it was passed.

Sage thinks that it was passed late in the year when Caesar had

gained plenty of support. In June he offered to take Cicero as

his legate,^ which indicates that he already had Gaul. But Sage

argues that Caesar knew he would have a province and that he in¬
tended to have m army, even if he had not one already. Connected

with this problem is the date of Metellus Celer' s death. The earli¬

est reference to it is in mid-April.^ Ferrero places it in the

middle of February but without offering evidence. Re explains the

dating of Caesar' s command by supposing that the lex Vatiaia was

passed on March 1st 59 B.C.: but this was not a eomitial day.
o\

harsh, following the sane line of thought, places it on February
28th and before the first agrarian law.*^ Hie theory is that

iTcIcT AttTlT-7:
2 Cic. Att, II -12:

Cic. Att II -24:
J Cic, Att, II -23:
E SSC* -IBs cf. II -16 for Caesar's ©nay.Cic. Att. II -5:
I) *errero. (op.cit. I p. 290): L&nge (op.cit. III p. 283) had assumedthat Caesar was appointed to Cisalpine Gaul because of the deathoi Metellus, and Ferrero seems to get his date from Lange. But

surely Metellus was governor of the Transalpine? In 62 B.C. he hadoeen rn the Cisalpine but as propraetor: see pp. 108-9 n.2.Marsh in C.J. mi 1927 pp.504 ff,tesea his argument on Cic. Att. II -16:
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saI> became proconsul of Gaul while still consul and enlisted
v/lioia he kept in Home, until he was ready to leave,

U disputes this and wants a later dating. He argues that
Ui, accounts of 59 B.C. place the lex Vatinia after the agrarian

2) m p letter written in Mey3^ Cicero mentions •Caesar's
laws. Aii

,, Gelzer takes this to mean his political following, and

he quotes other passages4* to support his view. The next letterD>
v;ritten before Hay 10th and the two following,by which time

Cicero had been offered a legateship, between July 6th and 12th.
Therefore in the interval Caesar had secured Cisalpine Gaul. Gelzer

7)
favours the month of June as the date for the lex Vatinia. it is
impossible to be definite, but we may assume that it was passed
some time in the summer and that the grant of Transalpine Gaul soon

followed.

1) Gelzer in Hermes LXIIi 1828 pp. 113-37s
2) i.e. Dio 38-1-8: App, B.C. II -10 -13? Plut. Cat. kin. 31-L: Caea

14s Pomp, 48: Suet, Jul. 20-2: Veil, II -44,
3) Cic. Att» II -16:
4) Cic. de leg, agr. Ill -16: I -17: II -99: cf. Att. II -22: 18:

Pan, I -9 -13: post red. in sen. 32: de dom, 13: pro Seat, 79: 86:
88s 133; pro Place. 13: in Pis. 11: in Vat, 33:

6) Cic. Att. II -17;
6) Cic. Att. II -18: 19:
7) Gelzer says the date must lie between Hay end July: most probably

it is in June, and the grant of the Transalpine soon followed,
Reid (Heiraathena 1905 pp.878-9} and C.A.E. (IX pp.519 : 549) follow
Gelzer, The C.A.E. is, however, difficult to understand. In IX
P.549 Hignett says that the lex Vatinia probably followed the
death of hetellus Celer (early in April): therefore Caesar could
nave had no interest in the Transalpine at first, whether he
realised immediately the full possibilities of Metellus's death
must remain doubtful. The Transalpine was added in June. Hignett1 s
reasoning is not clear. But in IX p. 619 Gary says that soon after
wie enactment of the lex Vatinia (Hay or June) the province of
u-ans&lpine Gaul fell vacant by the sudden death of Celer, Thewo are in direct contradiction: the authors cannot have coordin-
♦2'Ve£r chapters. Eice Holmes (op.cit. pp.324 ff.) places1 iex ^tinia after the consular elections.
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e x, Caesar?a Agrarian Legislation.
Certain aspects of Caesar's agrarian legislation are not clear.

I cannot, however, agree with the assumption of Groebe and Mommsen
jjat only one lex agraria was passed in 59 B.C.. Groebe3-^ thinks

that the discrepancy arose because Caesar enacted a general law
bearing upon technical questions connected with the founding of
colonies. This was bbe 1@3C Camilla Roscia Peduceia Alliens Fabia,
the five sponsors of which were the Vviri, to whom Caesar entrust¬
ed the drafting of regulations in accordance with which he was to

plant his colonies. Mommsen2^ supports this theory and argues
that the lex lamilia mentioned by Cicero5' was drafted by the
Vviri and was a reproduction of the general agrarian law of that

year. He mentions that eh.II of this lex is in large part ident¬
ical with ch.XIV of the lex colonla Genetiva of 44 B.C..4^ Reid5'^
thinks that if Mommsen were right, the lex agraria would be very

wide in scope both in space and time. His opinion is that the

whole effect of the law of 59 B.C. is to give the impression that

it was restricted to Campania and embodied no plan stretching

"far beyond and into the future"• There is only one allusion to

land outside that territory, Volaterrae, which had been confiscat¬

ed by Sulla. His law, though treated by the courts as null and

void, was never repealed, and when there was danger that the land

might become public, Caesar reassured the owners.®^ Hardy thinks
that Caesar's agrarian law contained provisions for dealing system¬

atically with the municipal system of Italy so as to remedy "the
desultory operation of the lex Julia of 90 B.C. and the supposed

pP'182 Mommsen (History of Rome IV p.183. Every .Trans.)
r n ; A. rom. Feldmesser II p.224.• -ic» ae leg, i „21 «»5j

of^hfi"?^98 PP*®S-6i of. Digest 47 -3 -1 -5 where a paragraph
aria «s X 2°ion^a &©d6tiva closely resembles the Julian lex agr-
HS» nf S . 5aere " thQ Digest uses aurei, the lex Mamilia

®) Raid in t^r Sa^®berS Saglio III p.llb4.
«) cic. £„ -5;?; v 1915 p-247-
'iHariy S'/i" -4' of' ■Att. I -19 -4! see p.71.^ m J.R.S, IV 1914 p.106.
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0f Cinna"» With this Reid disagrees on the ground that Caesar
hiive handled municipal problems piecemeal.

Beeas t0 1

Various other theories have been advanced about the lex Mamilia*
thinks that it was passed by five tribunes in 55 B.C..

2) SUggests five partisans of Caesar in 49 B.C. He points outCftry °

that L.Roscius and A.Alllenus were colleagues in the praetorship
j_n 49 B.C. and Sex. Peducaeus was governor of Sardinia in 48 B.C.3^
Whether Peducaeus could have been praetor the year before in view
of pompey's lex de iure roagistratuum is open to some doubt, but
Roscius certainly passed an important law for Caesar in his praetor-
shlp.4) Mommaen objects that the lex Mamilia must have been passed
before 51 B.C., as it is mentioned In Cicero's De Legibus, which
was completed in that year. But, asks Gary, can this be assumed?
Cicero was still working on it in 46 B.C.. Hardy,5) while admitting

that 49 B.C. was entirely suitable for the passing of a law to

constitute newly enfranchised towns in Cisalpine Gaul, does not

feel sure that such clauses would be added to a law for the estab¬

lishment of transmarine colonies like that at TJrso or the military

settlements in Gaul and Spain. He would prefer to limit the oper¬

ation of the law to Italy and to find an earlier date for It, per¬

haps when the praetors of 49 B.C. were colleagues in the tribunate.

He argues thus: colonisation was the principal feature of Caesar's

agrarian measures of 63, 59 and his dictatorship; his interest in

giving logical effect to the enfranchisement of Italy is shown by

TTwrilems - te ge'nat etc. I p.498 n.5; cf. Botsford (Roman Assemblies
P»441) and another suggestion of Mommsen (De rom. Feldmesser II
pp.223-7) •

J Jary in J-.p. XXXV 1920 pp. 174-90;%>♦ B.C. II -48,
is was a law regulating the administration of Transalpine Gaul

Twaa?3 . The consuls of 49 B.C. had fled, so perhaps the
5) Hsrv^0?8 tooi2: °^er their job of formulating laws.

of pL ? 3-^25 pp. 185-91, which is an answer to the theory
a 3 kbat the lex Mamilia was connected with C.Mamilius,
p Igc une ^09 B.C. (cf. T.F'rank - Economic History of Rome
Emnir.fin^ ' Pv0stovtzeff - Social and Economic History of the RomanmP*re p,493; Kroll in P.W. XIII2 2397.)
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niuniciP8-! law and especially by the last paragraph of the

jabl® Heraclela: the description of the towns to be "constituted"
the iqx Mamilia corresponds exactly with those of enfranchised

Italy tiie l0X Municipal!3 and with those of enfranchised
Cisalpi*19 Gaul in the lex Rubria; Caesar's care for setting up
boundaries within a colonial territory is shown by the second
chapter in the charter of his Spanish colony: the last of these
chapters is headed in the Digest with the words - lege agraria

C,Caesar tulit. In So B.C. he had in view an extensive scheme

of colonisation, -while in 59 B.C., so far as is known, no more
than two colonies resulted, and it seems to have dealt only with
the ager Carapanus. It is a reasonable hypothesis, thinks Hardy,
that in some year after 59 B.C. and before 52 B.C. (after which

the breach with Pompey would have made it impossible) Caesar en¬

trusted to his friends among the tribunes the furtherance of his

scheme for the establishment of colonies as well as the task of

speeding up the "constitution" of enfranchised towns by sending
out commissioners.

Some years after his original article Cary propounded a new

theory."^ In his view Mamillus and his colleagues formed part of

Caesar's land commission and issued a lex data by way of filling

in details not provided for in Caesar's acts. But the lex Mamil¬

ia did not merely add the finishing touch to a scheme of land

assignation: it initiated a programme. A substantive act like
this needed the authorisation of the comitia: therefore it could

not have been issued as a simple ordnance by a group of subordinate

officials. Magistrates with the ius agendi must have presented
The fasti of 59 B.C. leave no place for Mamilius and his

oolleagues. In the lists of magistrates for 49 B.C. were a L.
Kosciua and A.Allienus certainly and a Sex. Peducaeus and Q.Pabius
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bably aS Prae^ors* sPiice P-i0 former view that the law
s passed in that year Cary now admits that joint legislation

college of praetors was not normal. Such cooperative meas-w

es usually proceeded from the tribunes. At the end of the
r public the interval between the tribunate and praetorship was
six years! presumably therefor© the praetors of 49 B.C. were
tribunes in 55 B.C. This date is not excluded by the tribunlcian
fasti which would admit of Mainilius and his four colleagues being
placed on the roll of that year. Therefore Willem's suggestion1)
of 55 B.C. appeals to Gary.

But there is a new problem. Why after two land laws in 59

B.C.2) should Caesar have required a third at so short an interval?
Cary's reply is that in 59 B.C. Caesar had four legions; by 57
B.C. he had eight. Therefore more allotments would be required

for them. It is impossible to say whether he could have satisfied

these claims out of territory gained in 59 B.C.; but it is clear

that his soldiers had. only "deferred shares In the stock issued

in that year", Pompey's soldiers and fathers of three or more

children had first claim: thus Caesar supplementary land law is

no longer a mystery. '

Furthermore, continues Cary, given the necessary fresh legis¬

lation an Caesar's behalf, it was in his interest to have it passed

with the least possible delay. He did not intend to disband his

troops immediately; on the contrary it was plainly his object to

keep his army together as long as Pompey and Crassus were cum

iuperio:. But mistrust of his partners, which made him postpone

. ^1)74OUT"
2 See below.

1 * ' xxxv 1920 pi87 Cary had thought it inexplicable that
lnpSar 8 ac^s ^'9 B.C. should have required in 55 B.C. so sweep-
vJL* meaSUre as ^iie lox Camilla "to supplement them; for a) Pompey' s
-Ih Mo rnust have -'ad full provision long before (cf. Dio 38-1
Drn^noAf"eAar,B s°lcil02:,s were still on active service and had no
"Iven f being pensioned off; c)the proletariate had been
for n" ree corn by Clodius. Therefore there was no urgent demand
distMafT* n<? law in 55 B.C.; d)there was still land awaiting' ribution in 51 B.C. (Cic. Pam. VIII -10 -4).
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moblllslns ^fooP3? also compelled him to hasten the bill for
their pensions. This bill could not be carried without the co-
peration of the other triumvirs s therefore it was incumbent upon

t0 fc,ring it forward while he was on good terras with them.

[jter Luca was plainly the right moment: probably the measure was
carried at the same time as the other triumviral enactments. On
this view the lex Marallla was a "junior partner" to the leges Lie-
inia Pompeia and Trebonia. The absence of any reference to this
law In Cicero's letters is of little importances as very few of
his letters have survived. Neither can conclusions be drawn from
the silence of the Greek writers, whose accounts of 55 B.C. are

1)
Incomplete and episodic.

p i
lone of these theories is completely satisfactory. ' It is

undoubtedly tempting to connect the lex Mamilia with the agrarian

legislation of 59 B.C.j but it is probably safer to refer it to
the period of Caesar's dicatorship, since it is difficult to assign

statements about Caesar's agrarian schemes definitely either to

his consulship or to his dictatorship.

It Is unfortunate that Cicero's letters for the important period

of Caesar's agrarian legislation do not begin until after March,

by which time the scheme had in its first part become law? besides,

the information he does supply is scanty. But a study of Att. II
"1 -19 leaves us in no doubt that the original lex agraria contain¬
ed no suggestion that the ager Campanus was to be included. Dio3^
^"®6ck (C.A.J~"IX p.518 n. ) supports Gary and Willems -"possibly

provision was made for Caesar's veterans when the time came",
fyrrell (Correspondence of Cicero I p.412 n. ) thinks it was
passed by a subsection of five similar to the Vviri in 44 B.C.

(op.cit. p.63) has, it seems, killed Mommsents theory aboutnQ lex Mamilia. He points out that one of the Vviri was an

mIC??Su1 K*Valerius Messala (C.I.L. VI 3826) and that this law
(t t> vfefore certainly not drafted by the Vviri. Gary, however,^-920 p.186 n.4) thinks this inconclusive, since the
tha „ ,ution of the board would change from time to time. For#!£££see p-405-
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expllcitly that this territory was definitely excepted,

suuiably in order to avoid the additional difficulties which
y arise from the eviction of existing tenants. He gives a

and coherent account of the original proposal in which landclear

as to be bought with the money from Porapeyss eastern campaigns.
On/,prll 29th^ Cicero was astounded to hear what Caesar proposed
to do with the ager Campanus - and, if we are to believe Suetonius,2^
the campus Stellatis. His letters during this month mention a

lend commission,- the membership of which had already been determin¬
es) There is no reason to suppose that Caesar departed from
the customary procedure and nominated his commissioners before the
measure had been ratified. Therefore by the end of April 59 B.C.

one of his land laws stood on the statute book. In May Cicero

refers to the distribution of the ager Campanus as if the measure

had just been promulgateds^^ hence the lex C&mpana must have belong¬
ed to a later and separate bill. That Caesar was experiencing

difficulties with Ms original law is seen from Cicero5 s remarks

toAfticus.5^ He declared himself quite unable to so^-ve the land

question rmllo recusante. Caesar seems to have found it more

difficult to buy land than he had expected: perhaps few landowners

were willing to sell at the censors' rating, or the land he was

being offered was unsatisfactory.®^ But whatever the reason he now

came forward with this new and sweeping proposal.

Thus I cannot agree with Kommsen1 s statement that there was

only one agrarian la?/ which involved the distribution of Italian

domain land i.e. substantially the territory of Capua - and, if

%c,~II "-1ST See Rice Holmes (op.cit. pp.476-9): Ward© Fowler(Caesar p.109):
Suet. Jul. io:
Cic, Att. ii *6; 7,

Aftfcs T* -16:
J Jic, fitt. II -is.

lav? XXXV 1920 p.180) - "The practical failure of his firstcompelled him (sc. Caesar) to introduce a supplementary one,
7)?w,„ 9ampana'" cf. Ferrero (op.cit. I p.288).en (History of Rome IV p.188 - Every .Trans.):
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g should not suffice, other Italian land was to be bought.
Ouj. authorities show that the procedure was exactly the reverse•
Against this theory stand not only Cicero and Dlo but Livy, who
peats of leges agrariae,1) Appian, who mentions vo^o\

Suetonius, who after relating the struggle over the original lex
, aria adds that the ager Camp&nus and campus Stellatis were to

3)
be divided among twenty thousand citizens, and Plutarch, who
states explicitly that the lex Campana was an afterthought. -)

The status of the quinquevlri and their connection with the

vigintiviri have never been satisfactorily explained. ' That they
iere distinct from the larger body seems certain. Various sugg¬

estions about their composition have been made; that they were

one of four commissions charged with the superintendence of part

of the land defined in the agrarian law:S^ that they exercised

Judicial functions, while the rest were occupied In assigning
landss^ that they were charged with the distribution of the ager

1) Livy Spit. 1.63: Uic. Att. II -18 speaks of the Julian laws after
the Campanian proposal.

2 App. B.C. II -10;
3 Suet. Jul. 20;
4 Plut, Cat, Min. 31s cf. Caes. 14s Pomp. 47 where he speaks of

agrarian laws. Those who favour the view that there was only one
agrarian law are;- Drumann III pp.182-91; Merlvale (History of the
Roman Empire ... pp. 173-5); Mommsen (History of Rome IV p.188
Every .Trans.): Ihne (Gesc'h. Rome. VI p.317)s Watson (Select Letters
of Cicero pp.16-7); Tyrrell and Purser (Corres. of Cicero I p.412)
etc.. Those who vote for two laws are;- Lang© (op.cit.III pp.272-
80); Perrero (op.clt, I p.287 n.; 291); Heitland (History of the
Roman Republic III pp. 127-9; 136-9); Ward© Fowler (Caesar pp. 109-13J
Eofesford (Roman Assemblies p«439); Tyrrell and 'Purser (cit. 1° p.
427); P.W. (under Campanus ager); Meyer (op.cit. pp.61-2); Cary
(J.P. XXXV 1920 pp.178-90); Long (op.eit. Ill pp.417-8) adks what
land was included in Caesar?s original scheme, if the Campanian
®as not, That the territory of Volaterrae was excluded is shown
«y Cicero, who was, however, not anxious at first about the ager
taapanus. Rice Holmes (op.cit. pp.476 ff.) suggests that Dio mayoe interpreted in one of two ways; either Caesar meant to distrib-
St t n +T tile lancl exc@Pf tli© ag©r Campanus, and thus the campuseilatis was meant as distinct from the Campanian territory; or
land°Ugkfc have said that Caesar originally meant to use aucft

*r as *i0 cotlld purchase and afterwards added the ager Campanus
&ft-nCaaj?liS ^tellatis • He had thought of Including Volaterrae but

ex°luded it. The latter alternative is to my mind
gj
dP 11 *""7! Atfclcua hints that even the Vviri are speaking()£tlast the III Tlrs.

" sCen I 5&S Fela™ss9r 11 P«ss<"Eph, Lpxgr. Ill p.3 - a later opinion.
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1) nr> that thev war

Ojspanu1Sjl) or that they war© a group of figure-heads much the

as those employed by certain companies of today in order to
confidence.The first of these suggestions is unlikely,

there was no reason whjt Atticus should pick out one group

f vviri rather that the other three; he speaks as if they were
a slngl© body* The second theory does not account for the fact
that Cicero, who was not likely to be included to exercise judicial
functions since he was hostile to the law, was offered a seat on
the board That they had to do with the ager Campanus as dist¬
inct from the rest of the scheme is disproved by the fact that
glcero mentions them before he know there was to be a Campanian
iaff,4) i incline to the view that they were an ornamental body
and for this reason Cicero was offered a seat, while Pompey and

Crassus, who were members of the XXviri, had no connection with
5)

jTjeid - Hermathena 1905 p.393:I Meyer (op.cit. pp.64-6) conjectures that they were a managing
sub-committee. But Cicero would not have been offered a place
on such a body. Again, would Grassus and Pompey have been
omitted?

jjic. Att, II -19. who the deceased Cosconius was is unknown. Items unlikely that he was a member of the Vviri, so Caesar's
er of' a place on the smaller body (de prov. cons. 41) was per¬

il SaITp1^ af'ter' this letter was written.
5) Sep n r ttHo1hi0s (op-cit. pp.476-9):C.A.H. ix p.516 n.l: Gary (J.P. XXXV 1920 pp.174-90):
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. T Clodius and the Lex Aelia Fufia.
^— —_ ,—

gef0re we can discuss this lex Clodia. we must examine the lex

A6llft Fufia.1^ This came into operation about 150 B.C. ,**> the
period ox* senatorial ascendancy, and its intention was to impose a

check on the tribunate. It enacted that a magistrate could prevent
the holding of an assembly for either legislative or electoral

ptoses. Th© light of obnuhtiatio was based on two kinds of aug-
uria, oblativa and impetrativa.3} With the auspicia oblativa we

are not immediately concerned, since the signs were not sought
{' I;

beforehand and, while a private citizen could legally maxe them,

tuey were binding only when made by an augur. The auspicia imp-
atrativa lay only within the power of a magistrate, who could state

beforehand that se de caelo servaturum esse. This ius obnuntiationis
could prevent a measure or an election of which the magistrate

lisapproved. In practice the only two magistrates to take advantage

of this power were the consul and the tribune. There are only two

possible instances of attempts to disregard it before 59 B.C.

ta Bibulus tried to use it against Caesar. In the next year
E * H:

Clodius took measures to provide against a similar occurrence.

It is generally admitted that Clodius did not repeal all the

clauses of the lex Aelia Fufia;^ for during the period down to

1) There were "in reality two laws - see Cic. post red. in sen, lis in
Vat, 5s 18s 23? de prov. cons. 46s de haruu.resp. 58s in Pis.9. In
the pro Sest, 1X4 and Att, 11 -9 Cicero mentions the lex Aelia alone
and in Att, IV -16 the lex Fufia alone.. The relationship between
the two is unknown, and for convenience they are referred to as a
single law.
Cic. in Pis, 10;
Swius to Aen, VI -190; Bonatus to Ter. Ad. 54?;

V"' Cic. Phil, ij -80 -4, Auspicia oblativa could therefore only
obstruct a meeting if they occurred duriiig it. See Greenidge (C.R.

' ill? 1893 PP.168 ff»). Tor Pompey's use of them in 55 B.C. see p.201"«• Cic. in Vat. 6; 18; 23; The two instances on which tire ius
otamitiationis was possibly disregarded were - Caipuraius Piso in

, 3»C. and the tribune Lurco in 61 B.C.. An instance in 88 B.C.
js more doubtful- see App. B.C. I -65.
^ in de harus, resp. 58 Cicero says Clodius "suctulit" -these laws.
Aei?!0 Sest* 33 lie says that by the lex Clodia the auspices and theJ"Lan *hfiaa laws were to have no validity. Nevertheless, as is

m below, these sweeping statements are open to much doubt.
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, r there are several instances of the use of the power of
^ 13,0c w

Ijaiatiatio,1^ Some have maintained that the lex Clodia was dis-
arded}^) hut if this were the case we should expect some

mention of it. It is more likely that Clodius rope, led only
certain forms of the ins obnuntiationis, mcDonald3^ has collected
p instances of obmmti&tio which occur after 68 .B.C., and from
^ a® h&s .produced a reasonable account of the terms of the
Clodian law,

in 44 B.C. Antonius wanted to prevent the election of Dolabella

as his colleague suffectus in the consulship, he therefore stated

that he would stop the proceedings, not by imposing his obnuntiatio

as consul but in his capacity as augur, Cicero4^ taunts him with

his ignorance of augural procedure because he chose to act in an
S)

illegal manner instead of using the legal means open to him.

From this passage vie must assume that the consul retained the right

of obnuntiatio after 68 B.C. so far as elective assemblies were

concerned. That the tribunes retained this is clear from the

activities of Mile in 67 There was another instance of
y

the tribunds use of the obnuntiatio in 64 B.C., when Scaevola tried
to prevent Sc&urus's election as consul. ^

These instances are connected with elective assemblies; but most

1) See Sice Holmes (op.citj p,330) s
2 Honmsen (Staatsr. r3 p. 112): cf. Greenidge (op.cit. pp.158 ff,)}
3) McDonald in J.R.S. XIX 1929 pp. 164-79, on which this note is based.For modern works on the lex Aelia Fufia see Mommsen and Greenidge

cit.s Dermiston (Cicero's Philippics I-II pp. 180-6): Willems (Le
droit public Remain pp. 139-40); Vale ton in Mnem, XIX 1891 pp.£48ff;
fyrrell (Correspondence of Cicero I pp.409-10; 414);
a;. mi. ix -so -4s
w? violated augural practice by - a) announcing beforehand

jnat be would discover unfavourable auspicia oblativas b) tryingw obstruct the assembly by announcing auspicia oblativa whichwone else but he had seen. Pompey stopped the praetorial elecV
d ?tvi\ 55 B*G* Ms power as augur (Plut. Cat. Min. 42;v1*/ 44 B.C. the tribune Aaprenas tried to do the same buttailed (App. B.C. Ill -7).

7) Gic# l' "S2dee PP. 175-6; 179.1 u°. Q.P. Ill -3; Att. IV -17;
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rob&bly the tribune's ius obnuntiatlords extended also to
legislative assemblies. In 57 B.C. Sestius obnuntiavit consul!
(probably Lietellus Mepos),i} and since there is no suggestion of
lections, presumably the assembly was a legislative one. Another

instance in 44 B.C. is not very clear, but it at least points in
2)

the sane direction. For further evidence McDonald cites the
senatus consultum concerning Cicero's recall - ne quis de caelo

3)
serveret, ne quis moram ull&m adferret. Since this came after
the lex Clodia it can be explained only on the assumption that the
tribunes retained the right of obnuntiatio in connection with leg¬

islative assemblies. It seems, therefore, that Clodius deprived

the consuls of their right of obnuntiatio against legislative

assemblies but left untouched their right to obstruct elective

meetings, while the tribunes retained both these powers, McDonald

points out that if the consul had been able to announce se de caelo

servaturum, he would certainly have done so in 56 B.C., when the

conservatives in the senate resorted to the'clumsy method of banning

dies coaitiaLes one after another on religious grounds in order to

prevent the tribune C.Cato from passing certain anti-senatorial

laws,4)
One passage of Cicero has been put forward .in objection to this

theory that curule magistrates lost t&eir ius obnuntiationis in
58 B.C. ihen speaking of a meeting of the assembly summoned to
vote on his recall end dispersed by the Clodians he says - victa
est causa rei publieae, et victa non auspicius, non intercession©,
non suffragiis, sed vi, manu, ferro, lim si obnuntiasset Fabric io
is praetor} qui se servasse de caelo dixerat, accepisset res pub¬
lics plagaia, sed earn qusm accepted gernere posset. According to

5[^Tpro"~siitT~79s 2) Cic. Phil. I -25;J tic, pro Best, 129; cf. Greenidge (cit.) who argues that all ins¬
tances of obstruction after 58 B.C. are based on angaria oblativa.
valeton (cit.) argues that this was not touched by the lex Clodia.
uermiBton (op.cit. pp.182 ff.) disagrees.Me. Q.P. IV -5s

•' Uc. pro sest, 73.
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the usual interpretation of this passage the praetor must have
had the right of obriuntiatio at legislative assemblies. But
against this there is no other recorded instance of obnuntiatio
by a praetor. It is suspicious that the text has only p.r.. One
possible explanation given by McDonald is that Cicero is stating'
a hypothetical case, or again that the praetor made a threat which
he recognised as illegal and which he had no intention of carrying
out. Cicero was speaking only from hearsay and may have been

wrong in his details. But none of these explanations is satisfact¬

ory. Cicero was not likely to make a mistake of detail; nor was

there much point in a praetor threatening an action which he knew

to be illegal; nor again do the' words 1 serv&sse" and 'dixerat' make

a hypothetical case possible. Keid"*") has suggested that that -

is dixerat was a gloss or that we should read - is qui .....

diceret and translate - if someone had interposed his obnuntiatio

- I mean by saying that he cle caelo servasse. The second suggestion

is attractive, but I doubt whether it will bear the meaning put

upon it. The one definite point is that there is textual corr¬

uption: thus we are not justified in assuming from such a passage

that the praetor possessed the ius obnuntiationis at legislative

assemblies in 57 B.C..2)
McDonald thinks it likely that the lex Clodia repealed another

clause of the lex Aelia Fufia, which is mentioned by the Scholiast
" that which gave elective assemblies precedence over legislative
ones and which apparently forbade the holding of the latter during
the trinundinum.2) There are two recorded instances of dispensation
from this last part of the Aelian Fufian law: in 57 B.C. Piso was

allowed to introduce a lex de ambitu after the elections had been

announced,4) and in 61 B.C. the tribune Burco was given the same

keid in Holden* sT edition of Cic. pro Sest. 78; de prov. cons. 46:
« Greenidge (cit.) - "a purely imaginary case".

Schoi. Bob. II p.148 (Stangl)
v See p.46:Note B.
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concession. ^ Although the absence of such dispensation after'
58 B.C. is not conclusive evidence that Clodius abolished this
clause ox the lex Aelia fufia, certain passages of Cicero2) su& est

that after this date legislative assemblies might be held on axes

fasti non eoraiti&les.

1) Cic. Att. I -16; see p.133.2) Cic. pi'o Sest. 33s de prov. cons. 46:
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